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spring 2016   |   THE SEARCH FOR JUSTICE   |   PROCRASTINATION NATION
The Presidency
of H. Kim Bottomly
1The Search for Justice
By Amita Parashar Kelly ’06
Kisha Brown ’00 became director of Baltimore’s Office of 
Civil Rights and Wage Enforcement just a few months 
before Freddie Gray died, and found that civilian oversight 
of the police was basically “nonexistent.” Day by day, 
Brown is working to protect people’s civil rights.
The Steady Hand
By Catherine O’Neill Grace
During a tumultuous era, H. Kim Bottomly led 
Wellesley with a quiet equanimity, focusing her 
attention on expanding the College’s reach around 
the globe, revitalizing the campus, and reaffirming 










In Memoriam—Ingrid Stadler, 1930–2016
Endnote—A Fragile Gift
By Katharine Reece ’08
Cover illustration by Jason Seiler
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Procrastination Nation
By Jennifer E. Garrett ’98
As one alumna put it, for “women who will,” Wellesley 
students and alumnae are very good at being “women 
who almost won’t.” How can we stop putting off for 
tomorrow what we know we should be doing today?
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P
art of my job as editor is to be boots on 
the ground at myriad College events—
from symposia to memorial services to 
commencement. Taking part in those 
gatherings, I get to see a lot of another 
person whose role it also is to be a presence for the 
College: our president.
As H. Kim Bottomly, Wellesley’s 13th president, 
prepares to hand over the keys to the College 
on July 1, I’ve thought back to the many times 
I’ve seen her in action. Presiding over Academic 
Council, the faculty legislative body, calmly trying 
to keep a firm hold on the reins of a galloping 
debate. Driving to class social hours in a torrential 
downpour to greet returning alumnae at reunion. Presenting flowers to a fleet-footed senior at 
Hooprolling—and avoiding the splash when the winner goes into the lake.
One of my favorite memories is from the commemoration of the 100th anniversary of the 
Great Fire, celebrating the vibrant institution that emerged from the ashes of College Hall. We 
had a community breakfast in the Chapel, where the Wellesley community had gathered as the 
ruins smoldered a century before. Present-day students and faculty read period letters aloud, 
making the shock of the conflagration entirely vivid.
Wonderfully, Kim turned up in Edwardian dress, complete with a long skirt, a hat with a 
wide black band, and a cameo at the neck. When she got up to greet attendees, she had an 
admission. “I just want to say, it was complicated being a president—or a woman—in those 
days,” she said. “There’s a cane. There are gloves. I’ve already lost one of the gloves. Turns out 
you can’t turn pages when you have gloves on. But the good news is, I’m not entirely authentic. 
I decided not to wear the corset for the occasion.” The crowd hooted.
I just want to say, it’s complicated being a president today. You are the public face of the College 
in moments of great institutional pride and in moments of tremendous tragedy or controversy. 
You might have to find words of comfort for shell-shocked students who have lost of one of their 
own. You and your institution might be the target of stinging criticism—from individuals or the 
national press. You have to be a consummate diplomat and an empathetic listener. If the stock 
market tanks during your tenure, you have to make enormously difficult decisions about College 
priorities, and how many employees will be laid off in budget cuts. You have to be a risk-taker 
and a visionary—what initiatives will keep the College at the pinnacle of higher education for 
decades to come?—and you have to be a tireless leader who can endure a pounding schedule.
The array of skills required to be a college president is mind-boggling. Madeleine Korbel 
Albright ’59, who knows a thing or two about challenging jobs, calls the role “one of the more 
difficult things one could do.” As you’ll read in our cover story on page 16, “The Steady Hand,” 
Kim negotiated her presidency with quiet equanimity. Dean Katherine Lynch says that she has led 
“from a position that is completely and entirely without ego.” Trustee Emeritus William Kaiser 
praises her “analytical intelligence, her courage and strength, and her willingness to try new things.” 
Professor of Sociology Jonathan Imber calls her “an honest broker, fair-minded, and a loyal and 
dedicated friend of our College.”
As Kim prepares to set aside the presidential hat, gloves, cane, and (yes, sometimes) corset, we 
applaud her steady, kind leadership and all the ways it has transformed and strengthened Wellesley.
—Alice M. Hummer, editor
From the Editor
Letters to the Editor
Wellesley welcomes short letters (300 words 
maximum) relating to articles or items that have 
appeared in recent issues of the magazine. Send 
your remarks to the Editor, Wellesley magazine, 
106 Central St., Wellesley, MA 02481-8203, 
email your comments to magazine@wellesley.
edu, or submit a letter via the magazine’s website, 
magazine.wellesley.edu.
PIONEERING PROGRAMERS
I was delighted to read the article by Lisa Scanlon 
Mogolov ’99 in the winter Wellesley magazine 
and the sidebar about Mary Allen Wilkes ’59 
(“Get With the Programming” and “Wellesley’s 
First Programmers”). I was pleased to learn there 
was another Wellesley grad who was an early 
computer programmer. After graduating with a 
degree in economics in 1957, I was hired by IBM’s 
federal office in Washington, D.C. There, I wrote 
programs (some highly secret) for the government 
using the same huge computers as Mary did. I 
worked for IBM until 1964, leaving with the title 
of senior systems engineer. Following my IBM 
years, I continued to design systems for my prior 
IBM customers and worked for several New York 
City consulting firms before forming my own 
firm, Computer Software Management. The soft-
ware that the firm created 
was bundled in IBM mid-
range computers, earning 
CSM the elite status of IBM 
Business Partner.
I sold the firm and 
“retired” in 1995, but have 
continued to stay in the field 
by helping others of my age 
master the mysteries of their 
computers and phones. I have loved every minute 
of my career, especially as there was always been 
a new computer or language to learn and wonder-
ful clients with whom to interact.
Betsy Rauch Rainoff ’57
Southern Pines, N.C.
TWEETS TO THE EDITOR
✱	 I have to stop myself from reading 
@wellesleymag too quickly to save some  
for later!
—@_Amita_ (Amita Parashar Kelly ’06)
✱	 @_amita_ @Wellesleymag I agree.  
Despite working in mags & recycling all 
others, I KEEP all WM. New Yorkers go  
2 laundromat
—@amy2pt0 (Amy Cross ’83)
✱	 Waiting waiting waiting on my  
@Wellesleymag and resisting the urge to 
read all the articles online … how slow  
is the post? #thelittlethings
—@WanguiKamonji (Wangui Kamonji ’13)
✱	 Delighted to read the latest @Wellesleymag 
featuring none other than friend and mentor 
Irma in the Editor’s Letter!
—@rociogarza (Rocio-Maria Garza Tisdell ’07)
✱	 Crying reading the @Wellesleymag Editors 
Letter about Irma Tryon. That woman 
worked so hard for so long and Im so 
grateful we crossed paths.
—@MsMakkah (Makkah Ali ’10)
✱	 @Wellesleymag Get With the Programming 
piece is  
—@sarabsimon (Sara Simon ’13)
✱	 @Wellesleymag My fav part is using lessons 
from the Data Structures class in an 
Eighteenth-Century Fiction assignment.
—@sarabsimon (Sara Simon ’13)
✱	 thanks @Wellesleymag for the  
welcome to @Wellesley! #newbeginnings  
#connectionsandcommunities 
#careerservices
—@Cruzvergara (Christine Cruzvergara, 
associate provost and executive director  
for career education)
✱	 Great shout out in the @Wellesleymag 
about my candidacy for state rep!
—@Jen_Migliore (Jennifer Migliore ’14)
WELL SUITED TO COMPUTERS
I read with envy about courses now being offered 
in computer programming and problem solving, 
and in particular “Wellesley’s First Programmers” 
(“Get With the Programming,” winter ’16). 
Despite not having had these available to me, I 
was fortunate in having the Wellesley Placement 
Office steer me in the right direction after gradu-
ation. I was provided with a list of possible job 
sites in the Washington, D.C., area appropriate 
for a math major. Despite having no idea what 
to expect, I went for an interview at IBM and 
from that moment, I was hooked. IBM had its 
own superb training programs, and I ultimately 
became an IBM systems engineer.
It was an extraordinary experience for me, 
utilizing my math background, my interest in 
teaching, my knack (I think) of getting along with 
people, and my logical mind. A lot of it was “on 
the job training,” as exemplified by my assign-
ment to oversee the installation of the first type-
setting computer (before word processing) at the 
Washington Evening Star newspaper. There was 
no documentation, nor class instruction, as the 
program had just been written and was only being 
used at two other newspapers. Its purpose was 
to hyphenate and justify text, and it was meant 
to replace the linotype. My job was to learn the 
program and learn the function of the linotype in 
order to customize the software to produce the 
text similar to the output of the linotype. I fre-
quently worked the night shift with the linotype 
operators, who, though threatened by being 
replaced, became my friends.
I often thought that this was a career well 
suited for many women. It requires people skills, 
patience, and interest in detail. Math skills were 
not critical, but a logical mind was. It has taken 
a long time to spread the word that this is an 
exciting and rewarding field for women.
Nancy Dessoff Colodny ’60
Naples, Fla.
IN PRAISE OF WELLESLEY NURSES
Thank you for highlighting a nurse in the winter 
’16 issue (“Lives in Transition”). Like Christine 
Howe ’69, I have worked as a hospice nurse,
If there’s one thing AMITA 
PARASHAR KELLY ’06 
(“The Search for Justice,” page 
24) has learned as a journalist, 
it’s that the most difficult 
conversations are also the 
ones most worth having.
CONTRIBUTORS
Senior Associate Editor 
CATHERINE O’NEILL GRACE 
(“The Steady Hand,” page 16)  
enjoyed finding out that she and 
President Bottomly share a love 
of taking a break on the swing 
outside Houghton Chapel.
JENNIFER E. GARRETT ’98 
(“Procrastination Nation,” 
page 32) wanted to write a 
pithy and witty bio, but she 
put it off too long and the 
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Above: Bottomly, with Provost Andy Shennan at the Great Fire commemoration
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WELLESLEY HAS GIVEN ME 
MANY GIFTS.
Some were tangible. 
There was the portrait of 
Chaucer that an alumna 
returned to me, after she 
had “borrowed” it from 
the English department 40 
years ago. There was a rare 
second-edition copy of Copernicus’ De Revolutionibus 
Orbium Coelestium, originally published in 1548, 
presented to Wellesley in my honor at my inauguration. 
There was a painting by our beloved Kathryn Wasserman 
Davis ’28, which I received after her death in 2013, and 
that now hangs in my office. There were countless smaller 
gifts: magnets from alumnae in Tokyo; scarves and a 
gorgeous silk kimono; homemade southern pralines from 
an alumna and proud Wellesley grandmother; chocolates, 
nuts, dates, and fruitcake at the holidays. There was a 
cowboy hat from students— a nod to my Montana 
origins— and Swedish Fish from my staff. (It’s my favorite 
candy.) And then there were the Wellesley memorabilia: 
a copper teapot used by students in the early 20th century, 
now in the President’s House; a hoop with the names of 
Wellesley women from the 1930s to the 1960s inside, now 
at the President’s Office; and a photo album, which shows 
how much the campus has, and has not, changed over the 
last century.
Some of the gifts were intangible. Whether sipping a 
cup of coffee or a glass of wine on my terrace overlooking 
Lake Waban, discovering the hidden gems of our build-
ings and landscape, or walking my enviable “commute” 
from the President’s House to Green Hall, living and 
working on this beautiful campus has been a gift.
There has also been the gift of “my” students— watch-
ing the growth and development of young women over 
their four years at Wellesley. I very much look forward 
to seeing the class that started with me in 2007 (the 
yellow class of 2011) at their fifth reunion this June.
And there were the many, many people who gave the 
gift of themselves to make Wellesley an even better place. 
There were those faculty, staff, and alumnae who joined 
with me to create our innovative Madeleine Albright 
Institute for Global Affairs, including the indomitable 
Madeleine Korbel Albright ’59 herself. There were so 
many alumnae around the world who offered their 
expertise and advice as we became more international. 
There were countless faculty and alumnae who joined 
hands with me to stand firm against those forces that 
would undermine the most basic tenets of the liberal 
arts— to defend open debate on all topics, to celebrate 
artistic freedom, and to insist upon unfettered intellectual 
discovery. There were those alumnae whose hard work 
and support advanced their vision of a new career ser-
vices model for the 21st century— an innovative part of 
the Wellesley experience that will be a gift to our students 
and alumnae for generations to come. There were those 
many staff members, faculty, and trustees who rolled up 
their sleeves to tackle the problem of how to upgrade 
and refurbish an iconic campus whose buildings had not 
been redone in decades. And always— always— there 
were our faculty members, who worked ceaselessly and 
creatively to maintain an exciting classroom experience, 
including those adventurous few who joined our 
WellesleyX venture to bring a small part of Wellesley to 
thousands of people around the world.
I will always be grateful for these, and so many other 
gifts. I will also be grateful for the memories of Wellesley. 
I will miss hearing the carillon play “To Alma Mater” 
and “Hedwig’s Theme” from Harry Potter. I will miss 
being called KBot and seeing the thousands of daffodils 
each April on the Weaver House hill. I will miss the 
Scream Tunnel, Lake Day, Hooprolling, tea with students, 
and the many traditions that make Wellesley Wellesley. I 
will miss our students. I will miss the sisterhood.
But I won’t be leaving Wellesley behind. As I have 
told every graduating class, once you are Wellesley, you 
will always be Wellesley. You will always belong here. 
Wherever I go, whatever I do, I will always carry the gift 
of Wellesley with me. Wellesley is now a part of me, and 
I am grateful for that gift.
I thank you all for these wonderful years.
H. Kim Bottomly, president
The Gift of Wellesley










‘There has also been the gift of “my” students— watching the growth and development  
of young women over their four years at Wellesley.’ —H. Kim Bottomly
ON WELLESLEYWindow
A COLLEGE PRESIDENT-TO-BE quickly learns 
that Wellesley students snap their fingers when 
they approve of something.
Exhibit A, February 2016: Laura Daignault 
Gates ’72, chair of the board of trustees, is 
standing on the stage of Alumnae Hall, intro-
ducing Wellesley’s 14th president to the College 
community. Paula Adina Johnson, she says, is a 
faculty member at Harvard Medical School and 
the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health. 
A chorus of snaps fills the auditorium. Johnson 
built the Division of Women’s Health at Boston’s 
Brigham and Women’s Hospital and Harvard 
Med, Gates says, and she has dedicated her 
career to the health and lives of women. Snap, 
snap, snap, snap.
A brief expression of confusion flashes 
across Johnson’s face, and then she under-
stands. The students are wildly enthusiastic 
about the unanimous choice of the presidential 
search committee and board of trustees. They 
are thrilled to welcome the College’s first 
African-American president.
There are cheers, too, as Johnson speaks of 
women’s leadership being recognized today “as 
transforming health, education, and economies— 
the economies of families, cities, and whole 
countries.” Wellesley’s “laser-beam focus” on the 
development of young women is highly relevant, 
she says, and the need is to educate women who 
will not just make a difference in the world, but 
who will transform it.
Snaps, and cheers, and smiles prevail. Then 
the community adjourns for cookies, hand-















Johnson takes office on July 1. For more about her, visit goo.gl/ci9Zb6.  
A full profile on Johnson’s life and work will appear in the summer ’16 issue.
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W hen Ann Hayden Hamilton ’67 heads out to Wellesley College in the morning, she’s never quite sure when 
she’ll get back home. It all depends on how many 
faculty, staff, and student friends she runs into on 
campus—and how many of them need her help.
Hamilton has worn a number of hats at 
Wellesley. After graduating with a degree in eco-
nomics, she returned to work on staff as a com-
puter programmer. She spent 12 years as a 
stay-at-home mom and busy volunteer, including 
service on the Wellesley College Alumnae 
Association board. Later, she rejoined the staff 
and served as College registrar, retiring in 2009. 
But she says her current volunteer role as presi-
dent of the Wellesley Students’ Aid Society may 
be her most rewarding yet.
“I think I may be more involved than past 
presidents, for kind of selfish reasons, because I 
have such a close connection with the College,” 
Hamilton says. “For me, it’s a pleasure to have 
an excuse to come on campus and see so many 
people whom I really treasure.”
Students’ Aid is an independent nonprofit. 
Founded in 1878 by Pauline Durant to support 
those students who were “calico” rather than 
“velvet,” it was for decades the sole source of 
financial aid at Wellesley, until the College insti-
tuted its own program in the 1930s. Today, the 
society, which has a $31 million endowment, 
donates a substantial annual sum to the College 
for financial aid. For the 2016–17 academic year, 
it has committed $435,000 for grants and 
$600,000 for loans. Students’ Aid also provides 
annually more than $175,000 in the form of book 
vouchers, Amazon gift cards, and senior gifts to 
all students receiving financial aid.
Among its most welcome services is the dis-
bursement of short-term, interest-free emergency 
loans and grants, for everything from bus tickets 
and phone bills to guide-dog training and root 
canals. “We welcome any student,” Hamilton 
says. “They talk to a staff member. And if the 
need is under $300, often the staff member will 
just handle it right there on the spot.” She adds, 
“I think one of the strengths the society has is 
that it’s personal. We make a very personal con-
nection. And those connections last for years.”
Though the amounts of money involved have 
changed, today’s students would recognize the 
Students’ Aid Society of the 1940s, when the 
policy of granting money peripheral to tuition 
assistance was already well-established: “We are 
available for emergency gifts and loans which 
cover the extras which were not anticipated in 
the close budgeting of scholarship girls, but which 
are so important—books, doctors’ fees, new 
‘I think one of the strengths 
the society has is that it’s 
personal. We make a very 
personal connection.’
—Ann Hayden Hamilton ’67
ANN HAYDEN HAMILTON ’67
glasses, and a short loan, like one we were asked 
for last year, to pay for an X-ray to discover what 
had happened to the safety pin one student swal-
lowed. … We loan caps and gowns each year with 
a saving to each girl of about $12.”
Students’ Aid still offers caps and gowns 
on loan. And it recently reopened the popular 
Clothes Closet, which provides stacks of gently 
used, donated clothing for free—especially useful 
in wintertime.
Students’ Aid loans meet a variety of needs, 
Hamilton says—for unexpected expenses, or for 
cash flow when a student has started a job but 
hasn’t been paid yet. “If a student is asked by an 
academic department to present at a conference, 
she’ll get reimbursed—but not until after she’s 
gone and come back. She has to pay her own fare 
up front. We can help with that,” says Hamilton.
At reunion in June, the society will gather 
to celebrate the 100th anniversary of its 1916 
charter and the many gifts it has given Wellesley. 
Hamilton is looking forward to seeing alumnae 
who benefited from Students’ Aid when they 
were undergraduates.
“It’s hard to imagine that anyone has a better 
job than I do—to be able to make such a differ-
ence, with no strings attached,” says Hamilton. 
“After a day on campus, I go home just dancing.”
—Catherine O’Neill Grace
Learn more about Students’ Aid at  
www.wellesley.edu/studentsaid.
Portrait of a Lady, Attributed to Sir Joshua Reynolds, Late 18th century, Oil on canvas, 34 ¾ in. by 27 3⁄8 in.  
Gift of James Lawrence, Jr.
IN PERSON














USUALLY, IF A STUDENT is interested in 
doing cutting-edge biochemistry research, 
the path is long and paved with many intro-
ductory courses. For the past two years, 
Wellesley has been offering a shortcut.
Over Wintersession, Elizabeth Oakes, a 
senior lab instructor in the chemistry depart-
ment, and Bret Redwine, a postdoctoral fellow 
at Harvard Medical School, offer a weeklong 
“boot camp” program in biochemistry research. 
Aimed at first-year students who didn’t have 
much laboratory experience in high school and 
might otherwise be intimidated by lab courses, 
the program comprises 12 Wellesley students 
and six graduate students. Each graduate 
student shepherds two students through a 
week of research, centered around isolating a 
“motor” protein that acts as a “semi-truck” 
carrying other proteins around inside cells.
“It’s not a cookbook biochemistry lab, 
where we know that nothing is going to fail,” 
says Oakes. “It’s part of the idea that … the 
course is designed to show every aspect of 
being a scientist,” explains Redwine. And part 
of that is emphasizing that “science is an 
endeavor of people,” he says.
After two years, Oakes and Redwine say 
the experiment is working. Many of the stu-
dents who have gone through the boot camp 
have continued to take STEM courses and 
pursue research in the lab. The two hope that 
in years to come, they can expand the 
program to include multiple, concurrent 
research bootcamps.
—Lisa Scanlon Mogolov ’99
HOOKED ON RESEARCH
IT WAS TANTALIZING to imagine: A painting in the 
Davis Museum collection by Sir Joshua Reynolds 
(1723–1792), the most prominent 18th-century 
portraitist in England. The picture, called Portrait 
of a Lady, was deemed too fragile to display when 
it was donated in 1963, so it remained in storage. 
In 2015, as Davis curators prepared to reinstall 
the permanent collection, they were inspired by a 
conversation with Ginger Maloney Lawrence ’64, 
the donor’s daughter-in-law, to step up efforts to 
restore and exhibit the painting.
The portrait, which the passage of time and 
the predations of varnish had conspired to turn a 
rather sickly shade, had earned the nickname of 
“Green Lady.” Conservator Theresa Carmichael, 
of Bedford, Mass., was called in to clean and repair 
the painting, while frame conservation students at 
Smith College worked with a professional restorer 
to rebuild the ornate frame.
In honor of the portrait’s restoration, the Davis 
Museum and Friends of Art sponsored a sympo-
sium on Feb. 19, “Davis Discoveries: The Green 
Lady Mystery.” The event featured presentations 
not only by conservators but also by art historian 
and Wellesley alumna A. Cassandra Albinson ’96, 
of the Harvard Art Museums.
Albinson, an expert on 18th-century portrai-
ture, cast doubt on the Reynolds attribution. She 
explained that the Davis’s portrait was unlike 
others in Reynolds’ oeuvre. The static, frontal 
pose, plain background, and embellishments to 
the sitter’s costume did not seem consistent with 
Reynolds’ portraits. Instead, she hypothesized that 
the portrait could be the work of John Astley 
(1724–1787), who, like Reynolds, had studied 
under Thomas Hudson, or another painter in 
Reynolds’ circle.
Although the painting was included in at 
least one catalog of Reynolds’ work published 
in the early 20th century, its history revealed 
some discrepancies “that gave me pause,” 
Albinson said. Interestingly, “Portrait of a Lady” 
was not included in David Mannings’ complete 
catalog of Reynolds’ work published in 2000.
Eve Straussman-Pflanzer, assistant director of 
curatorial affairs/senior curator of collections, and 
Claire Whitner, associate curator, encouraged 
Albinson to share her hypothesis about Astley. 
“The painting’s attribution remains open,” says 
Straussman-Pflanzer, adding that the precise 
wording of the painting’s label in the gallery has 
not been decided on, “but [Albinson’s] ideas will 
certainly inform our decision.”
Whether Reynolds painted the portrait or not, 
the questions about its history provide rich mate-
rial for ongoing study and research by students 
and scholars. “We still consider this painting a fine 
example of 18th-century portraiture, regardless of 
the attribution, and we’re proud to display it in 
our permanent collection galleries,” Whitner says.
— April Austin
ART OF WELLESLEY
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Keung spent a year in rural Xi’an, China, on a Fulbright fellowship, 
researching ways to address severe water shortages caused by water 
contimination and overuse. She traveled to more than 60 villages and 
saw firsthand the haphazard dumping of used medical supplies and 
agricultural chemical waste. Keung realized that the key to reducing the 
amount of waste in the watershed is with women, who increasingly are 
the heads of household as men leave the countryside to become migrant 
laborers. With research partners in Xi’an, Keung designed a women-led 
community program that teaches safe methods of recycling hazardous 
wastes, and pairs women with village doctors and distributors of agri-
cultural goods to implement a waste tracking system. Pointing at a 
photograph of herself with some of the villagers, Keung said, “These 
women, they’re not the faces of poverty. They’re the key to overcoming 
it. And my narrative is now interwoven with the lives of rural women, 
and in sharing my story, I aim to make opportunities to share theirs.”
Women comprise barely 10 percent of peace negotiators, and only 4 
percent of signatories to all peace agreements have been women. 
How do the women who make it to the table get there? Turkington—a 
program associate at the Georgetown Institute for Women, Peace, and 
Security who is also pursuing her master’s at Georgetown—was part of 
a team that tried to find out by interviewing over 100 women in Kenya, 
the Philippines, Guatemala, and Northern Ireland. The key to giving 
women a pathway to peace talks, Turkington and her colleagues dis-
covered, was strong networks of other women. “If we want to build 
stronger, more durable peace across the globe, we must recognize the 
power of women’s networks. Our research showed in case after case 
that women succeed in impacting peace processes when they reached 
out to their civil society networks,” Turkington said. “Their voices made 
a difference, and they should serve as models for women who are 
trying to solve conflicts today.”
JOANNE MURRAY ’81 and Joe Joyce get a little 
choked up when they talk about the Madeleine 
Korbel Albright ’59 Institute for Global Affairs 
and its network of alumnae around the world.
In 2010, the two of them—as founding director 
and faculty director respectively—launched the 
Wintersession program with 40 students repre-
senting many different majors and countries. The 
teachers for the innovative, interdisciplinary cur-
riculum were the former secretary of state herself, 
Wellesley faculty, and alumnae practitioners and 
experts in the field of international relations and 
public policy. Students were organized into inter-
disciplinary teams to investigate topics such as the 
UN’s millennial development goals, and then fol-
lowed their January experiences with summer 
internships in global affairs. The vision was large: 
to prepare women for global leadership and to 
initiate meaningful change in the world.
Since the get-go, the program has been wildly 
successful: The 40 Albright Fellow slots available 
each January are some of the most competitive 
and coveted opportunities open to students. 
Albright has returned each year to teach and give 
talks to the College community, and lecturers in 
the program have included heads of NGOs, 
ambassadors, businesspeople, admirals, and 
many more.
This February, seven years in, Murray and 
Joyce called all the fellows— alumnae and current 
students—back together for a reunion and sym-
posium. They also invited some heavy hitters to 
speak on the weekend’s theme: global inequity. In 
addition to Albright, these included Christine 
Lagarde, managing director of the International 
Monetary Fund; Sri Mulyani Indrawati, managing 
director and COO of the World Bank; Mark 
Malloch-Brown, former deputy secretary general 
of the UN (all above, center); and others.
But it was the fellows themselves who made 
Murray and Joyce teary. They came back in droves, 
from as far as China and India; 72 percent of the 
seven cohorts, an extraordinary number. A group 
of them gave polished and professional “Maddy 
Talks,” modeled after TED Talks, about their post-
graduate lives. (See “After Albright,” at right.)
Joyce was thrilled at the strong bonds the 
fellows have. “The experience of being an Albright 
fellow did not end the day they graduated from 
Wellesley,” he says. “They really do come away 
with a larger vision of what they can accomplish, 
both individually and collectively.”
Murray says that seeing more than 200 fellows 
happily engaging with each other filled her with 
hope. “It was enormously gratifying to see what 
these individual women are able to do, are 
choosing to do—the amount of courage and talent 
that they have, and their sense of joy and connec-
tion that they had to each other,” she says. “These 
women are really doing good work in the world.”
Going forward, the institute will be formalizing 
career- and field-based mentoring for the fellows. 
“Our next step,” Murray says, “is to enlarge their 
paths forward in the world. It’s not enough for 
them to have a network that advances each other’s 
careers, [although that is] true. … How can this 
group, this cohort of women, create a more stable, 
peaceful society? Part of that is through advancing 
and promoting their leadership, and part of that 
is through always extending your hand to open 
more opportunity for other women.”
Albright, who calls her work with the institute 
“engrossing and rewarding,” also sees a big future 
for the fellows. “I am thrilled by what [the 
Institute] has become, and even more excited 
about what it will accomplish in the future,” she 
told the assembled fellows. “Because I have every 
expectation that one day, a future president or 
secretary of state will proudly recall her time as 
an Albright Fellow.”
The fellows laughed, duly noted the secretary’s 
prediction, and no doubt took it to heart.
—Alice M. Hummer
Fellows for the Future Seven returning Albright Fellows — plus inaugural presenter President Emerita Diana Chapman Walsh ’66 and host Aisling Grogan ’12 — took 
part in the reunion’s “Maddy Talks: Global Ideas with Impact,” which showcased some of the important work in which Albright Fellows have 
engaged since graduating from Wellesley. Below are summaries of two of their talks.




Maddy Talk: Lessons Learned from a 
Fulbright Year in Rural Northwestern China
Rebecca Turkington ’12
2011 Albright Fellow
Majors: International relations  
and history
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BY THE NUMBERS / STUDY ABROAD, 2015 –16
YOU’VE HEARD of the Rhodes and the Marshall. Now 
there is the Schwartzman, and Wellesley has one of the 
inaugural fellows, Savitri Restrepo Alvarez ’16 (center). 
Stephen Schwarzman, chairman and co-founder of the 
Blackstone Group, recently established the fellowship 
with an eye toward the importance of China in address-
ing global challenges in the 21st century. One hundred 
eleven scholars will study and live at the newly con-
structed Schwarzman College at Tsinghua University in 
Beijing, all expenses paid. Restrepo Alvarez, who is 
majoring in international relations and minoring in 
Chinese language and literature, will pursue a master’s 
degree in global affairs at Tsinghua. One of the most 
selective fellowships in the world in its inaugural year, 
the Schwarzman is modeled after the Rhodes.
Those LOL Moments
IT ALL STARTED last winter when Hannah Wei ’18 wiped out 
on an icy campus walkway, and Olivia Joslin ’18 tried to 
capture the moment for posterity on Snapchat. Then Snapchat 
wiped out, too, and the laughter was lost. In response, the two 
developed and launched an app called CliqueBit to celebrate 
life’s sillier moments. Users can create posts that are less per-
manent than Facebook and Instagram, but more long-lived 
than Snapchat. The app also helps users create memes and 
stop-motion videos. It has been featured in USA Today, and 
the innovation news website BostonInno called CliqueBit one 
of five “Boston Mobile Startups to Watch.”
44 38 10069 165NAME: Leah Kaplan ’17MAJOR: Sociology
HOMETOWN: San Luis Obispo, Calif.
PROGRAM: ISFA-Butler in Cuba, University of Havana






Me at Wellesley:  
I AM AN ADULT
Me lost at the 
airport: Send Help
— @alicedaisyolive  
(Alicia Olivo ’19)
OVERHEARDSHAKE IT UP
FOURTEEN THOUSAND lines, from 
154 sonnets and 39 plays. In early 
March, the Shakespeare Society 
once again tackled reading the 
complete oeuvre of the Bard aloud 
in 24 hours, and succeeded in beating the clock. Shakes 
VP Cordelia Zhong ’17 says as many as 35 people were 
reading plays simultaneously in the middle of the night 
in Shakespeare House. “Most of the time, each play is 
read by several people,” she says. “However, by the time 
it gets to be around 5 a.m., our deadline begins to put 
more pressure on us, and people begin reading plays on 
their own, just muttering lines to themselves as they sit 
with their cups of coffee or tea.”
WELLESLEY AWAY
Viva Cuba
WHAT DREW YOU TO CUBA?
Cuba’s societal history of ideology 
and revolution fascinated me, 
and I was genuinely interested in 
connecting with people from 
such a different background than 
my own while delving further into 
the intricacies of the country’s 
past and observing how they 
relate to the present.
WHAT DID YOU STUDY?
The academics were accessible  
and enlightening, though taught 
completely in Spanish. I got to 
choose my courses and opted for 
the system usually followed at 
the University of Havana, where a 
student takes all the classes 
specified for his or her concentra- 
tion and year of study. I took the 
two third-year philosophy courses 
that fit around the required IFSA- 
Butler core class and a course on 
Cuban cinema offered half an hour 
outside of the city at the beautiful 
International School of Cinema  
and Television founded by Gabriel 
García Márquez. I especially 
enjoyed learning about the progress- 
 ion of Cuban cinema and history 
through the evocative social 
commentary that each film related.
WHERE DID YOU LIVE?
I lived with three other girls  
in a local Airbnb, called a Casa 
Particular. It turned out to be  
more a host-family situation,  
as the older couple who housed  
us were very involved in our  
lives and loved to educate and  
help us on various topics.
WHAT WERE YOUR 
FAVORITE ACTIVITIES?
I frequented the Malecón during 
the day, to walk the infamous 
sea wall and observe the daily 
goings-about among the tourists 
and the locals, and during 
the night, accompanied by 
my wonderful roommate, to 
experience and interact with 
the local social culture.
WHAT SURPRISED YOU MOST 
ABOUT CUBA?
I was most surprised by the 
complexity of life in Cuba. The 
multifaceted social dynamics, 
ideological relationships, and 
remarkable adaptability of the 
people that I met never failed to 
impress me. The country is 
breathtakingly beautiful.
Kaplan had planned to spend the entire year in Cuba, but because of visa 
issues, she is now participating in the SEA Semester program.
A SEVEN-TIME New England Women’s and Men’s Athletic Conference 
Diver of the Week. The NEWMAC 1- and 3-meter diving champion. A 
College Swimming Coaches Association of America Scholar All-America 
honoree. And, last but certainly not least, the NCAA 3-meter national 
diving champion.
Not a bad haul for a collegiate diving career. Or, for Wellesley College 
diver Maura Sticco-Ivins ’17, not a bad haul for the first year of her 
collegiate diving career.
“It was pretty crazy. It was phenomenal,” Sticco-Ivins remembers. 
“My goal was to make it to nationals, and then everything from there 
was just about working hard and seeing what I could do.”
As a first-year, Sticco-Ivins established herself as a force to be reckoned 
with on the national scene. This year, as a sophomore, she put together 
a similarly head-turning season, with many titles and records, and again 
culminating in a trip to the NCAA Division III championships in March. 
She placed second in the 3-meter diving event.
Sticco-Ivins was no stranger to the podium when she arrived at 
Wellesley: She was a two-time, undefeated Division 1 state diving cham-
pion at nearby Framingham High School in Framingham, Mass. She 
also practiced gymnastics for seven years before she began diving, which 
she says helped her dive at a high level from the outset. “I’ve had many 
years of flipping in my life,” she explains.
Wellesley diving coach Zach Lichter says that Sticco-Ivins’ consistency 
is remarkable. “Maura’s skill level is impressive, but what’s more impres-
sive is that, meet after meet, she keeps her scores high and they don’t 
fluctuate that much,” Lichter says. “It takes a long time to become that 
consistent, and she worked really hard before she came to Wellesley.”
Wellesley’s academic reputation attracted Sticco-Ivins to campus, and 
she pushes herself academically. She’s a biochemistry major, and she 
adores the challenging lab component of her coursework. She’s eyeing 
a career in scientific research, but she’s also taking time to pursue her 
hobby of singing and dancing, this spring playing the female lead in Bye 
Bye Birdie at Babson College.
A common theme runs through all of Sticco-Ivins’ accomplishments, 
both in the pool and on dry land. “I’m very determined,” she says. “I 
see a goal, and I decide that I’m going to do it; I’m going to get there, 
even if it takes me some time.”
—Rebecca Binder
Host countries Students studying in  
England, the most popular 
destination
Percent of Wellesley  
financial aid that applies to 
study abroad
Preapproved  
study abroad programs 
available
Percent of juniors  
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GEORGE CLOONEY is the most handsome actor 
in Hollywood. Not sure you agree with me? 
Assistant Professor of Psychology Jeremy Wilmer 
can settle our dispute: We’re both right.
In a study published last fall, Wilmer and his 
co-authors compared people’s aesthetic prefer-
ences for faces. They found that, when asked to 
rate the attractiveness of a particular face, people 
agreed only about 50 percent of the time. The 
researchers also analyzed the preferences of iden-
tical and fraternal twins and concluded that 
neither genes nor family environment have much 
of an influence on whom we find attractive. In 
other words, it appears that our unique experi-
ences in life determine which faces we like.
The primary focus of Wilmer’s work is “to 
discover as many ways as possible that individual 
minds and brains can be unique,” he says. His 
research centers on cognitive and visual mecha-
nisms, and he is particularly interested in “the 
nature versus nurture question.” A previous 
study, for example, looked at people’s ability to 
recognize faces they’ve seen before. This ability 
(unlike our aesthetic preferences) seems to be 
almost entirely genetic and “mostly independent 
of general intellectual ability,” says Wilmer.
Much of the data for Wilmer’s projects comes 
from testmybrain.org, a website through which 
he and his collaborators provide high-quality tests 
KIM MCLEOD’S relationship with the heavens goes 
way back. Now a professor of astronomy, her 
enthusiasm for the cosmos is contagious.
How early did you catch the astronomy bug?
So early that I don’t remember firsthand! I’m told 
I learned constellations from my dad, who was a 
naval navigator. My mom says that from a young 
age I wanted to be a “gymnast-astronomer.” 
When I was a teenager, Carl Sagan’s [documen-
tary] Cosmos cemented the deal.
How would you explain your research to 
the kids who come to Whitin Observatory 
on the nights it’s open to the public?
My students and I help to discover planets around 
other stars. A tiny telescope in Arizona watches 
zillions of stars looking for ones that might have 
a planet getting in the way. When it finds one, we 
use our bigger Wellesley telescope to see if it really 
is a planet. (Yes, we’ve helped to find a couple! 
No, we are not famous.)
What should every kid (and adult) see in the 
night sky?
No question here: the Milky Way, from a truly 
dark site (but good luck finding one these days). 
It is awesome in the true sense of the word—
terrifying and beautiful at the same time.
What’s the most awesome thing you’ve 
observed through a telescope?
I’ve observed with some of the biggest telescopes 
on Earth, but honestly my favorite view is through 
our historic 12-in. refractor when it is pointed at 
Saturn. No, Jupiter. No, Saturn. Definitely Saturn.
Rumor has it that you pop handstands in 
class. Any comment?
I was a gymnast into college. But for the record: 
While I’ve always done handstands in the 
Observatory kitchen while waiting for the coffee 
water to boil, I don’t think I did one in class until 
my 17th year at Wellesley. It was for pedagogical 
purposes, of course, in an ASTR 101 discussion 
about the Moon Illusion (in which one perceives 
the moon as much bigger on the horizon than 
when high in the sky). A student brought up the 
textbook’s claim that one can break the illusion 
by bending over to look at the moon between the 
legs, which led to a question about whether it is 
the upside-downness or the legs-in-view that is 
FOCUS ON FACULTY ‘There continues to be such a great need to provide students a critical lens 
for what they’re seeing.’ —Assistant Professor Nikki Greene
ssistant Professor of Art 
Nikki Greene likes to think 
outside the classroom. Art 
History 316, The Body: 
Race and Gender in Modern 
and Contemporary Art, is held in a small, 
dimly lit seminar room in Jewett over-
looking Severance Green, but it’s possible 
for anyone in the world to listen in on the 
discussions that happen there by searching 
for #ARTH316 on Twitter.
Before a class that included discus-
sion of Abigail Solomon-Godeau’s essay 
“Going Native: Paul Gaugin and the 
Invention of Primitivist Modernism” 
and Adrian Piper’s “The Triple Negation 
of Colored Women Artists,” students 
tweeted incisive and potent reactions 
to the readings. One student tweeted: 
“Primitivism is a gendered, colonial dis-
course. Gaugin’s art consumes the brown 
female body and spits out the bones.” 
Another commented, “Why should WOC 
artists have to embrace the postmodern moment when Western modernism 
operated on their invisibility? #AdrianPiper”
Greene requires that everyone in ARTH 316 tweet a summary or cogent 
point about the week’s readings. “Twitter really forces you to get to the 
point. What are the crucial elements of this article? … I’m amazed at what 
they can come up with,” she says. Greene also likes that by taking the 
conversation online, students can break beyond the confines of Wellesley.
When you’re teaching a course on race and gender, the outside world 
also has a way of coming into the classroom. “The challenge is that there 
are always new incidents where we have to think about race more criti-
cally,” Greene says.
When Greene first taught the course in 2012, the class discussed 
Trayvon Martin, the 17-year-old who was fatally shot by George 
Zimmerman, a neighborhood watch volunteer, in February 2012. “[At 
the time,] we were talking about Trayvon Martin, and what his image 
meant, and the repetition of the image of him in the hoodie,” she says. 
Now, four years later, that image is still echoing through American culture. 
She points to Claudia Rankine’s 2014 meditation on racism, Citizen: An 
American Lyric, which is a reading in this year’s class. The cover of Citizen 
is actually a photo of an unsettling 1993 piece of artwork by David 
Hammons, In the Hood, which consists of a hood cut from a sweatshirt 
and hung on a wall.
The piece was made more than 10 years ago, yet today, it immediately 
calls to mind Trayvon Martin’s death. “The idea of the threat of the black 
male has been present for a long time. So when we get to [In the Hood], 
we’re going to talk about lynching first … and think about this as more 
than just a contemporary issue, but historically speaking.”
Greene hopes that her classes allow students to better understand how 
to deal with images generally. “There continues to be such a great need to 
provide students a critical lens for what they’re seeing,” she says.
Her other great hope is that her classes make her students feel that “they 
have a place in the art world, that they don’t have to be intimidated by 
going into a museum,” she says. Greene tells a story about taking her 
students in ARTH 258, The Global Americas, 1400 to Today, to Made in 
the Americas: The New World Discovers Asia at the Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston. The curator, Dennis Carr, spent an hour and a half with the class, 
talking about the profound influence of Asia on the arts of the colonial 
Americas. Afterward, she asked one of her students, a Latina woman, what 
she thought about the show. The student gushed about the experience and 
“She said something to the effect of, ‘I never felt like the museum was a 
place that I could be, or that I would enjoy,’” Greene says, and now she 
loves museums. “Mission accomplished.”
—Lisa Scanlon Mogolov ’99
that anyone can take for free. More than 1.5 
million people have taken tests through the 
website over the last eight years. Wilmer considers 
the site a collaboration with the public and sees 
his work as having potentially broad applications. 
“An appreciation of the ways that individuals can 
vary is important in almost any domain of life, 
from education to business to our personal lives,” 
he says. “An understanding of the impact of 
nature and nurture on different abilities helps us 
to understand, for example, which types of ‘brain 
training’ may have promise and which types are 
likely to be a waste of one’s time.”
Wilmer teaches Introduction to Psychology, a 
course on sensation and perception, and a seminar 
on genes and human variation. He also loves 
involving students in his research; in fact, one 
student, Ho Lum Kwok ’13, was a co-author of 
the aesthetic preferences study published last fall. 
Wilmer fondly remembers discovering his own 
passion for psychology halfway through his 
undergraduate experience. He took a summer 
school course in introductory psychology, and it 
was “total pleasure reading,” he recalls. “I loved 
the scientific approach to learning about how 
people work.”
—Liz Johnson ’01
important. I suggested that the students do the 
experiment for themselves: Next time the moon 
is up, pop a handstand and see what happens. 
The response was a bunch of rolled eyes and a 
“Yeah, like somebody could just pop a hand-
stand.” So you see, I really had no choice.
—Alice M. Hummer
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SEND US YOUR BOOKS
If you’ve published a book and 
you’d like to have it listed in 
“Fresh Ink” and considered for 
review, please send two copies 
to Catherine Grace, Wellesley 
magazine, 106 Central St., 
Wellesley, MA 02481-8203.
Shelflife
Reviews of books by Wellesley authors
Freshink
❖ MAUREEN 
CASSIDY-GEIGER ’78— The 
Philip Johnson Glass House: 
An Architect in the Garden, 
Skira Rizzoli
❖ ELIZABETH HAYES 
ALVAREZ ’95— The Valiant 
Woman: The Virgin Mary in 
Nineteenth-Century American 
Culture, UNC Press
❖ PRISCILLA COSTELLO ’67— 
Shakespeare and the Stars: 
The Hidden Astrological Keys 
to Understanding the World’s 
Greatest Playwright, Ibis Press
❖ DIANA DUBE ’03— 
Mindful Coloring: Calming the 
Mind Through Art, Norton
❖ HELEN CURRIE 
FOSTER ’67— Ghost Letter, 
Amazon CreateSpace
❖ ERIN GOODMAN ’02  
and MERILEE SERRILL 
GRINDLE ’67, Editors— 
Reflections on Memory and 
Democracy, Harvard University 
Press
❖ KATHLEEN TAYLOR 
ISAACS ’62— Excellent Books 
for Early and Eager Readers, 
American Library Association
❖ JEN KRUG LAFFLER ’96— 
J is for Jitterbug: A Fanciful 
Animal Alphabet, JALG, Ink
❖ NANA LAMPTON ’64— 
Wash the Dust from My Eyes: A 
Year in the Life of John Mason, 
Accents Publishing
❖ MARY ROSENTHAL 
LEFKOWITZ ’57— Euripides 
and the Gods, Oxford  
University Press
❖ DIANE NELSON ’85— Who 
Counts? The Mathematics of 
Death and Life after Genocide, 
Duke University Press
❖ ELIZABETH WACHMAN 
PERCER ’96— All Stories Are 
Love Stories, HarperCollins
Love in the Ruins
ELIZABETH PERCER ’96
All Stories Are Love Stories 
HarperCollins 
368 pages, $25.99
Dazzlingly plotted and thematically rich, Elizabeth 
Percer’s second novel, All Stories Are Love Stories, 
opens by drawing on graffiti anonymously 
scrawled on the ruins of San Francisco’s Sutro 
baths, demanding that we “see beauty in decom-
position.” When we immediately learn that 
two catastrophic earthquakes, followed by fire 
and unimaginable human misery, are about to 
occur— on Valentine’s Day, the sappiest of all 
holidays— one might wonder where the “love” of 
her title enters in, and how genuine its presence 
might be. Yet Percer, a three-time Pushcart Prize 
nominee and author of An Uncommon Education 
(2012), compellingly delivers a story of love in the 
ruins that transcends the easy aphorism of her title.
Through telling stories of diverse characters 
who intersect amid disaster, Percer harnesses a 
rich cross-section of San Francisco: from artistic 
Max, who encounters his estranged high-school 
sweetheart, Vashti, and is given an opportunity 
to mourn the daughter he never knew, to Stanford 
geologist Eugene, who searches frantically for his 
ailing lover, Franklin, all the while haunted by his 
inability to prevent catastrophe. Moving back 
and forth in time and across space and place, their 
stories jostle together, revealing the extremes of 
courage and compassion— and, yes, love— that 
tragedy can inspire.
Yet it is Percer’s affection for San Francisco— 
“a movie set, a Brigadoon, a strange, shape-
shifting city”— and her loving detail of its city 
blocks, its complex history, and its diverse people, 
that ultimately forms the true center and poetry 
of this tale. The life of a place, she asserts, tran-
scends any one ruin or atrocity. Drawing on the 
history of the 1906 earthquake— the United 
States’ greatest pre-Katrina natural disaster— 
Percer showcases her plentiful knowledge of how 
the city has “meant so many things to so many 
people,” gesturing to its rich histories of eco-
nomic and political turmoil: its role as a center 
for queer belonging and loss; its status as shelter 
for runaways, artists, and misfits; and its current 
incarnation as home to the moneyed elite.
Enriched by these particulars of space and 
place, and charged throughout by the press of 
time and spectacle of disaster, All Stories Are Love 
Stories ends with a poignant sense of the vitality 
of the ordinary, of the small but profound acts of 
connection that occur as we seize love, even in 
the midst of tremendous loss.
— Lisa Hinrichsen ’99
Hinrichsen, an English professor at the University 
of Arkansas, is the author of Possessing the Past: 
Trauma, Imagination, and Memory in Post-
Plantation Southern Literature.
Continued on page 75
In this slim book, two old friends— one a writer 
(American, in her 70s), the other a painter 
(French, in her 90s)— engage in a series of con-
versations about the Big Imponderables: creativ-
ity, literature, art, war, womanhood.
The writer is Lisa Reed Alther ’66, whose first 
novel, the raucous and ribald coming-of-age story 
Kinflicks, was a feminist “It Book” when it came 
out in 1976, a decade after her graduation from 
Wellesley. Nobel laureate Doris Lessing pro-
nounced Alther “a strong, salty, original talent.”
The painter (and noted printmaker) is Françoise 
Gilot, whose work is owned by museums around 
the world. Her 1964 memoir, Life with Picasso, 
based on her 10-year relationship with Pablo 
Picasso, 40 years her senior, was a bestseller. The 
only woman ever to leave him, Gilot still paints 
to this day.
Friends for a quarter century, both the women 
look at the world from wildly divergent pasts: 
Gilot from the glamour and culture of cosmo-
politan Paris between the two world wars, Alther 
from the outdoorsy life of a wealthy doctor’s 
daughter in an Appalachian factory town in 
Tennessee during the Cold War.
But both were tomboys as children, and each 
shared the great good luck of being the lone 
daughter of intelligent mothers; each had inter-
ested, compelling grandmothers who loomed
A Conversation 
Across Cultures
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Coloring books for adults are having 
a moment: According to Publishers 
Weekly, sales in 2015 soared above 
1.5 million. Now there’s a new title 
in the mix. As neurobiologist Daniel 
Siegel, M.D., says in his introduction 
to Diana Dube’s book, coloring pro-
vides moments of stillness in busy, 
electronics-driven lives, becoming 
“one antidote to this common stress 
and modern madness.” We caught 
up with Dube, an early-childhood 
educator, by phone at her home in 
New York City.
Why has coloring become so 
popular with adults?
I think it’s popular because it’s 
calming and meditative. It’s also 
something that you did when you 
were a kid. That can be pretty fun 
and loosens you up a little bit. It’s 
also nostalgic. What I’ve noticed is 
that you get into that zone where 
your body just feels calm. You have 
to focus, but it’s not a conscious 
focus. It’s more of a physical focus.
How did Dan Siegel, a prominent 
researcher on neurobiology, 
come to write the introduction?
My wife is one of the vice presidents 
at Norton, and the publisher of the 
professional books division there. 
Dan Siegel was one of her authors. 
I had used his books for the thesis 
I wrote for graduate school, and I 
think he’s really a visionary, and 
such an innovative thinker. We were 
really hoping that Dan would write 
the introduction— and he was really 
into it.
What’s the best time to color?
I really subscribe to the theory that 
people have different body rhythms. 
For me, it would be something to 
do at night, as a calming activity 
that would relax me from my day. 
But I could see how some people 
would wake up, and coloring would 
be energizing.
Do you and your family color  
at home?
We have coloring nights. It’s fun, 
actually. And it’s nice, because we 
just sit around the table and color, 
and chat a little bit. It’s better than 
just zoning in front of the TV.
When you were little, were you  
a colorer?
I wasn’t a colorer so much as a 
drawer. It’s funny, but now that I 
have my book, I can see why people 
like it. Your mind just goes into 
another place where it doesn’t go 
often. We’re so used to being on 
our phones, to having our minds 
and brains being stimulated by 
something. It feels good to let your 









❖ DANA ROBBINS ’78— 
 The Left Side of My Life, Moon 
Pie Press
❖ TIFFANY TSAO ’04— 
 The Oddfits, AmazonCrossing
❖ CORINNE GORDON 
WHITAKER ’56— The Quasi’s, 
Amazon CreateSpace
 By Catherine O’Neill Grace | Grace, a senior associate editor of Wellesley magazine, recently started coloring.
“We lived on a Blackfoot Indian reser-
vation,” recalls Bottomly, whose parents 
were teachers. “It’s bitterly, bitterly cold 
there, and in the winter they’d often have 
fierce blizzards— but you’d always go to 
school. There was a large rope strung 
from the middle of town to the school 
door, and you’d follow the rope to the 
school. And you had to hold on, because if 
you let go, you got disoriented. You would 
wander off, and nobody could find you.”
Hanging on to that “life rope” was 
literally a matter of survival for those 
Montana schoolchildren. Now, as she 
reflects on her nine-year tenure at the 
College, Bottomly says she chose that story 
as a metaphor for how she would look to 
the Wellesley community, and senior staff 
in particular, to be her life rope.
And so she has. “There are a lot of 
things I love about Wellesley,” Bottomly 
says. “But the thing I love most about 
Wellesley is the people. It’s a very unusual 
community. People are kind. They prob-
ably all can recite the mission by heart. 
They understand what we do, and they 
give a lot of time and effort and wisdom 
to helping the place. And that’s also true of 
alumnae. I’ve never met alums who are so 
absolutely caring about a college.”
Bottomly also has relished her contact 
with students— even if they’re disagree-
ing. “The students are great. Sometimes 
they’re strident— but you know, I like 
strident. They’re in a hurry. They want 
to get things done. You can tell them as 
much as you want, ‘Well, these things take 
time.’ They don’t get that. And I love the 
fact that they just want what they want 
nevertheless, and they don’t give up. Put 
that together with being very smart, and 
they have really good rationales for the 
things they believe in. That’s been very 
enjoyable for me.”
The Steady Hand
IN A CHALLENGING ERA,  
PRESIDENT H. KIM BOTTOMLY BROUGHT CALM LEADERSHIP  
AND A GLOBAL VISION TO WELLESLEY COLLEGE.
✺
By Catherine O’Neill Grace
Photography by Richard Howard
In 2007, when H. Kim Bottomly began her work as Wellesley’s 13th president, she told a story  
about her childhood in rugged, rural Montana. In its open spaces, she built forts, learned to fish, 
and roamed the outdoors on her own — but also discovered the importance of relying on others.
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“Kim came to Wellesley at the end of a very 
successful campaign, a run-up in the economy, 
a run-up in the endowment, a period of adding 
to programs,” Shennan says. “Almost imme-
diately, she was hit by the financial crisis, and 
everything that flowed from that. But endur-
ing institutions have a knack for having the 
right kind of person for the times in which 
they’re living. I think [Kim] has been the right 
kind of leader for the times that we have been 
through, because I think that we have appro-
priately reassessed our financial operations and 
our campus. And none of that has been easy.”
As the crisis unfolded, Wellesley took swift 
action, aiming to spread the negative impact 
of a significant operating-budget shortfall 
across several years. The College workforce 
was reduced through painful layoffs, depart-
ments were reorganized, operating budgets 
cut, and faculty and staff salaries frozen. Even 
as these and other austerity measures took 
effect, the College remained committed to 
need-blind admissions.
“The next few years will be difficult. 
They will be difficult everywhere, not just at 
Wellesley,” Bottomly told the community in 
2009. But, “I am confident that we will emerge 
from them even stronger— not as just as an 
institution, but as a community, as well.”
Kathryn Lynch, dean of faculty affairs, 
recalls of that difficult time, “Despite the pres-
sure, [Bottomly] met the financial crisis with 
the customary calmness and thoughtfulness 
that would become her signature quality— but 
she also acted swiftly and aggressively to bring 
our budget into balance. Her response was 
extraordinary, and reflected the unique Kim 
Bottomly recipe: not to overreact but to act 
firmly, swiftly, and appropriately.”
A Listening Leader
“I’m a listener,” Bottomly says. “I think some 
people think I’m a little too quiet when they 
talk to me, but I like to hear their ideas. I’ve 
always believed really strongly in collabora-
tion. I like to be consultative. I like to hear the 
ideas that come from different people in dif-
ferent constituencies. And yet, at some point, 
I have to make decisions.”
Much was made of the fact that Bottomly 
would be the first scientist to lead Wellesley 
when she was selected for the presidency. Her 
leadership style had indeed been shaped by her 
experience as an immunobiologist heading a 
research laboratory at Yale.
“Presidents, like scientists, have to solve 
problems for which there is little precedent,” she 
Success in a Challenging Time
B
ottomly came to Wellesley in 
August 2007, at a time of hope 
and high yields in the stock 
market. Within a year, the 
market declined precipitously 
and the College’s endowment— along with 
those of Wellesley’s peer institutions— took a 
huge hit. Bottomly found herself presiding over 
an era of unexpected austerity.
Yet the president has seen many successes. 
(See “Landmarks of Leadership,” on page 23.) 
She’s proud of the establishment of the Albright 
Institute for Global Affairs and formalized 
partnerships with Olin and Babson as well as 
universities abroad. Other accomplishments 
are the launch of an ambitious capital cam-
paign and the new College to Career (C2C) 
initiative, which will reimagine Wellesley’s 
career service function.
Bottomly also points to significant campus 
renewal, Wellesley’s recommitment to its role 
as a women’s college and the new gender policy 
concerning admissions, and the establishment 
of the Presidential Commission on Ethnicity, 
Race, and Equity, which reflects the College’s 
deep commitment to diversity, as hallmarks 
of her time here.
But remember that life rope? As it turned 
out, Bottomly would need to hang on to it 
sooner than anyone imagined, as the blizzard 
of the 2008 economic crisis swirled around the 
country— and the College.
Bottomly was inaugurated in May 2008; 
that fall, Lehman Brothers collapsed, spiral-
ing the nation into the Great Recession— and 
hammering the endowments at most American 
colleges, including Wellesley. “The economic 
crisis, which I had no control over, really made 
it necessary for me as a president to think 
about the sustainability of our financial model. 
I think that one of my contributions [has been] 
making sure that we came out the other side as 
the strong place that we are,” she says.
For guidance and support, Bottomly turned 
to the College’s economics faculty, the board’s 
finance committee leadership, alumnae, and her 
senior staff. And Andrew Shennan, provost and 
dean of the College, was at her side through it all.
says. “My personal leadership style was tested 
in a laboratory. Science is an inherently coop-
erative enterprise— it’s the only way it works. 
Listening to the ideas of departments, academic 
planning committees, and working groups and 
nurturing good ideas was second nature to me 
as a scientist. It helped me to take advantage 
and actualize the expertise in this community.”
The members of Wellesley’s senior staff, 
says Bottomly, are “the best thinkers I’ve ever 
met. All are really good divisional leaders. 
They know the part of the College they need 
to run, and they’re thoughtful about it. Yet 
they can come together as a group and put 
away that hat and just say, ‘What’s best for the 
institution?’ in a really unselfish way.”
Cameran Lougy Mason ’84, vice president 
of resources and public affairs, has been part 
of that circle. “Kim is very open to feedback,” 
she says. “She really listens, really takes what 
you say to heart. She will change her mind if 
you feel strongly and can argue it— she is not 
wedded to one thing. She is not the kind of 
leader who says, ‘This is my vision— you guys 
go implement it.’ She works with the senior 
team as one of them to help create a direction 
and a strategy. She is also very pragmatic and 
data-driven. I think she is good at seeing things 
from above, like a chess game, recognizing all 
the steps you have to take to get somewhere.”
Collaborative Problem Solving
Bottomly’s approach to problem-solving means 
that she sees the inevitable challenges that crop 
up on a campus as opportunities, says Sidney 
Knafel, trustee emeritus. Each such challenge, 
he says, “would invariably entail a teaching/ 
learning experience that required analysis, 
clarity, and an ad hoc or in-resident group con-
sideration of that data. The institution typically 
ended up much strengthened by this process 
and its conclusions.”
In 2014, responding to student discomfort 
over Tony Matelli’s Sleepwalker figure offered 
one such opportunity. “The Sleepwalker 
sculpture debate was about artistic freedom 
of expression pitted against individual dis-
comfort,” Bottomly says. The sculpture, of 
a realistic, sleepwalking man dressed in only 
his underwear, caused controversy on campus 
when some students argued that the piece 
undermined their sense of safety, triggering 
associations with sexual assault.
In response, Bottomly met with students, 
faculty, staff, and administrators to address the 
issue and formed a working group of individu-
als from those constituencies to advise her. The 
group, she wrote to the College community at 
the time, “talked about the ways in which edu-
cation, by design, introduces ideas that disturb, 
and the fact that learning is often accompa-
nied by a disruption of personal perspective. 
We talked at length about ‘triggering’ … . We 
talked about academic and artistic freedom— 
and free speech.” 
Later, Bottomly wrote with her decision 
about how to move forward: “I have come to 
two conclusions: We cannot destroy the artis-
tic integrity of this exhibition by moving the 
sculpture, and also, we must do everything we 
can to support those students who find them-
selves deeply affected by it.”
The controversy spilled into social media 
and thence to the national press. A Wall Street 
Journal writer opined that Wellesley women 
just needed to “man up.”
Bottomly wrote to the paper in no uncer-
tain terms: “The presence of the Sleepwalker 
sculpture at Wellesley has raised many impor-
tant questions about art, feminism, freedom, 
and censorship. …  At Wellesley, we stand 
strong for academic freedom, and for our tra-
dition of activism steeped in the liberal arts. … 
I am proud to be part of a community where 
women feel free to argue for what they believe 
in— and one that has a long history of just that. 
And I am proud of our strong, bright women— 
whichever side of this issue they espouse. None 
of them have any need to man up, and I hope 
and trust, for women’s sake, that none of them 
will ever shut up.”
Katherine Collins ’90, founder and CEO 
of Honeybee Capital, was a member of the 
Alumnae Association board at the time. “I am 
proud that Wellesley has always chosen leaders 
who speak out with clarity and conviction,” she 
says. “I love that our president distinguished 
between legitimate, important artistic debate 
and the attempt to discount or silence women’s 
voices. I love that she called out the Wall Street 
Journal on their coverage. I love that she 
unequivocally defended our students’ right to 
be heard and respected. I love that in doing so, 
she embodied the best that Wellesley has to offer 
the world: thoughtful, focused, vocal engage-
ment in the most crucial issues of our time.”
‘Being president of a college  
is one of the more difficult things 
that one could do. Kim has  
really delivered in terms of dealing 
with some very difficult subjects.  
And this is not an easy time 
anywhere, on any campus.  
But I think she’s been a very good 
president, and I think that she 
deserves a lot of credit for having 
gotten Wellesley through  
various times where there were 
financial issues, and some social 
issues, and a variety of challenges.  
I keep thinking about her calmness. 
She’s a centered person.’
✺
— MADELEINE KORBEL ALBRIGHT ’59, 
FORMER U.S. SECRETARY OF STATE
‘When I think about Kim, I think  
of her analytical intelligence,  
her courage and strength, and her 
willingness to try new things, even 
when those things might not  
be easy or comfortable for her. I also 
think of her warm smile and laugh, 
which often disarmed the listener, 
who may have just heard something 
he or she didn’t want to hear.  
I have always had this mental image 
of Kim as a woman of [Montana]— 
strong, bright as hell, fearless, firm, 
and feminine. We are blessed to 
have had her serve as our president 
for the past nine years.’
✺
— WILLIAM KAISER,  
TRUSTEE EMERITUS
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Going Global
Cameran Mason says Bottomly “gave shape 
to our global aspirations” through her com-
mitment to a wider vision of the world and 
Wellesley’s place in it. During her presidency, 
the College launced initiatives aimed at advanc-
ing Wellesley as a global resource and leading 
authority on women’s education and leader-
ship. A partnership with Peking University in 
Beijing brought a Wellesley-sponsored con-
ference on women’s leadership in China three 
years ago, and a partnership with Ashoka 
University in Haryana, India, was signed this 
spring. But Bottomly is particularly proud of 
the Madeleine Korbel Albright Institute for 
Global Affairs.
The College launched the Albright Institute 
in January 2010, drawing on faculty from 
across the liberal-arts disciplines and outside 
experts in fields ranging from government to 
social entrepreneurship. “The whole idea [for 
the institute] was to have an approach that 
was cross-disciplinary, that was based on team 
experience, and was innovative,” Bottomly 
says. “We wanted to make sure that the stu-
dents weren’t just learning about the world, 
but were really learning how to be leaders in 
that world.”
During the annual institute, the 40 fellows— 
selected through a rigorous application 
process— tackle global problems and craft ideas 
for solving them. The model “encourages an 
exchange of ideas among a very diverse group 
of people,” says Bottomly. “You have the stu-
dents, the faculty, the policymakers, you have 
world leaders in global areas. And they all have 
to talk to each other and figure out things in 
relationship to a problem. It’s not just the same 
old classroom experience.” (See page 8 for more 
on the institute.)
Joseph Joyce, M. Margaret Ball Professor of 
International Relations and professor of eco-
nomics, was faculty director of the institute at 
its inception. He says that it took courage for 
Bottomly to commit to its launch. “From my 
perspective, [her] support during the early days 
in 2008 and 2009, when the economic down-
turn threatened the financial standing of the 
College, was crucial. She allowed us to estab-
lish the institute and arrange its first program 
✺
‘THE THING I LOVE MOST  
ABOUT WELLESLEY IS THE PEOPLE. . . . 
PEOPLE ARE KIND.’
— H. Kim Bottomly
✺
‘OUR LONGSTANDING TRADITIONS  
SHOULD NEVER CHANGE.’
— H. Kim Bottomly
✺
‘EVERYBODY CARES THAT  
THE STUDENTS HAVE THE VERY BEST 
EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE.  
I THINK THAT’S KEY TO IT ALL.’
— H. Kim Bottomly
PHOTOGRAPHY OF HOOPROLLING AND BOTTOMLY WITH BARBARA PETERSON RUHLMAN ’54 (ABOVE) BY JUSTIN ALLARDYCE KNIGHT
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in 2010. During periods of stress, beginning 
with the economic crisis and in subsequent 
years, Kim was a composed and calm pres-
ence, listening carefully to the views presented 
by faculty, staff, and students. She valued col-
laboration, dialogue, and conflict resolution.”
Bottomly says, “I think the expanded global 
focus— and especially the institute— will be 
part of my legacy. We already have some 270 
Albright Fellow alums. Think of the impact on 
the world when there are thousands of them! 
The idea of what they could do in this world 
really gives me goose bumps.”
Campus Focus
Any visitor to campus this year has seen the 
impact of the College’s commitment to campus 
renewal in the busy construction site that is 
Pendleton West, which is being transformed 
into a state-of-the-art center for the creative 
arts with a 10,000-square-foot addition 
for rehearsal and performance space. Just 
as important have been the renovations of 
Schneider (now a center for student services), 
the Dorothy Towne Field House (including a 
new fitness center), and the Butler Boathouse.
Up next: renovating Acorns, formerly 
the dean of students’ house, as a new home 
for intercultural education advisors and the 
students they serve— part of a renewed com-
mitment to create a network of multicultural 
spaces on campus. Harambee House, which 
has served students of African descent since 
1970, will also be repaired and upgraded. Plans 
are in the works for a major Science Center 
renovation and a new greenhouse. Renovating 
and refreshing common spaces in the College’s 
residence halls is a priority for the current cam-
paign, beginning this summer with Freeman.
“I’m particularly proud of campus renewal,” 
Bottomly says. “The previous administration 
and the trustees really set the stage. It was clear 
to me that we needed spaces that support our 
ambitions for learning, living, and discovery. 
Our excellence depends fundamentally on the 
spaces we inhabit. So I think the fact that we’ve 
developed a multiyear plan, and have a finan-
cial model to go along with it, really says that 
it’s a high priority of the College.”
Bottomly says she has taken great pleasure 
in watching the work get done on Pendleton 
West during her last winter on campus. 
“There’s nothing better than seeing a build-
ing almost done, because of all the angst of 
getting there. And when you see the finished 
building, you just want to kind of wallow in 
it for a while,” she says.
Work-Life Balance
Bottomly admits that being a college presi-
dent has been a formidably demanding job of 
12-plus-hour days. “I’m very detail-oriented, 
and intensely into my work,” she says. “So I 
do have to get away from it every once in a 
while, otherwise you just burn out.”
She relaxes by taking vacations with her 
family— although even those are active. “I 
usually try to do the kind of a vacation where 
you have to perform. In other words, you’re 
not just totally relaxed. Sometimes I go hiking, 
or sometimes I go to a different country. 
Whatever it is, I have to focus on the daily 
thing, because it requires my attention, which 
makes me not focus on my work at Wellesley.
“I need to disconnect. And the easiest way 
for me is just spending time with my family. 
We love being together, and so it’s very nice. I 
always say there’s nothing that a good cup of 
coffee or a glass of wine can’t fix.”
Bottomly’s husband, Wayne Villemez, is a 
retired academic. “He’s a sociologist,” Bottomly 
says. “He’s calmer than I am, believe it or not. 
He’s willing to listen. He’s unflap pable.” One of 
her daughters is a  pediatric oncologist, another 
a medical resident in surgery, the third a resi-
dent in emergency medicine.
“So three daughters, three doctors,” she 
laughs. “I said, ‘You, know, it would really be 
helpful if we had a lawyer or an investment 
banker. Or if one of you went into geriatrics.’”
Bottomly and Villemez aren’t sure what 
comes after Wellesley, though they are excited 
to have purchased a small condo in the South 
End of Boston. But she says she will miss 
Wellesley— “the people, the beautiful campus, 
my enviable walk to work, meeting and getting 
to know many interesting and smart people.”
Looking out her office window at the 
campus below, she adds, “When you try to sum 
up [a presidency], to say one thing, what would 
that be? And I would have to say that I really 
focused on maintaining Wellesley’s excellence. 
Durant didn’t want Wellesley to be just some 
school for women to learn how to sit and sew. 
He was serious about it. He wanted women 
to have an intellectual experience. Having a 
history of 13 presidents, including me, focused 
on that really mattered.”




“It is important in this century— and it will 
become even more important— for education 
to be global. We did this in two ways: by 
establishing the Albright Institute for Global 
Affairs and by creating strategic partnerships 
both in the U.S. and abroad.”
Campus Renewal
“We cannot lose sight of the importance of 
maintaining and renewing our beautiful campus 
and its iconic buildings. This is a massive 
undertaking that will span more than one or  
two presidencies. I am pleased that I was  
able to get it started.”
Financial Sustainability
“A rational, flexible, and sustainable budget 
model is necessary for any educational 
institution in this century. Our reputation for 
being the best college in the world for women  
is based on our people— the excellence of  
our faculty, students, and staff. Creating  
an operating budget model that ensures that  
we will remain sufficiently competitive  
in the future has been a focus of campus  
efforts since the economic crisis.”
College to Career
“The C2C initiative builds on the strengths  
of the existing Center for Work and Service 
and creates a new structure to serve our 
students for successful and satisfying lives after 
college, fostering qualities such as leadership, 
innovation, and perseverance. We want to 
develop a program that greatly expands our 
alumnae, faculty, and parent networks and 
strategically uses technology to foster this.”
The Capital Campaign
“Launching the largest campaign in the College’s 
history has been a tremendous success so far.”
Affirming Wellesley’s Identity
“Part of my legacy was helping to guide a  
historic reaffirmation of Wellesley as a women’s 
college— to remind everybody how much  
they are linked to one another and to the College, 
and to remind them that what it means to be a 
women’s college in the 21st century is not the 
same as it was even 10 years ago.”
H. Kim Bottomly comments on some of  
the hallmarks of her tenure at Wellesley:
‘She has, along with the deans, 
committed the College to addressing 
and fostering diversity in  
its widest and fullest meanings, 
insisting on civil engagement  
with different points of views about 
often difficult issues both within 
and beyond the College. I commend 
her for her consistent leadership  
in this regard.’
✺
—  JONATHAN IMBER,  






Kisha Brown ’00,  
director of Baltimore’s Office 
of Civil Rights and Wage 
Enforcement, is at the  
center of an explosive 
national conversation about 
how police can better serve  
communities of color.
 BY AMITA PARASHAR KELLY ’06
PHOTOGRAPHY BY
BRUCE WELLER AND LARRY COHEN
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y the time Baltimore erupted in protest 
last year, it was as if the nation didn’t 
know where to begin searching for 
answers. The death of a man named 
Freddie Gray while in police custody 
prompted thousands of residents and 
activists to flood the streets— buildings 
and cars burned.
Before Gray, there were others: 
Trayvon Martin in Sanford, Fla., Eric 
Garner in Staten Island, N.Y., Michael Brown in 
Ferguson, Mo., and Tamir Rice in Cleveland. Gray’s 
death in April 2015 from spinal injuries he suffered 
while riding in a police van had reopened a wound 
in the country— his was the latest controversial death 
involving the police and black men.
Baltimore was angry, and so was the nation. The city’s 
police countered the protests, some peaceful and others 
violent, with a full— critics say heavy-handed— response. 
More than 200 people were arrested, according to the 
mayor’s office.
At the core of that anger was a deep-seated feeling 
that the law-enforcement and criminal-justice systems 
weren’t delivering justice fairly to all Americans.
The deaths and reaction to them have sparked a 
national conversation about how the police do their 
jobs and what fair justice would look like. It’s a painful, 
complicated, and uncomfortable conversation, but one 
that activists, some in law enforcement, and others on all 
sides say needs to keep happening if the country wants 
to find a way forward.
POLICE OVERSIGHT . . .  ON PAPER
Just a few miles away from the heart of those protests 
in Baltimore, there is an office— on the ninth floor of a 
drab, nondescript building— that most of the city doesn’t 
know exists, and one that the city’s officials have largely 
ignored for years. Yet it is “designed, at least on paper, 
to do a lot of things people are crying out for,” says 
Kisha Brown ’00.
Just a few months before Gray’s death, Brown took 
the helm of Baltimore’s Office of Civil Rights and Wage 
Enforcement. It’s an office that, through its Civilian 
Review Board, holds the enormous task of indepen-
dently investigating alleged misconduct in the Baltimore 
Police Department, including the use of excessive force 
by officers and false arrests. It’s the city’s only mecha-
nism outside the police department itself for investigating 
the police.
It turns out, though, that tremendous power and 
responsibility existed just on paper.
“This is supposed to be your police oversight, and it’s 
nonexistent,” Brown says. When she took the job and at 
the time of Gray’s death, the office— which serves more 
than 620,000 residents— had a single investigator, who 
wasn’t doing his job, according to Brown.
“We had one 69-year-old white male who was scared 
to go into people’s neighborhoods for fear they would 
write down his license plate,” she says. “Nothing close 
to the word ‘investigations’ was happening.” That inves-
tigator has since retired.
That was only one challenge Brown faced when 
she took office. More than half of the nine seats on the 
Civilian Review Board, which is authorized to process 
complaints against the police, were vacant. And while the 
panel can investigate complaints sent to it from the police 
department’s Internal Affairs Division or those filed to 
it directly, it has no power to actually discipline officers. 
It makes recommendations to the police commissioner, 
who has ultimate say in any action taken on a complaint.
Civilian review boards emerged in the 1990s after the 
infamous police beating of Rodney King in Los Angeles. 
Baltimore’s Civilian Review Board was created in 2000 
under then-Mayor Martin O’Malley. Its creation fol-
lowed a hard-fought legislative battle, but critics say it 
was never given the teeth it needed to fully carry out 
its purpose.
“You fast-forward 15 years and people were like, 
‘Wait a second, what is the Civilian Review Board? Who 
are they? Are they supposed to be doing something?’” 
Brown says.
In June 2015, the Baltimore Sun ran an opinion piece 
from a city resident who blasted the board for “not 
working today” and calling for changes that would create 
an “effective and transparent system for investigating civil-
ian complaints of misconduct.” In July 2014, the paper 
itself editorialized, “A panel so toothless that even its 
own members publicly wonder whether their efforts are 
a complete waste of time obviously isn’t accomplishing 
its mission as a mediator of police-community relations.”
Brown gives a similar assessment.
She says it was an open secret among city officials that 
the entire process for investigating alleged police mis-
conduct was broken. The Baltimore Police Department 
received around 1,000 complaints in 2014, she says, but 
the vast majority were handled by the department’s own 
Internal Affairs Division. Only 50 to 60 were referred to 
her office for independent investigation. And, she says, 
there’s a major conflict of interest in how the system is set 
up. “One of the things that was most alarming to me was 
that Internal Affairs [officers could have been] working 
the beat with officers being investigated,” she says.
Of the resources and power afforded Baltimore’s 
Civilian Review Board, Brown sums it up this way: 
“It’s embarrassing.”
She says it also became quickly and painfully clear 
that her city’s board was under-resourced by national 
comparison. New York City, a city with more than 13 
times the population of Baltimore, is staffed with 110 
civilian investigators and processed 357 complaints in 
February 2016 alone. Ninety-five percent of cases in the 
city are closed within four months.
Chicago’s review board was founded in 2007, and 
though it is staffed with investigators, it has received 
criticism for not working as it should. The board’s super-
vising investigator was recently fired after he was accused 
by board officials of having a “clear bias against police.” 
But since its founding, the board has investigated almost 
400 shootings by police and found only one to be unjus-
tified, according to a review by Chicago’s public radio 
station WBEZ.B
‘THIS IS SUPPOSED 
TO BE YOUR POLICE 
OVERSIGHT, AND IT’S 
NONEXISTENT.’
 KISHA BROWN ’00
Opposite: In December 
2014, when a grand jury 
decided not to indict a 
New York police officer 
in the death of Eric Garner 
in Staten Island, N.Y., 
protesters filled the streets 
of Baltimore and other 
cities around the country. 
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St. Louis approved a Civilian Review Board last year 
after a contentious legislative process.
All are cities with highly charged climates and high 
stakes. Baltimore and Chicago’s police departments are 
now under so-called “pattern or practice” investigations 
by the U.S. Justice Department related to use of force 
and racial discrimination. And late last year, the Justice 
Department issued a scathing review of St. Louis’ police 
department, including more than 100 recommendations 
for improvement. Several of those centered on how the 
department handled civilian complaints about police.
SPEAKING UP
Born to immigrant parents in racially diverse New York, 
Brown moved to Georgia in middle school. Georgia’s 
racial climate was “very different” from New York, she 
says, and she straddled two worlds.
When it came time to pick a college, peers from her 
private high school were making plans to go to college, 
mostly in Georgia. Her black friends, who went to public 
schools, mostly weren’t attending college.
She was undecided herself until her dad came into her 
room one day. “I’ve never steered you wrong,” he said. 
“Go to Wellesley.” So she went.
Brown came to Wellesley passionate about social 
justice, but she says, “I think Wellesley definitely fostered 
my confidence and nurtured me to be a critical thinker 
and not afraid to speak my truth, which is a process.”
She attended law school at Georgetown after Wellesley, 
and then went about the work of social change. She 
started as staff attorney on the Baltimore City Child 
Support Project at the Legal Aid Bureau and then became 
director of government relations for the Greater Baltimore 
Committee, where she worked on economic and social 
issues for the area. In 2011, she moved to Maryland’s 
Office of the Attorney General, where she focused on 
legislative affairs as well as immigration, mortgage 
foreclosure, mass incarceration, disability rights, and 
broader civil rights. She also co-authored the office’s 
2014 report on sexual misconduct at Maryland’s colleges 
and universities.
After spending her career speaking up for the rights of 
others, she now occupies a role in which she’s empower-
ing Baltimore’s residents to speak their own truth. When 
she started the job, Brown had three words emblazoned 
at the front of her office that have become her guiding 
principles: Empower. Educate. Enforce.
REPORT TO THE MAYOR
Baltimore Mayor Stephanie Rawlings-Blake told the Sun 
she hired Brown to bring a “strong focus” to the office.
Hearing Brown wade through her long list of uphill 
battles makes it clear she knows focusing and reforming 
the office will be a marathon, not a sprint. But she still 
conveys a deep sense of urgency to start moving forward. 
“Being a Wellesley woman, I came in and hit the ground 
running. My staff looked at me like I was crazy because 
I was a mile a minute, everywhere doing everything.”
Gray’s death, she says, served as a wake-up call “not 
just for me but for others— it made apparent the impor-
tance of this office.” She says it gave her a push “to 
preach about the importance of the role of civil rights 
and of this office.”
Two weeks after violent protests rocked the city, 
Brown met with the mayor and says she laid out some-
thing to this effect: “Here is my quick, 100-day assess-
ment on what is going on in this office. It’s a hot-ass 
mess.” Brown says she stressed the importance of “really 
needing to put due weight into the entire office, especially 
the Civilian Review Board.”
In that meeting with the mayor, she says she kept in 
mind a lesson she had learned from business leaders— the 
importance of the ask. “If you’re not asking for anything, 
how are you supposed to get what you want?”
SMALL VICTORIES
Brown sounds almost wistful talking about the small vic-
tories she has had: She knows she is making progress, but 
so far, they sound like spraying spot cleaner when she’d 
like to be ripping up the carpet and putting in new floors.
To start, her ask to the mayor did result in an increase 
in funding— she doesn’t have a final budget for fiscal year 
2017 yet, but said the budget for the Civilian Review 
Board more than doubles, and will go from one full-time 
staff person to four.
In February, Brown announced a voluntary media-
tion program that will hear civilian complaints against 
police. And in addition to adding more heft to investiga-
tions, the office is creating new pamphlets and a website, 
and is planning an open house to introduce the office to 
the community.
Additionally, she fixed a technicality, which will allow 
the board to process more civilian complaints. Any that 
weren’t notarized were being thrown out, which was the 
correct procedure, but Brown felt that it was wasn’t in 
keeping with the spirit of the board. Those complaints 
are now being processed. And she has filled some of the 
board seats, but three out of nine are still vacant.
All those accomplishments, she says, are about chal-
lenging the old system, which can seem “like the stuff 
you should have already been doing.”
But, she says, “Each day is hopefully a small victory. … 
When I have one person who is trying to thwart the 
efforts, then I have another person who’s working hard 
to push forward.”
THE LONG VIEW
The way Brown describes her work, it’s clear that it’s 
about much more than enforcement. “If we really want 
to get to the root of the problem in Baltimore, it’s not 
about …  making the police get out of their cars and say 
hello,” she says.
Missing from the national conversation, she says, is 
an understanding of America’s history of racial discrimi-
nation and how it still informs today’s justice system. In 
Baltimore and nationally, “racist policies and laws and 
‘BEING A WELLESLEY 
WOMAN, I CAME IN 
AND HIT THE GROUND 
RUNNING.’
 KISHA BROWN ’00
Below: On May 1, 2015, 
Baltimore residents took 
to the streets when the 
Maryland State’s Attorney 
announced charges against 
six police officers in the 
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practices were the norm— not just way back in the past, 
but literally within generations. Our parents’ generation 
was living in those time periods where it was illegal to 
sell [homes] to black people, or for black people to live 
in certain neighborhoods. …  Your home could be burned, 
you could be killed, you could be hung.”
She has also seen marked differences in “quality of 
service that has been provided to certain neighborhoods 
and not others, the investment in neighborhoods by gov-
ernments and businesses. …  We turn around and we say, 
‘Why does it look like this?’, when we know all the pieces 
in play.”
Considering all that, Brown says, it’s no wonder 
there’s anger and resentment.
Though the national conversation has centered on 
enforcement, she feels that “a big part of the work we’ve 
lost is around empowerment and education.” One of her 
major goals now is “empowering folks to feel like, ‘Hey, I 
have rights. There’s a place I can go to whose job, whose 
duty it is to protect my rights.’”
For someone who holds such a high-pressure job, 
Brown has a remarkably cool head and takes a remark-
ably long view.
One lesson she’s drawn from Wellesley is that the 
College creates “dynamic women,” but she learned that 
“you don’t have to be on top of the stage speaking loudly 
into the mic, pointing your finger, in order to be the most 
dynamic woman in the room.”
“Being able to be there and be at the table, and offer 
ideas that possibly would not have been taken into consid-
eration if there wasn’t somebody there to speak up,” she 
says, equally offers an opportunity to make a difference.
Her position now is also a practice in patience. “The 
timeline for all of this really is a lot longer than we’re used 
to,” Brown says. “Our generations are used to coming in 
and being like, ‘All right, let’s go, got it, done.’”
But she points out that the Civil Rights movement 
of the 1950s and ’60s actually had roots in the ’20s and 
’30s, and activists were planning for the future. “If you’re 
really committed to the work of civil rights, you can’t be 
committed to it today,” she says. “You have to be com-
mitted to it for the long haul. This is not a quick fix.”
THE WAY FORWARD
Since Gray’s death, activists have continued to put pres-
sure on law enforcement as well as political leaders and 
presidential candidates. Movements like Black Lives 
Matter, which came together after Martin’s death and 
has become increasingly organized since, have “com-
pletely changed the conversation about police violence 
and policing in general,” says Michael Jeffries, associate 
professor of American studies, whose research focuses 
on race, politics, and identity.
Law enforcement officers say they are feeling that 
pressure. The controversial deaths have become a flash-
point for race and policing in the country: While activists 
are calling for deep change, many in law enforcement 
and around the country do not believe that the deaths 
indicated a larger problem in policing.
FBI Director James Comey has said that following 
the death of Michael Brown and other controversial 
deaths, police officers have reported holding back from 
fighting crime proactively for fear of being videotaped, 
disciplined, and otherwise scrutinized. The notion has 
been dubbed the “Ferguson Effect.” Jeffries and many 
activists dispute this, though, saying the effect is not as 
widespread as Comey says it is.
While officers feeling increased pressure may be 
exactly what activists are calling for, some in law enforce-
ment feel that it actually makes it harder for them to 
do their jobs well— jobs in which split-second, life-and-
death decisions are the norm.
Calling racial bias in policing an “epidemic,” Jeffries 
says issues between police and communities of color 
have existed for a long time, but “there’s never been a 
national conversation the way we’re having now.” He 
adds that although the “mechanisms” of discrimination 
have changed, the effects of racial injustice are still felt 
deeply by African-Americans and evidenced by high 
unemployment, low median wealth, and high rates of 
incarceration.
Jeffries cites key moments of engagement that have 
happened over the past year— President Obama acknowl-
edging the Black Lives Matter movement, presidential 
candidates sitting down with activists, and police chiefs 
denouncing mass incarceration— as evidence the conver-
sation is on a whole new level.
To move forward on this issue, Jeffries says, the nation 
has to talk about why institutional racism exists in the 
U.S., which brings up complex moral and political ques-
tions that aren’t easy to tackle. “The country has never 
fully committed itself to a long-term effort that would 
bring about racial justice and social justice,” he says.
PUBLIC PRESSURE: A GAME CHANGER
From where Brown sits, continued pressure from the 
public is key to helping her do her job. “It’s pressure 
from the public that got us this far. If this city had never 
experienced those protests, nobody would remember 
Freddie Gray’s name. They just wouldn’t. …  Pressure is 
paramount to progress— it is the game changer,” she says.
Like Jeffries, Brown also calls for “serious and honest 
conversations about the role of police in our communities 
and in particular communities of color.”
As her words grow strong, you get the sense Brown 
means more than a conversation around a conference 
table. “What we are seeing and experiencing, for many, 
is not new. This brutality and terrorizing of communities 
has been happening for a very long time. And I use the 
word ‘terrorizing’ intentionally, because I believe there 
are communities that are terrorized by the police,” she 
says. “We have to not just expect but demand better.”
“It’s really about uprooting the system in a way that 
changes the way that folks do business. The police have 
been given a certain level of autonomy in our society.” 
Some of that autonomy, she says, has been deemed neces-
sary and blessed by the public. But still, “there’s really 
no other profession that has that type of authority and 
discretion.”
“If we’ve given this entity this type of wherewithal . . . 
then they need to be held to a standard that society deems 
appropriate. And not just a standard for rich, white, or 
clean, or suburban, or ‘safe’ neighborhoods, but every-
where. And we don’t,” she says. “The results of that are 
reflected throughout the criminal justice system.”
Some law enforcement agencies are heeding the call 
to do better— whether on their own or by mandate. 
The Justice Department has encouraged police depart-
ments to institute anti-bias training— New York City will 
implement it this spring— and departments are boosting 
efforts to recruit a more racially diverse force.
And it seems that everyone invested in this issue is 
calling for more conversation, but Brown says for a lot 
of Americans, these issues are just too easy to ignore. 
“We don’t really do much about it, because the rest of 
us get to go home every day. The majority of us get to 
escape that cycle. We see it on paper, and we’re like, 
‘Dannng’ and then we go to Panera and eat lunch.” But 
she adds, small progress is still progress in her book, 
even if she is not as far along with the work of change 
as she expected. “This wasn’t even on anybody’s radar 
two years ago,” she says.
Brown’s overall outlook is positive.
“Everything happens in due time and order,” she 
says. She came on board at a time when “the city and 
the country want better in regards to holding police 
accountable, protecting people’s civil rights and liberty, 
and expressing their voice.”
“I look at the work we can do, and I look at the 
authority that we have by law, and I’m excited about the 
potential [impact] that this office can have on Baltimore’s 
economic, social, and criminal justice,” Brown says. 
“We’re not totally living in the sunshine, but we’re walking 
toward the light. Each day is hopefully a small victory.”
As Jeffries put it, that’s the lifeblood of social change— 
even if it doesn’t happen quickly, the key is an ability to 
imagine a different future.
Amita Parashar Kelly ’06 is a digital politics editor and 
producer for NPR in Washington, D.C.
‘WE’RE NOT TOTALLY LIVING IN  
THE SUNSHINE, BUT WE’RE WALKING 
TOWARD THE LIGHT. EACH DAY  













 By Jennifer E. Garrett ’98
Illustrations by Chris Pyle
Got something important to do?  
Read this instead, and learn what drives us to put things off.  
And all you procrastinators can take heart:  
90 to 95 percent of the population joins you in whiling away the hours.
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If my life could be summarized by a bumper sticker, it would be something like: “I’d rather be procrastinating.” If I had a motto, it would be: “Why do something today that could easily be put off until tomorrow?”
I am a procrastinator. I have been for as long as I can remem-
ber. At Wellesley, some friends used to refer to me as “The Vortex” 
because of my ability to suck people into doing things, typically when 
studying would have been the more prudent option than, say, watch-
ing The Thorn Birds mini-series (roughly eight hours of glorious 
melodrama).
When this magazine’s illustrious editor first suggested I write a piece 
on procrastination, I thought she was joking. Or perhaps taunting me 
in some cruel way. She knows I’m a procrastinator (I used to work in 
the magazine office); everyone knows I’m a procrastinator. But she was 
serious, and I was intrigued, so I accepted. [Editor’s note: The first thing 
she did after accepting the piece was ask for an extension.]
Perhaps this article would allow me to get at the heart of my pro-
crastinating tendencies. I could blame them on my early fascination 
with Scarlett O’Hara and Gone With the Wind. Or my writer’s need 
to work under the pressure of a deadline. Or perhaps I would finally 
turn the proverbial procrastination corner, and finish this assignment 
early! [Editor’s note: She turned this piece in at midnight on the day it 
was due.] If nothing else, perhaps I could determine why, although lots 
of people procrastinate, not all of them are, in fact, procrastinators.
PROCRASTINATORS OF THE WORLD, UNITE!
Putting off doing something unpleasant is a fairly typical human 
response. There are very few people in the world who relish diving 
into a sink full of dirty dishes or writing a detailed work report. Studies 
indicate that anywhere from 90 to 95 percent of people report pro-
crastinating occasionally. However, 26 percent of Americans consider 
themselves chronic procrastinators, according a 2007 study published 
in Psychological Bulletin, a journal of the American Psychological 
Association. [Author’s note: I like to consider myself a functioning 
procrastinator.]
Of course, not everyone realizes that they are procrastinators. 
Michelle Tullier ’84, author of The Complete Idiot’s Guide to 
Overcoming Procrastination, had her epiphany at a rather interest-
ing time. Although she had done workshops on time management 
and procrastination for years, she says, “Until I sat down to write 
the book, I think I was in denial. I was unwilling to admit to myself 
and others that I was a major procrastinator myself.” Now Tullier 
sees the patterns in her behavior more clearly. “To finish my doctoral 
dissertation, I stayed up for three days and three nights straight,” 
she says. “I don’t recommend trying that at home.” She continues to 
work with issues of time management, specifically in career devel-
opment, in her current role as the executive director of the Center 
for Career Discovery and Development at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology. “Once I realized it was OK to acknowledge that [I am a 
procrastinator], it really made me even more qualified to help other 
people with it.”
But what, at its heart, is procrastination? One of the earliest English 
dictionaries defined the word as just “delay,” but this certainly isn’t the 
full sense of the word as it’s used today. “Procrastination is avoidance,” 
says Robin Cook-Nobles, director of Wellesley’s Counseling Service 
and dean of the Office of Intercultural Education at Wellesley. “When 
we’re threatened in life, we’re wired to respond in certain ways, and 
avoidance is one of them.”
Cook-Nobles runs a workshop on procrastination every semester 
to help students with procrastination issues. “I try to empower them 
to be proactive and take charge,” she says. “When they leave [the 
workshop], they have a framework and different techniques, but they 
also have a different way of looking at what procrastination is that’s 
more empowering.”
In the workshop, they look at what is and isn’t procrastination. For 
instance, students fill out schedules with everything they have to do, 
from classes to homework and long-term assignments to extracurricular 
commitments. “They beat themselves up all the time, but I tell them, 
sometimes you’re not procrastinating. Just realistically, your schedule 
is too full,” Cook-Nobles says. “We talk about what to give up, and 
the students often feel like they cannot give up anything and that they 
have to do everything.”
But doing everything can be daunting. Which is why it’s probably 
better to …  knit? Lucy Archer ’12 is a firm believer in what she’s deemed 
“procrastiknitting,” and she finished an entire sweater (complete with 
thumbholes) in a week and a half. Of course, it was the week and half 
she was supposed to be studying for exams. “I ended up giving it, and 
all my other yarn, to my roommate to hide until that set of exams was 
done,” Archer says. “For women who will, we’re very good at being 
women who almost won’t.”
WHY WE DON’T DO WHAT WE DON’T DO
If you ask procrastinators why they’re putting something off, you’re sure 
to get a variety of responses, often starting with a laugh, some mention 
of “needing to feel the pressure,” and ending with a shrug. Most of the 
time, procrastinators don’t actually know why they’re procrastinating. 
[Author’s note: I like to think I procrastinate because it’s the one thing 
at which I’m sure I truly excel.]
While researching her book, Tullier found that household chores 
consistently came up as one of the top things people put off doing, along 
with other simple tasks like scheduling appointments. “This is how 
procrastination happens,” she says. “We think it through too much, we 
often dwell on the negative, or we overcomplicate things.”
Cook-Nobles agrees. “Procrastinators throw time away,” she says. 
“They’ll say, ‘I need an hour,’ but it has to be right on the hour or the 
half-hour. They have these rules in their head.” And if those rules aren’t 
met, the work doesn’t get done. The size or importance of the work 
often doesn’t seem to matter, either. “It could be anything. It could be 
a two-page paper,” Cook-Nobles says. “It has nothing to do with their 
ability to do the task.”
And while some turn to craftwork to procrastinate, others procras-
tinate over the crafts themselves. “When my sister-in-law was pregnant 
with her first child, I started crocheting a baby blanket,” says Beth 
Iandoli ’85. “I finally finished it a year ago. For that child’s baby shower. 
As in, that child was having a baby.” And although she had 27 years to 
complete the project, Iandoli still had to stay up until 2 a.m. on the day 
of the shower to finish it. [Author’s note: Procrastinators apparently 
like to coin new terms for their procrastination, perhaps as yet another 
form of procrastination. Iandoli’s term? “Procraftination.”]
So why can’t we finish the paper or the baby blanket or the report in 
time? “It’s often a combination of inner and outer factors,” Tullier says. 
“So often the advice given out there about overcoming procrastination 
either focuses on the psychological aspects or the more environmental 
factors. The reality is, it’s often a combination of both.”
External or environmental factors often relate to the need to be more 
organized or not having the information necessary. “Some people put 
off doing something simply because their desk … or their computer 
desktop is messy,” Tullier says. “So much of the time, it’s about not 
putting roadblocks in your way, and we create those by having messy 
surroundings or not reaching out to other people as resources.”
Internal factors include things like perfectionism, fear of failure, and 
even the fear of success. “The fear of success, especially for Wellesley 
women, seems like such a ridiculous concept,” Tullier says. “Wellesley 
women aren’t afraid to be successful. But what that often means … is that if 
you do something on time and you do it well, you’re going to be expected 
to do it again, and probably expected to do it even better and faster.”
Cook-Nobles points out that procrastination can also be a response 
to external pressures. “Sometimes, procrastination is a passive-aggressive 
expression of resentment or anger,” she says. “Say someone is feeling 
pressure to be a doctor or a lawyer, but they really don’t want to do it. 
So they don’t have the motivation, and then unconsciously, they get out 
of it by not doing so well.”
COMBATING 
PROCRASTINATION
Although there are no easy answers in the fight against  
procrastination, there are some tips that can help.
1. BREAK THE WORK DOWN
“Try to break assignments or coursework down into bite-sized 
pieces,” says John O’Keefe, Wellesley’s director of advising and 
academic support services and dean of the class of 2017.  
“This helps students feel like they can get a small thing done,  
and that, in turn, builds positive momentum.”
2. CREATE A SCHEDULE, AND BE SPECIFIC
“Put everything on your schedule that you have to do,”  
Cook-Nobles says, and include time to take breaks.
3. CREATE “DO DATES,” NOT “DUE DATES”
This is Tullier’s favorite piece of advice. “If you simply schedule 
times that you’re actually going to do things, do parts of the 
project, it frees you,” she says.
4. GET A BUDDY
“It’s good not to let yourself get isolated,” Tullier says. Students 
who study together, even on disparate subjects, often provide 
each other with support and motivation, Cook-Nobles says.
5. PICK YOUR BATTLES
“Don’t try to tackle everything in your life at once,” Tullier says. 
“Pick the things that bug you the most or that have potentially the 
most serious implications if you don’t get them done on time.”
6. GIVE IT TIME
No one breaks the procrastination habit in a day. “Most anybody 
can sustain something for a day, a few days, maybe a few weeks,” 
Tullier says. “But most psychologists feel it takes at least a few 
months to incorporate real change in your habits.”
7. REWARD YOURSELF
This doesn’t just mean that you get a treat if you finish a task. “It 
also means really being mindful of what you’re doing,” Tullier says. 
“Take the simple step of pausing and giving yourself credit.”
 — JEG
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CONSEQUENTIALLY
Procrastination can have many consequences, most of them obvious and 
expected. If you put off your dissertation too long, you’ll end up staying 
up for three days straight to finish it. But losing sleep and losing grades 
may be nothing compared with losing once-in-a-lifetime experiences.
Just ask Virginia Licklider Still ’98. “I’d hit that point that we all 
know, where I had barely enough time to churn out a paper and slide 
under the deadline, and I had just settled in to it when I found out I’d 
won Violent Femmes tickets. For that same night,” she says. “I knew 
it was my only chance to ever see them live, and I was right. And I 
couldn’t go.” Still had to give the tickets to friends. “They came back 
aglow with how amazing the show had been. It was one of my lowest 
points at Wellesley.”
Sometimes, however, the procrastination is worth it. Jane Zhou ’10 
was an academic peer tutor at Wellesley, but despite her knowledge of 
study skills, she was (and is) a procrastinator. “I put off everything,” 
she says. Her senior year she had several final papers, a final problem 
set, and a presentation due on the last day of class, and little time 
left to do it in. “WZLY had randomly decided to bring Passion Pit to 
campus for a concert, but I stayed up all night doing senior decorat-
ing, then I had to do all that other stuff, so I missed that concert.” 
Even so, she doesn’t regret it. “I really enjoyed senior decorating,” 
she says. “That was definitely one of the highlights of college, so it 
was worth it.”
Tullier is quick to point out that procrastination is not always a bad 
thing. “Like anything we have about ourselves that could be a negative, 
if we can just channel it in some positive direction, it often works really 
well for us.” And sometimes, it works out in our favor unintention-
ally. Last summer, Rachel Utomo ’19, who hails from Indonesia, put 
off submitting some forms for her new I-20 student visa, and after she 
finally did turn in the paperwork, she put off scheduling her interview 
with the U.S. embassy. “Apparently, around the time that I was pro-
crastinating, the U.S. government suffered a massive data breach, so 
all embassy appointments and interviews needed to be rescheduled, 
and all I-20s being processed were rejected,” she says. “So I suppose, 
as ironic as it sounds, procrastination saved me time and energy.”
In the end, “it’s about balance and not just about getting things 
done,” Tullier says. “At Wellesley, I procrastinated. Lots of late nights 
up in Tower Court, goofing around with roommates, having fun. And 
I wouldn’t trade that for anything.”
I’m still not sure what lies at the heart of my procrastination fascina-
tion, but I don’t feel alone. A lot of people procrastinate, and that’s not 
necessarily a bad thing. Like Tullier, and Zhou, and others, I have many 
great memories because I put off doing the prudent thing and opted to 
watch The Thorn Birds with friends instead. But I guess I’ll think about 
that tomorrow. After all, tomorrow is another day. [Editor’s note: We 
could not get her to stop quoting Gone With the Wind.]
Jennifer E. Garrett ’98 is a writer and editor living in the Seattle area. In the 
spirit of getting into the story, she pulled an all-nighter to write this article. 
Luckily, she did not have to get up for class in the morning.
The internet, of course, is a time suck [Author’s note: technical 
term] for many a procrastinator, and college students today have a 
lot of technological diversions to choose from. “I will purposely pick 
fights (read: feed the trolls) on controversial articles or videos just 
so I can initiate a long and pointless back-and-forth exchange,” says 
Megan Locatis ’16. “I once argued for around six hours with some 
guy in Germany in the comments section of a feminist parody of Robin 
Thicke’s ‘Blurred Lines.’”
Alicia Olivo ’19 puts off doing work by putting together music to 
work by. “Sometimes when I really, really don’t want to do my home-
work, I’ll go on iTunes or Spotify and start making playlists,” she says. 
“These playlists will end up being about 70 or so songs long, and if I 
still am not willing to do my work, I’ll listen to the beginning and end 
of each song and order them in such a way I think will sound pleasing. 
Then I do my work. Sometimes.”
Most alumnae can tell similar stories, although many of them 
revolve around the hardest of hard deadlines: finals. And, as it turns out, 
the internet didn’t create procrastination. Just ask Barbara Shepherd 
Poore ’66. “During exam weeks, you could hear the obsessive shuf-
fling and reshuffling of cards up and down the hall as people played 
solitaire, myself included,” she says. “The principal one I used was this 
game called Blue Moon. I don’t even remember how it was played. All 
I remember was it was so difficult to actually complete it, that it only 
happened once in a blue moon.”
For Idora Sopin-Vilme ’10, it was her final finals period when things 
got really interesting. “A mixture of procrastination and a serious case 
of FOMO [fear of missing out] meant that I put off my four exams for 
the last two days of finals (Friday and Monday). I also had four papers 
to write over that same time period,” she says. “So, after a quick nap 
after my second exam on Friday evening, I stayed awake until Monday 
at 4:30 when I handed in my last paper.”
Stories like these can also become part of a culture of procrastination 
that is often found on college campuses, according to Tullier. Students 
often “brag” about how much work they have to do, and how little 
time they have left to do it.
“What one hears from students is that there’s a culture of stress and 
a little bit of competition around stress sometimes,” O’Keefe says. Of 
course, stress and procrastination are just parts of the college experi-
ence, along with demanding courses and engaging faculty. “All of these 
things are part of the reality of being a college student today,” O’Keefe 
says. “Part of stress is just motivation to accomplish things that are 
challenging and to really push yourself.”
Of course, college students don’t get to have all the procrastination 
fun. Lots of alumnae do post-grad work in procrastination, start-
ing with and including graduate school and the perennially put-off 
dissertation. “I’ve always been a procrastinator,” says Barbara Poore. 
“But this is one of my triumphs over procrastination: Somewhere 
in my 50s, I went back to graduate school and got the Ph.D. that I 
never could finish the first time because I was such a procrastinator.”
But even after finishing the graduate degree, procrastination can still 
come into play in our professional lives, as well. Jane Rothchild ’79 fin-
ished law school, took and passed the Massachusetts and Connecticut 
bar exams, and then took the New York bar exam a few years later. 
“Although New York provides five years to complete the post-exam 
paperwork, I never did it,” she says. “I ended up waiving in. I was 
admitted on motion based on the number of years I’d been practicing.”
Some people may think they are procrastinators, but there might be 
deeper issues at play. There could be undiagnosed learning disabilities, 
and that, of course, is not actually procrastination. At Wellesley, stu-
dents can be assessed at the Pforzheimer Learning and Teaching Center 
for additional support. Cook-Nobles also notes that sometimes mental-
health issues can be at the root of what some consider procrastination: 
“If you’re depressed, you might lack motivation, which could result in 
getting behind academically.” Students can seek support at the Stone 
Center, and class deans are often helpful here, as well.
COLLEGE, THE ALMA MATER OF PROCRASTINATION
College students may be the most notorious procrastinators. The 2007 
Psychological Bulletin study found that anywhere from 80 to 95 percent 
of college students procrastinate. Not surprising— how can they resist? 
Not only do most colleges offer a wide variety of programming (lectures, 
exhibits, concerts, and more), but also nearly endless opportunities for 
socializing and lots (and lots) of unstructured time.
“In high school, your time is structured for you, and in college, 
the skill of learning how to structure your own time is something that 
is very important to address explicitly with younger students,” says 
John O’Keefe, director of advising and academic support services and 
dean of the class of 2017. Although much of that unstructured time 
could be used to keep up with Wellesley’s demanding coursework, 
sometimes it’s … not.
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News and information from the worldwide network of the Wellesley College Alumnae Association
➺ PLEASE SEE PAGE 75 FOR THE ALUMNAE CALENDAR.
ALVIA WARDLAW ’69, of Houston, has been nomi-
nated to serve a six-year term as alumnae 
trustee, from 2016 to 2022, succeeding Sandra 
Polk Guthman ’65.
A 2010 recipient of Wellesley’s Alumnae 
Achievement Award, Wardlaw is an interna-
tionally recognized art historian. She has 
been a major force in shaping the field of 
African-American art history and establishing its 
place within the larger discipline of American art.
At Wellesley, Wardlaw was one of the founders of 
Ethos, the organization for students of African descent. 
She earned a doctorate in art history from the University 
of Texas, Austin, and in 1974 joined the faculty at the 
Texas Southern University, where she is still 
a professor and director of the university 
museum. A prolific writer and organizer of 
watershed exhibitions, Wardlaw also served 
as curator of modern and contemporary art 
at the Museum of Fine Arts in Houston. 
Among her many noted shows is The Quilts 
of Gee’s Bend, which catapulted a group 
of women quilters from a remote town in 
Alabama to international fame. She has also 
helped to spotlight artists such as Thornton Dial, John 
Biggers, and Kermit Oliver.
The Alumnae Trustee Nominating Committee is proud 
to enter the name of Alvia Wardlaw ’69 in nomination.
The 2015–2018 Alumnae Trustee Nominating Committee Karen Williamson ’69, chair; Susan Challenger ’76, Yolette 
Garcia ’77, Maneesha Patil ’78, Georgia Murphy Johnson ’75, ex officio, and Missy Siner Shea ’89, ex officio
A Toast to Tower
ON A CHILLY FEBRUARY AFTERNOON, warmth and 
welcome filled the Great Hall as 100 students, 
alumnae, and staff celebrated Tower Court’s 100th 
anniversary. Built on the site of College Hall, which had 
been lost to fire in 1914, the new Gothic building—
designed with fire safety in mind—originally housed 
194 students and 12 faculty members. Its Great Hall 
was intended to provide “a suitable space for the more 
formal and dignified social events and celebrations 
connected with the College,” wrote Ellen James, the 
friend of the College whose donation in spring 1914 
funded the construction.
At the celebration, the current house presidents 
welcomed an alumnae panel who shared Tower 
memories from the late 1940s through the mid-1990s. 
Retired College biology professor Dorothea “Dot” 
Widmayer ’52 recalled “sitting on bells” to take phone 
messages for dorm mates. Marianne Brons Cooley ’81, 
secretary of Wellesley’s Board of Trustees, laughed 
about how she and a friend developed a communica-
tions code using their window curtains. Georgia 
Murphy Johnson ’75, the Wellesley College Alumnae 
Association president, remembered crowding in 
with friends to watch M.A.S.H. on her floor’s one 
television. M.J. Pullins ’94, assistant director of 
classes for the WCAA, recollected candlelit dinners.
The gathering ended with a sparkling cider toast 
to Tower, a Claflin Bakery cake, and the hope that 
the edifice will stand for another century of commu-
nity and conviviality.
—Catherine O’Neill Grace
HERE AT THE COLLEGE , we knew that the 
Wellesley “W” logo, introduced in 2010, had 
officially reached iconic status when alumnae 
starting knitting it into hats and sweaters. Many 
clubs and classes have adapted the W into their 
group’s logos, but others have stuck with their 
own logos, which have appeared on letters and 
parade insignia for decades. 
The class of ’70’s crown logo was inspired 
by its class cheer, “Royal spark, century mark,” 
a reference to the fact that 1970 was the 100th 
anniversary of the chartering of the College. 
The logo was adapted from the program for 
Raisin Hell, the class of ’70’s junior show, and 
was drawn by art-history major Kathleen 
Foster ’70. “It makes me smile to see what a 
Pre-Raphaelite I was from the beginning!” 
comments Foster, who now works at the 
Philadelphia Museum of Art as the Robert L. 
McNeil, Jr., Senior Curator of American Art 
and director of the Center for American Art. 
“I gave up on a studio major when I realized 
I was better at analyzing and talking about 
art than making it—but I think all those years 
of being an art student and being around 
artists … made me a better art historian. The 
smell of turpentine still makes me nostalgic for 
art school!”
Below is a sampling of some of our favorite 
class logos. If your class is interested in creating 
its own logo, contact Ilyssa Frey, director of 
marketing and communications at the Alumnae 
Association, at ifrey@wellesley.edu. 
—Lisa Scanlon Mogolov ’99
Annual Meeting, Wellesley College Alumnae Association
The following slate of candidates  
for office will be elected by the 
alumnae body at the annual meeting 
of the Wellesley College Alumnae 
Association on June 5 at 11:30 A.M.  
in the Diana Chapman Walsh  
Alumnae Hall.
Director, 2016–18









Linda DuPlan Rieke ’59
Amelia Island, Fla., and Milwaukee



















Maneesha Patil ’78, chair,  
Yolette Garcia ’77,  
Maya Melczer Greenfield ’04,  
Rachel Salmanowitz Kronenberger ’12, 
Beth McKinnon ’72,  
Mari Myer ’83,  
Elizabeth Preis ’91,  
Pier Rogers ’75,  
Jamie Scarborough ’87,  
Desiree Urquhart CE/DS ’99
At the Annual Meeting, alumnae will 
also vote on the candidate for alumnae 
trustee and bylaw changes. These 
changes encompass the following:
• a clarification of the positions of 
elected directors, young alumna 
director, and directors-at-large;
• establishment of a standing 
nominating committee to replace 
the nominating subcommittee of 
the governance committee;
• clarification of the procedure  
for appointment of committee 
chairs; and
• clarification of the selection 
process for alumnae trustees.
Please visit goo.gl/EegCo9 to see 
the current language and proposed 
wording of the amendments.
Make a Mark
CANDIDATE FOR ALUMNAE TRUSTEE 2016–2022
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Class Notes
Your classmates want to hear from you. Please send news to your class 








REUNION JUNE 3–5, 2016  We were delighted to 
receive a phone call from Mildred Burnes Chase, 
who was spending the winter in Marlborough, 
Mass. Mildred read Christine Engelke Goddard’s 
query in the fall 2015 issue about how many 
members of the class of 1936 are still with us, 
and Mildred wanted Christine’s phone number so 
they could catch up and share memories of their 
time as Homestead dormmates. Mildred says they 
covertly kept turtles in the Homestead bathtub and 
used to race them down the hallways. We hope 
you were able to connect, Mildred and Christine! 
(We are happy to share contact information for 
alumnae with fellow alums; just call the Alumnae 







We were sorry to receive news of the death of Jane 
Strahan Stanton on Dec. 31, 2015. Jane was an 
accomplished theatrical director and children’s 
theater pioneer who brought the joy of live pro-
ductions to many during her 65-year career. A 
founder of the Heights Players in Brooklyn and 
the director of its children’s theater for more than 
10 years, Jane also founded and was the director 
of several other children’s and community theater 
groups in New York and Connecticut. She will 
be missed.
Please send your news to us here at the maga-
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REUNION JUNE 3–5, 2016  Thanks to all who 
answered our plea for news. First to respond was 
Dorothy “Peter” Wilson Reinke, who wrote: “A 
new pair of great-grandsons to add to the flock in 
Texas. Things going well— studying classical music 
and art history and reading French (my major). 
Exercising every day and still driving! I’ve already 
signed up at the alumnae office for our 75th in 
June. Hope to see you there!”
A cheerful note from our class president, Fiora 
Mariotti Houghteling: “With a sturdy three-
wheeler, I’m still able to go for a daily short walk 
with my beloved Sheltie (now 13!). Sharing my 
house with several adult students is a pleasure, 
as is my daily reading. Affectionate best wishes 
to ’41ers!”
“How wonderful to know that Wellesley ’41 
is still active!” cheered Margaret “Rusty” 
Deffenbaugh Carlson. “LeRoy and I are fortunate 
to live in our own home with devoted caregivers. 
We have the usual shortcomings of old age, but 
find that life continues to be an exciting adventure. 
LeRoy will celebrate his 100th birthday in May, 
and I turned 95 last month. Best wishes to all you 
other survivors.”
As of February, the “survivors” in the class 
numbered 46.
Annetta “Anne” Eddy Brigham carries on as “a 
reasonably well oldster.” She wrote, “Am reading 
an assortment of books, dipping into all at once, 
and the 2016 elections interest me. My large family 
of descendants here are a joy to me. Hearty cheers 
to those 1941 classmates who will make it to our 
75th reunion.”
Alice Stephens Schneckenburger says life has 
slowed for her since she uses a walker and no 
longer drives, but she still considers herself very 
fortunate.
Bad news from Mary George Gast and Kay 
Kennedy Barney, both of whom suffered broken 
legs in recent falls. Kay and her husband spent the 
winter in Nantucket, Mass., where Kay was treated 
in a rehab facility. Mary, at home in Pittsburgh, still 
hopes to attend the 75th reunion.
Janet Callahan Kreider regrets no longer being 
able to travel— there are two great-granddaughters 
in Oregon she’d like to visit. But Janet is com-
fortably settled in an assisted-living apartment in 
Cincinnati, and she still likes to go out for dinner, 
especially if the restaurant offers Indian food.
Medical problems have sent Mary “Hal” Atlee 
Brandt to the hospital several times. Mary lives 
in a retirement community in Chicago near one 
of her daughters and has frequent visits from her 
two other daughters, who live in Kentucky. Hal 
laments, “No chance any more of a Wellesley visit. 
Do any ’41ers get to Wellesley?”
I am sorry to reports the deaths of Deborah 
Hamilton Honsaker and Jean Chandler Trotter. 







We were sorry to receive news of the death of 
Virginia Wade Sampson. She passed away on 
Jan. 2 in Fort Collins, Colo. Jinny was an avid bird-
watcher and gardener. She volunteered for many 
years in the public schools, active in exchange 
programs for foreign students. Jinny and her hus-
band, John, who predeceased her, were active in the 
Appalachian Mountain Club. Jinny’s mother, Meta 
Bennett Wade, graduated from Wellesley in 1911.
Please send your news to us here at the maga-
zine. We know your classmates would love to hear 
from you!
A student receives golf pointers from 
Barbara J. Cochran, assistant 
professor of physical education and 
athletics, date unknown.
Photo courtesy of  
Wellesley College Archives
In the Swing
Virginia Spottswood Simon ’42 joined the Central Virginia 
and Tidewater Clubs at their jointly held Worldwide 
WAAD Day on April 18, 2015, where members cel-
ebrated Virginia’s 95th birthday. Pictured are Desiree 
Urquhart CE/DS ’99 (a WCAA board member), Lauren 
Young ’99 (president of the Wellesley Club of Central 
Virginia), Virginia, Andrea Mitchell Donnor ’00 (host of 
the event in Williamsburg, Va., holding daughter Bailey, 
class of 2036), Helen Miller Murphy ’93, and Tracy Smith 
Brooks ’78.
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JANE DEWEY ALCOCK
34 SCATTEREE, BOX 124
NORTH CHATHAM, MA 02650-0124
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Have you all heard the news?! I realize many of 
you no longer use your computers, so I feel like the 
town crier of long ago! Wellesley has announced the 
selection of our 14th college president, a lovely and 
brilliant Harvard Medical School professor, an out-
standing advocate for women’s health and educa-
tional opportunities, and the first African-American 
to lead Wellesley. Paula A. Johnson will take over 
in July as H. Kim Bottomly steps down after nine 
years. This news came to me via Jeanne Hammond 
and Nancy Dobson “Dobbie” Titcomb, both in 
Maine. One of Dobbie’s daughters (both Wellesley) 
heard Paula Johnson speak and was delighted at 
the choice.
Speaking briefly of computers, I have been hav-
ing my own problems and my safety net computer-
wise has gone with her husband to ski with friends 
in Utah. I cross my fingers that it behaves while she 
is gone!! Or at least lets me finish this.
Been playing “telephone tag” with you ’43s 
today with no success. Today is a good day for it, as 
we are fog-bound. The courageous snowdrops are 
braving the cold, and the purple and white heathers 
have been beautiful for some time now.
Sadly, I must share the news of classmates who 
have left us. Carolyn Walter Powell died on Dec. 9, 
2015, in Shrewsbury, Mass. Eleanor Haldeman 
Fontaine passed away on Jan. 16 down in Jackson, 
Miss. I had a good conversation with her only a 
month or so ago. Edith Mumford Bensley, who 
lived in Alden, N.Y, had gone in August of 2009, 
but the College has only recently been notified. We 
remember and miss our friends and send our sym-
pathy to their families.
Out of the large number of our college friends 
who live in the Washington, D.C., area, I did catch 
two who live in Chevy Chase, Md. Ruth Langer 
Koffsky could scarcely hear me, bad connection, 
but same the next day. I will try later. However, 
Betty Grimley Keefer and I had a good chat. She 
sounded great and apparently keeps busy. No news 
of note, but I suggested two books that I have read 
recently. Quite different, but I highly recommend 
both: The Nightingale and Elephant Company. 
The first is a novel of two sisters in France during 
World War II, and you’ll sit up all night! The other 
is a true story of a young British soldier. At the end 
of WWI he went back to Burma. The rest is history.
Jeanne Hammond and I talk rather frequently, 
and she has been excited about an invitation to a 
fancy dress occasion honoring her late uncle, Maj. 
Edwin Howard Armstrong, and presenting the 
Distinguished Member of the Regiment to him. She 
says of course she won’t go, but her nephew and his 
wife are looking forward to it. Maj. Armstrong was 
credited with inventing FM radio and numerous 
other patents. She says Dr. Seuss and Frank Capra 
are also getting awards!
Don’t wish your life away, but happy summer! 
Terry
ANNE NOLAND WINSLOW
44 ALLANDALE ST., APT. 405
JAMAICA PLAIN, MA 02130
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I am disappointed that no one has volunteered 
some news. I suggested that we write about what 
we no longer do, but there have been no “takers.”
Many of us live in retirement communi-
ties. I wonder how many independent residents 
know there is a national organization, affiliated 
with LeadingAge, the providers’ organization, 
to support us? The purpose is to encourage open 
communications between management and the 
resident associations. I was secretary of NaCCRA 
(National Continuing Care Residents’ Association) 
for six years. We met all around the country at the 
same time as the LeadingAge training sessions. In 
the last 10 years, NaCCRA has grown into a truly 
national organization with board members from 
coast to coast. Most states have resident organi-
zations for communities to share successes, dis-
cuss problems, and share interesting activities. It 
took the Massachusetts organization five years on 
Beacon Hill to amend a general law to assure finan-
cial transparency to protect the guaranteed refund 
of the entrance fees.
The College heard from three daughters who 
were with their mothers at their deaths: Jacqueline 
Coogan Beatty died on Jan. 8. Jacquie had lived 
happily in her home in Florida her entire mar-
ried life, enjoying bridge and golf and activity in 
many civic organizations. Her husband, Jack, had 
been a two-term mayor of Bal Harbour. Dorothy 
Wheeler Utter died in Hanover, N.H., on Aug. 9, 
2015, after a brief illness. Unfortunately, I never 
really knew Dodie. However, I was a devoted and 
admiring friend of Kay Leonard Rosenquest, who 
died in Florida on Nov. 28, 2015. We both retired 
to South Orleans, Mass., on Pleasant Bay on Cape 
Cod. Kay was a devoted alumna who had been 
president of the Wellesley Club of Cape Cod. She 
generated friendship to all and managed to orga-
nize about 12 of us living there. She usually hosted 
a post-reunion gathering.
The class sends condolences to their loving 
daughters and their families.
BETTY VADNER HAAS




On Feb. 10, I received a lengthy email from the Board 
of Trustees announcing the College had selected 
a new president to take office July 1, 2016: She is 
Paula A. Johnson, a professor and faculty member 
at Harvard Medical School and the Harvard T.H. 
Chan School of Public Health. The news was joy-
ful— she was the unanimous choice of the selec-
tion committee. I promptly forwarded the email to 
my daughter Susan (Harvard Medical School and 
M.P.H.) and my son Mark (Harvard M.S. in city and 
regional planning and also a research sleuth).
Their replies came within minutes. Susan wrote, 
“An old and dear friend. Wellesley could not have 
done better. I am so pleased. Now I know why 
she wasn’t at an event last night!” Mark wrote. “I 
remember her TED talk on women’s health— she’ll 
be a great addition to the Wellesley community.”
I hope you are enjoying our new 70th record 
book. We are grateful the class could work with 
the College to publish an updated and corrected 
book. This may be our last record book. We have 
been researching to find the dozen classmates who 
remain on our “lost” list. Can you help?
The College reported the death of one who was 
on our last “lost” list: Evelyn Bollman Stickney 
died on Feb. 2 in Bedford, Mass. Evelyn had lived 
in the College area for many years.
Katie Fontana Dale, with warmth and pride, 
wrote to tell us her mother, Margaret Schlegel 
Fontana, a retiree from an OB-GYN practice, 
died in Rochester, Minn., on Jan. 30. Margaret’s 
husband, Robert Scott Fontana, a pulmonary con-
sultant at the Mayo Clinic, died 10 months before 
his wife. Together they raised five children in their 
62-year marriage. Six grandchildren survive.
Becky Pfouts Slobogin’s daughter phoned 
Marilyn Garfield Stillman to report Becky’s death 
on Jan. 27. Marilyn wrote for our notes: “Becky 
was in a Christian Science home in Princeton, and 
although I emailed her weekly, I knew she prob-
ably wasn’t processing what I wrote. She was a best 
friend, and I shall miss her.”
Other news from Marilyn: She has moved from 
West Chester, Pa., to New Hampshire— details in 
the next issue.
We are sorry to learn that Joyce Gulick Nelson 
died on Oct. 12, 2015, in Redding, Conn. She 
had some early impressive moves. In 1946, Joyce 
moved from New York, married in Singapore, and 
then they moved to Malaysia, Thailand, Pakistan, 
and Japan, and had three daughters. Upon return-
ing to Connecticut, she resumed teaching and visit-
ing her children and grandchildren. By 2000, she 
and Stan had moved into a nearby life-care facility.
The College reports the deaths of Jane Seddon 
Willson on Nov. 3, 2015, Betty Summers Cary on 
Nov. 12, 2015, and Elizabeth “Lepai” Robinson 
Ratcliffe on Dec. 31, 2015. I hope to share more 
information on these classmates in the next column.
HELEN ANTONIADES VAMVAS
4450 S. PARK AVE., APT. 909
CHEVY CHASE, MD 20815
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REUNION JUNE 3–5, 2016  Greetings from your 
nation’s capital. By the time you read this, the 
cherry blossoms will have bloomed and we should 
have a narrowed field of candidates for this historic 
presidential election.
Another Wellesley connection has arrived: Our 
new incoming president of the College, Paula A. 
Johnson, is the daughter-in-law of our classmate 
Phyllis Rosenthal Sands! Delightful.
Bless you all for returning your news on those 
fabulous purple postcards. Even the mailman is 
amused by my squeal of delight when I see one in 
my mailbox.
Yvonne de Potter Scott writes that she is well 
and active and near family, including a great-
grandson. “My chief worry is about climate change 
and gun violence,” she adds.
Virginia Rogers Holton and husband are hap-
pily settled in Irvington, Va. She is well and looking 
forward to reunion and a good turnout.
Barbara Jussen Upson is well, “still on this 
Earth, still playing lousy golf and bridge, the old 
lady’s best friend.” She continues, “Overall, I feel 
that I have been blessed and Wellesley is part of 
that blessing.” I think many of us would agree.
Doris Schwanhausser Friend is well and living 
in New Canaan, Conn. She keeps in touch with 
Barbara Jussen Upson and Jane Sanford Ziegler.
Jane Carman Bradford, in La Jolla, Calif., says, 
“planning to come to reunion (God willing),” 
which reminded me of an old Spanish saying, “If 
you want to hear God laugh, tell him your plans.”
A delightful two-page letter from Carolyn 
Kinsey Singers in Austell, Ga., reports that on her 
91st birthday, she enjoyed two bottles of wine (not 
all at once) as she and her children sailed down 
the Danube River. Although she will not be able 
to attend reunion, she recalls her happy days at 
Eliot House, her freshman “roomie,” and sharing 
bunk beds with Nancy Dodson Shelton in Davis. 
“Watching the Navy boys drilling on the green 
(from the window, which was as close as we got) 
was an a.m. routine,” she recalls. Carolyn is in 
touch with Alice Dodds, and they reminisced about 
singing with the choir, morning Chapel services, 
walks around Lake Waban, and the dusty stacks 
in the library basement. Carolyn remembers Mme. 
Ilsley and Mlle. Bruel of the French department 
with much pleasure. In closing, she adds, “My life 
owes a debt of joy to the Wellesley class of 1946.”
It is with much sadness that I must report the 
deaths of Jean Harris Slingerland and of Janice 
Robinson Daigh, our class president. I had spoken 
to Jean two weeks before her passing, and we were 
planning getting together at reunion. She was one 
of the first people I met freshman year at Tower 
Court and contributed to my learning bridge and 
ice-skating. We were friends for 70 years!
Janice’s death came as a shock, as we had 
emailed each other our plans for reunion two days 
before her passing. She was a delightful friend. 
We had enjoyed her company here in the DC area 
when she came to visit her student grandson. Her 
devotion to Wellesley was outstanding, and I for 
one will never forget “Granjan.” May her memory 
be eternal.
Be well, dear classmates and if possible, please 









What an active bunch we are! Myrt Atkinson 
Everett and husband Bob now enjoy life in a retire-
ment home; her new mantra is “When in doubt, 
throw it out.” Myrt writes of Phyllis Clark Webb, 
at one time the only Wellesley grad among profes-
sional carilloneurs. For almost 40 years, Phyl has 
climbed 38 steep, shaky stairs in Grosse Pointe 
Memorial Church to play the carillon, which, 
recently upgraded by a Webb family fund, was 
renamed the Webb bell. She plays also at her 
Florida winter home. Side note: Several of us, as 
freshmen at Dower House, learned to play the bells 
(an excuse not to attend chapel?), but only Phyl 
continued on with it throughout her life.
Ellen Van Deusen Jacke, of recent sky-diving 
fame, spent much of the winter visiting various 
relatives around the country, including attending 
a family wedding in Nova Scotia. As usual, she 
summered on Block Island, R.I., where she works 
for several community causes. Winters in Ashlar 
Village, Conn., keep her busy and involved.
A lovely story about my predecessor as class 
secretary, Susan Kuehn Boyd, appeared in the 
Iowa City Gazette. A Valentine’s Day love story, 
it charmingly details Susan and Sandy’s 62 years 
of happy marriage. Sue wrote for Mademoiselle 
magazine, the Minneapolis Star Tribune, and won 
many awards and contests, including a creative 
writing fellowship to Stanford. She also was pub-
lished in Redbook and Harper’s.
And now, alas, our losses. Elvia Samuelson 
Farnham died on Dec. 20, 2015. She served on the 
Sausalito library board and the school board, as 
well as the Marin County grand jury. Elvia was a 
great lover of Boston terriers. She is survived by her 
husband of 64 years, Benjamin, her son, Alan, and 
niece, Ellie Samuelson.
Carlotta Kerwin died on Nov. 5, 2015, in 
Weston, Mass., at the home of her brother and 
sister-in-law, just shy of her 90th birthday.
Joyce Weisman Karp, who died on Dec. 18, 
2015, grew up in Ohio but, with late husband 
Dan, traveled widely on several continents. An 
active temple member, she was a strong supporter 
of Israel, which she often visited. Joyce volunteered 
at North Shore Hospital for 50 years, brailling and 
recording books for the blind, and served on vari-
ous community boards. She is survived by three 
children and their spouses, four grandchildren plus 
spouses, and two great-grandchildren.
Suddenly, time has sped up and thoughts 
about our 70th reunion must turn into action. 
The dates are June 2–4, 2017. Since that’s a 
year away, let’s warm up with some area mini-
reunions. Willing volunteers are needed to take 
charge of these gatherings. Is there a ’47er nearby 
to join you in gathering classmates at a local 
restaurant, museum, or cultural center? The 
Alumnae Office is happy to supply a list of class-






Summer is coming, or so they say.
But don’t hold your breath; it’s still far away.
Meanwhile, Carol Bonsal Bald, a longtime 
New Jersey native, moved north to Massachusetts 
last summer to be near two of their four children. 
She continues to enjoy the arts and reading the 
newspaper from cover to cover, and looks for-
ward to catching up with any and all classmates 
in the vicinity of North Andover. Surprise her! 
Another New Englander is Ruth Ferguson Hooke, 
who now lives with her son and his wife and their 
11-year-old boy. Before that, she lived for 39 
years in Amherst, Mass., where she taught for 29 
years at the University Without Walls at the U of 
Massachusetts. She writes that it was a wonderful 
program for older adults returning to school for 
a bachelor’s degree. It was an ideal job, and she 
loved it. Ferg adds that things are very different 
in Vermont, and quite isolated, but she is finding 
things to do. She swims almost every day, takes 
a course singing Bach chorales, and even takes 
courses with a Dartmouth-related adult-education 
program. Along with all that, she leads singing 
one day a week at the local elementary school. She 
would love to hear from any of her classmates, 
especially in Vermont!
Elizabeth “Wib” Buchanan Williams feels very, 
very lucky. She lives in a retirement home with hus-
band Jack, who is 93 and still going strong. Wib is 
in charge of a book club, and still drives and reads. 
Her advice: “Be adjustable!” For instance, she once 
included seven dogs as guests at their Thanksgiving 
table. Not too long ago, she went to Atlanta on a 
Megabus, and climbed more stairs than she had 
ever seen. Onward and upward, Wib!
Another active classmate is Debbie Kassor 
Murray. “I have a lot of friends who can use my 
help!” She is very busy (Debbie, you were always 
busy!), and her kids are busy. However, no more 
tennis! She still finds time to do a lot of reading, 
and belongs to a literary book club. The business 
of racism bothers her terribly.
Finally, news of Babs Butterfield Bodine: We 
have a Wellesley Lunch Bunch here in Fairfield 
County, Conn., and Barbara is usually one of our 
regulars. Our table is always more fun when Babs 
is around!
‘Still on this Earth, still playing lousy golf and bridge, the old lady’s best 
friend. Overall, I feel that I have been blessed and Wellesley is part of 
that blessing.’ —Barbara Jussen Upson ’46






An enormous thank-you to our past treasurer 
Elizabeth “Betty” Arundell Stallings, who pro-
vided much of the info that follows, primarily from 
responses to her marvelous rhymed Christmas 
greetings. Betty thrives on the intellectual stimula-
tion she finds at Westminster Canterbury, which 
has been voted “Best Retirement Community in 
Central Virginia” for three years running.
A lifelong friend of Betty’s recently had lunch 
in Pittsburgh with Marion “Marnie” Altman 
Monheim and Marion Brackenridge Thompson. 
They both live independently, although Marnie 
was injured slightly when being “extracted” from 
a stuck elevator in her building.
The tornadoes that struck Dallas on Dec. 27 
forced postponement of Martha “Marty” McDaniel 
Ellsberry’s 87th birthday celebration. Marty 
reported that Mildred “Mimi” Payne McKnight 
recently lost her husband, Joe, who had taught at 
SMU law school for 59 years. While still teaching 
classes on foreign policy issues and impressionist 
art, Shirley “Sherry” Wakelee Smith noted that hus-
band Thornton’s fall last spring while practicing for 
a 5K race (at age 92) had necessitated emergency 
brain surgery, thus interfering with their active 
travel itinerary.
Marilyn Pearson Isbrandtsen enjoyed two 
waterside weddings, by Lake Tahoe and Long 
Island Sound, this past year.
Twenty-two of her offspring celebrated Helen 
“Davie” Seager Nycum’s 88th birthday last 
October in Raleigh, N.C., where Davie volunteers 
at the library and health center.
Eleanor Evans Feldmann lost her husband, 
Howard, in March 2014. Her children and 
grandchildren escorted her from Tulsa, Okla., to 
Washington state for a family visit.
Katharine “Boo” Michie Dulaney has resumed 
organ lessons, plays at church weekly, enjoys hik-
ing, and loves her “new” house in Charlottesville, 
Va.— rebuilt after a fire. In spite of an injury sus-
tained when a parade float tire ran over her foot on 
July 4, Margaret “Mizey” Mize Mathis recovered 
sufficiently to travel to Cambodia and Vietnam the 
last two weeks of September.
Vertrees “Candy” Canby Malherbe keeps in 
touch from Capetown, South Africa, where son 
Paul and his wife visited over Christmas. I had no 
suspicion until recently, for Candy is the soul of 
modesty, that she was a renowned writer on South 
African aborigine culture and women’s issues. Julia 
le Roux, a cousin, has painted a picture of Candy 
surrounded by three of the historical figures in her 
writings. You can watch an engaging video inter-
view with her at https://goo.gl/IWFm7h.
Sad news of Mary Lee Morey Rowen’s death 
on May 15, 2015, arrived late. Survived by hus-
band James (a school friend from 1933!), three 
children, and four grandkids, she was a history 
teacher and leader in civic and charitable causes. 
Dec. 27, 2015, marked the passing of Anne Beach 
Maier of Milford, Conn.— founded by an ances-
tor, in 1639. Anne married Dave in 1949 and 
worked in medical research before raising four 
boys. With a graduate degree from Southern 
Connecticut State College, she taught special edu-
cation, belonged to the Milford Garden Club, and 
played golf avidly. Wintering in Fort Myers, Fla., 
Anne and Dave volunteered for ECHO, a global 
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I was happy to receive the following update from 
Claudia Reid Upper in Fort Myers, Fla.: “Jack 
and I remain happy and healthy in our Shell Point 
Life Care Community and in our apartment over-
looking the Caloosahatchie River, San Carlos Bay, 
Cape Coral, and Sanibel. Our mental challenges 
involve keeping track of our medications and doc-
tor’s appointments and numbers of other events 
on our calendars. We attend various discussion 
groups, lectures, classes, concerts, social events, 
and exercise programs offered by Shell Point, as 
well as Bible study, etc., at St. Michael’s Episcopal 
church on Sanibel. Life here is busy, interesting, 
and enjoyable; but it cannot claim to be eventful 
or adventurous.”
We are sad to report several deaths of class-
mates: Dorothy Baird Leib died on Dec. 2, 2015; 
Noel Lombard Grossman on Dec. 14, 2015; Ann 
Haggarty Warren on Jan 6.; and Ina Aronson 
Hahn on Jan. 22. Please see “In Memoriam” for 
a tribute to Ann by her sister, Martha Haggarty 
Bolognini ’54, and to Ina from her daughter 
Lisa Hahn.
NAOMI MERKER GORDON




REUNION JUNE 3–5, 2016  Family and varied activ-
ities and interests engage our spirited classmates as 
we look forward to being together for our 65th 
reunion. See you there, I hope. As you know, noth-
ing “is as rare as a day in June” on the Wellesley 
campus with time for friends and festivities.
Betty Christensen Wallerstein is busy with var-
ied musical performances: symphonies, operas, 
Philharmonia Baroque, and chamber music. Betty 
notes that “my board involvement with Opera 
Parallèle is now in its sixth year. Last year, Opera 
America chose us as the best young opera company 
in the U.S. I provide housing for the young sing-
ers and hear how they have reached this demand-
ing skill of singing opera.” Her dog, Maggie— a 
Havenese, who looks huggable in Betty’s Christmas 
letter— keeps her exercising regularly.
Although she misses traditional Dixieland jazz 
that was common in the Northwest where she 
lived for many years, Bobbie Lottinville Damon 
enjoys her Texas home. She and husband, Bob, 
“are still upright, albeit wobblier.” Their sons and 
two 16-year-old grandchildren live nearby, and 
their daughters and their children visited last year. 
Duplicate bridge and theater are frequent pastimes.
Duplicate bridge is also high on the list of activi-
ties for Frances Richey, who is now a Life Master. 
Frances swims a mile every weekday in a pool at 
an altitude of 7,200 feet, the highest Olympic-sized 
pool in the West. Her 95-year-old husband is “in 
good health as long as I’m here, so haven’t left Los 
Alamos since Central Asia in 2012.”
Joan Prager Grover embarked on an ambitious 
project that took an unexpected turn. Asked for an 
autobiography by her daughter, Allyson Kirkland, 
Joan turned to her letters from family and friends 
sent during her 37 years in Mexico. “Realizing that 
the letters were about their lives, not mine, return-
ing them to the writers, or their children, became 
my time-consuming and well received project!” 
Bravo, Joan, maybe you’ll inspire some classmates 
to get to similar projects. Her great-grandchildren 
have Native American middle names honoring 
their grandfather’s heritage: Ian Hawk, Joaquin 
Sol, and Talia Sage Kirkland.
Both St. Louis and Naples, Fla., continue to be 
homes for Nancy Freund Kalishman, who enjoys 
Wellesley clubs in both places and manages to con-
tinue her favorite longtime volunteer activity, read-
ing to preschool children in Head Start schools. 
Nancy writes that three of her four children and 
eight grandchildren live near her in St. Louis, where 
she has moved to a condominium, and that she 
“loves visiting out-of-town son and wife in Jackson 
Hole every summer.”
With deep sadness, I again report the pass-
ing of classmates: Marjorie Lawson Friedman in 
December 2015, Helen Nelson McKenney Sprey in 
November 2015, and Joan Schiff Beren in January. 
See “In Memoriam” for a tribute to Helen. We send 
our heartfelt sympathy to their families and friends.
GERTRUDE FORD CUTLER




Let’s begin with the good news! Thanks to letters 
kindly forwarded by Barbara Johnson Bonnell, we 
have affirmation that the Wellesley motto still rings 
true. While our age might provide an understand-
able, even acceptable, excuse to sit by and merely 
bemoan injustices in society, there are those among 
us who do what they can to improve conditions. 
In Baltimore, following the outbreak of protests 
over the death of a black teenager while in police 
custody, Barbara and her husband, Bob, have been 
working with community organizations to help res-
idents find jobs, improve schools, and move out of 
segregated public housing. In Fort Hope, Ontario, 
Bobbie Voight LeSueur and her husband, Dick, 
support the Anglican/United Refugee Alliance to 
help new immigrants cope with issues of resettle-
ment. Finally, in Sarasota, Fla., Martha Church 
has become a Stephen Minister, which means she is 
now a lay member of her congregation qualified to 
provide ongoing care and support to people experi-
encing a wide range of human difficulties.
More good news! Joan Adler Mark recently 
came to Concord, Mass., to attend a bar mitzvah, 
so we had the opportunity for a great overnight 
visit, and I was also able to visit with her son, Jon, 
and his wife, Susan. Wish it happened more often!
Sadly, we have lost five classmates in the past 
few months. On Nov. 29, 2015, Mary Tierney Selby 
died. She had a lifelong devotion to family and 
music. On Jan. 9, Jamie Ogle Shafer succumbed to 
illness complicated by chronic obstructive pulmo-
nary disease and pneumonia. On Dec. 12, 2015, 
Devora “Dee” Gordon Wigrizer passed away, and 
on Feb. 11, we lost Eunice Chadwick Canty. Susan 
Commack Hodgson, a classmate who was only at 
Wellesley for her freshman year before transferring 
to the U of Minnesota, passed away on Feb. 16. All 
will be greatly missed and have been remembered 
by a class donation to the Student Aid Fund.
Hang in there! We have the summer to enjoy, 
and there are only a few more months before what 
has become the presidential election circus draws 
to a close. Amen!
MARIA PETSCHEK SMITH
6541 BROOKS PL.
FALLS CHURCH, VA 22044
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Just four years after her Wellesley graduation with 
the class of ’53, Francita Stuart Ulmer became presi-
dent of the Wellesley Club of Houston. Since then, 
she has never slowed down on the path of donat-
ing her time, talents, and efforts to the betterment 
of her Houston hometown. As recently as Oct. 19, 
2015, Francita was the recipient of the prestigious 
Adelaide Lovett Baker Award of the Junior League 
of Houston. The award was created in 1925 by the 
first president of the league, a visionary in her time, 
who recognized the mutual value of women stimu-
lating their minds and abilities by serving the needs 
of their community through an organization cre-
ated for that purpose. As a sixth-generation Texan, 
a history major at Wellesley, and a member of the 
first graduate-studies class in the history department 
at Rice University, Francita combined her back-
ground and interests to focus on the history and 
historic preservation of the Houston area through 
a variety of volunteer endeavors. The most ambi-
tious of these, undertaken with her friend Dorothy 
Knox Houghton, resulted in a book: Houston’s 
Forgotten Heritage: Landscapes, Houses, Interiors, 
1824–1914. The book outsold its original 1,000 
copies, received a citation award from the San 
Antonio Conservation Society, and was recently re-
issued under hardcover. Among the other Houston 
organizations Francita has served are the Harris 
County Historical Commission, the Garden Club 
of Houston, the Alley Theater Board, the Houston 
Symphony Board, and the Glenwood Cemetery 
Historic Preservation Foundation. In addition, the 
donation of some family land by Francita to the 
Houston Parks Board and the City of Houston, 
resulted in the creation of Robert C. Stuart Park, a 
public park named after her father, and credited by 
the National Urban Park Advocacy Organization 
for preserving green space and fostering a commu-
nity atmosphere near the Houston greenway.
A wonderful outpouring of positive commen-
tary by our classmates has found its way to my 
desk after the recent announcement by the College 
of the selection of Paula A. Johnson as Wellesley’s 
new president: “Kudos to the selection commit-
tee!” “Wow, we are lucky to have her!” “What a 
dynamo! What a wonder woman!” “It’s the best 
news in ages!” “Articulate, positive, attractive, 
intelligent, and an M.D.!” “Finally someone on the 
level of Miss Clapp!” “What an impressive inter-
view!” “Perfect person to head Wellesley today!”
On the sad side, I must report three classmate 
deaths: Odette Alarcon on Nov. 10, 2015 (last 
address: 4106 Wycliff Drive, Manhattan, KS 
66503-8665), Justine Fitzgerald Juarez on Oct. 24, 
2015 (last address: 612 Xi Yan Hotel, Harbin 
Institute of Technology, 92 West Dazhi Street 
150001 Harbin, China), and Mary Wright Labes 
on Nov. 29, 2015 (last address: 270 Beechwood, 
Rosemont, PA 19010-1203). And finally, I must 
report the death of my husband, Bill, at the age 
of 90 at home on Jan. 19 of congestive heart fail-
ure. He had a great many friends in the Wellesley 
class of ’53, and Maureen Kuwano Hinkle has very 
kindly put two of his obituaries on the class of ’53 
website, www .wellesley53 .com.
TONI INMAN PALTER




Virginia Smith writes from NYC that she contin-
ues to teach two sections of her history of graphic 
design class at the School of Visual Arts, and is 
scheduled to do the same for the spring semester. 
She attends graduate courses in history of art at 
NYU’s Institute of Fine Art, and recently enjoyed 
a field trip to Dia: Beacon for a day. “It houses 
the Dia Foundation’s collection of Minimalist art, 
and we had a distinguished professor talk at this 
tour. I’m also auditing a course on ‘art between the 
wars,’ fascinating new material about the unex-
pected comments from some early Modernists— 
e.g., ‘the war was a purifying event which limited 
the corrupt art of Cubism.’” Virginia signed up to 
go to Belgium with the Wellesley Friends of Art in 
March. She concludes, “[S]tarted reading Michel 
Houellebecq’s new book. All in all, satisfied I did 
not get tied down to a marriage, keeping house, 
and cooking.”
On Oct. 15, 2015, Donna Hieftje Tillotson 
hosted a luncheon in honor of Betty Barr Wang’s 
Sed Ministrare Volunteer Award from the WCAA. 
“Fay Vogel Bussgang and Judy Shumway Gay 
organized with me,” Donna reports. “Betty and 
Helen Van Hook Spencer stayed with Judy in 
Cambridge (right around the corner from where 
I live!) … . The luncheon guests were: Betty Wang, 
Helen Spencer, Judy Gay, Anne Revelle Shumway, 
Fay Bussgang, Nancy Lurie Salzman, Nancy Smith 
Jane Davis Hartwell ’50 shared this photo of herself, her 
daughter, Emily Taylor, and her granddaughter, Felice 
Mueller (Michigan ’12), after Felice won a bronze medal 
for team USA at World Rowing Championships in France 
in September 2015.
Alice Elder Leake ’50 and her daughter Patricia Leake ’79 
had a wonderful week by the Bow River in the Canadian 
Rockies last summer, including a starry night spent at 
the foot of the Athabasca Glacier and a breathtaking hike 
across the Great Divide.
Sally Martyn Lacy ’50 of Jericho, Vt., sent in this photo 
of herself riding her Connemara pony, Hope. She says, 
“My aroon [Irish Gaelic for ‘darling’] is wearing her water-
proof summer outfit, looking buff from her daily workouts 
and showing off her ‘rounded frame.’ My form? I’m still 
working on it, but find the effort far more enjoyable than 
a gym class.”
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Atwood, and Barbara Carpenter Page. We had 
a wonderful time revisiting days on campus and 
sharing stories. … Some of us attended the award 
ceremony on campus on Oct. 18 (Saturday night), 
when Kit Kahny Brigham joined us to celebrate 
Betty’s honor.”
Connie Ludcke Huebner was in Boston for 
meetings with her family’s foundation trustees 
in November and met Donna for lunch at their 
favorite little French bistro on Newbury Street. 
They made plans to room together on campus in 
April during the Ruhlman Conference, established 
by Barbara Peterson Ruhlman, and were look-
ing forward to seeing everyone at the lunch at the 
College Club the Tuesday before the conference. 
Lois Burnham Pomeroy and Sally Edwards Taylor 
always drive all the way up from New York for 
this. “The student work is amazing! And the cam-
pus is beautiful. We feel richly rewarded every 
year,” Lois says.
On the subject of Purple Prose, Lois writes: 
“We put a deadline of mid-January. I bet the maga-
zine comes out later than that. Please watch for it. 
It will be in your mailbox before time to register for 
the class luncheon.”
Finally, I regret to report that Sarah Lewis died 
on Dec. 25, 2015. We send our deepest condo-
lences to her family and friends.
JOAN SHERWOOD SCHAEFFER




As I write these notes, I remember what we were 
doing 65 years ago. We had taken SATs, applied to 
several schools, and waited for fat envelopes tell-
ing us we were accepted. Our class was the biggest 
ever, because I guess we said yes to offers to admit.
Summer came, and Wellesley asked us to choose 
courses for our first year. I filled a large trunk with 
warm clothes for a much different climate. I had 
slacks, wool pleated skirts, and Bermuda shorts, 
because Wellesley did not want us to wear blue 
jeans after pictures in some magazine showed 
Wellesley students wearing men’s shirts with 
sleeves rolled up. I had Bass Weejuns ($6.95) and 
knee socks. I packed a portable Royal typewriter 
and a box of carbon paper. Soon, I was on a train 
for 3 ½ days from Washington state because Daddy 
did not trust airplanes.
I called Suzanne “Susie” Voth Dillenbeck to 
wish her a happy birthday. She was full of informa-
tion. She told me that Shirley Young’s mother was 
110! It was in the New York Times. Susie belongs to 
three book clubs. She admits it is one too many. Her 
Long Island Wellesley Book Club includes Carol 
Kritzman Johnston, Shirley Petermen Andersen, 
and Lucy Thompson Fetterolf … all ’55ers. Lucy 
and Pete have been married for 65 years. Their 
romance began in high school. Susie says we should 
read All the Light We Cannot See. She continues 
her art with lots of color and abstraction.
We say good-bye to two more classmates: Erika 
Reider Mark and Barbara Smart Letts. They were 
both with us at our reunion in June. Erika was with 
me in Italian class. They will be missed.
Erika Reider Mark lived in NYC and East 
Hampton. She was a magazine editor. Her hus-
band, Richard, died in 2012. They had two daugh-
ters, Audrey and Jennifer, and grandchildren. 
Beautiful Erika said she was proudest of her 16 
years of editing The Better Way, a consumer news 
section of Good Housekeeping, which won the 
National Magazine Award for Personal Service 
Journalism in 1993. She majored in French and 
lived in Tower Court with other French students. 
Erika liked using her language skills as she traveled 
and taught herself some before going, including 
Russian and Portuguese.
Barbara Smart Letts was the wife of Roger, 
who died before they finished their Guilford, 
Conn., house with a beautiful view of Long Island 
Sound. They also lived in New Jersey and Arizona. 
Her mother had worked at Wellesley in the late 
1920s. Daughter Sarah Letts-Smith ’84 is also an 
alumna. Nathan is a patent attorney, and Heather 
is the youngest. Barbara enjoyed grandchildren, 
for she worked for many years as a preschool 
administrator.
Do all ’55ers remember that awful snowy 
winter of 1952 when we could not ride our bikes 
because of the weather? Spring was not much bet-
ter. The skies were never blue. I remember wearing 
a red coat with a black velvet collar in May.
I thought a call to the admission office could 
identify grandchildren of classmates who are stu-
dents now, with no luck. Please let me know if you 
have any Wellesley granddaughters.
ELEANOR ROOS FABER




REUNION JUNE 3–5, 2016  Claudia Lauper Bushman, 
Susan Beck Sandler, and Nancy Hertzmark Robins 
attended the final mini-reunion in 2015, hosted 
by Miriam Gorn Tausner in Newark, N.J., who 
reported that “by the end of the luncheon, we all 
said we would be attending reunion in June, even 
though some started out unsure whether or not 
they wanted to go. We enjoyed the time together 
and felt it was worth it.” Any volunteer hosts for 
next year?
Toni Holland Liebman, our indefatigable web 
manager, after enduring many years of physical 
problems, back surgery, and recent brain tumor 
surgery, can finally celebrate having intact motor 
nerves that enable her to lead the normal life we 
all take for granted. The class shares her joy! With 
renewed energy, Toni encourages more use of our 
website and asks classmates to check out “Class 
Discussion Groups” and the two new “Chats” 
under “News.”
Miriam DeCosta-Willis recently returned from 
her third trip to Cuba! With a degree in Spanish 
and a doctorate in Romance languages, Miriam 
has always been fascinated with Cuban culture, 
leading to three extended research trips in the last 
25 years. Her interaction with five black women 
poets of Cuba, as well as interviews with novelists 
and journalists, has resulted in the publication of 
two books. A prolific scholar, indeed!
Nora Macfarlane Nevin remains a true activ-
ist in Vineyard Haven, Mass.— holding hearings to 
help the town planning board determine best use of 
an old, neglected park on the harbor; acting presi-
dent of the Martha’s Vineyard Chamber Music 
Society; participating in the unique “Want to Know 
Club,” established in 1893 with membership lim-
ited to 20. Interestingly, members yearly alternate 
tea presentations with a researched paper, Nora’s 
most recent featuring three American living poets, 
including former Wellesley professor Richard 
Wilbur, onetime poet laureate of the United States.
Another Vineyard resident, Trudy Richards 
Russell, while active in the community chorus and 
her church choir, has essentially retired to devote 
time to exercise, birding, and her local book club. 
Fay Butler Greene, Lia Gelin Poorvu, and Jane 
Kentnor Dean add camaraderie to the summer sea-
son, where the annual Wellesley gathering with a 
College speaker is a highly anticipated event.
Cynthia Snider Greene and Harvey find that 
Charleston, S.C., in winter is so cold that they are 
“considering becoming expats in Panama or the 
Yucatan”! For the past five years, one of Cynthia’s 
biggest pleasures has been mentoring a now 
10-year-old African-American girl whose weekly 
visits, sleepovers, and introduction to travel will 
hopefully “show her that a different kind of life 
is possible. We have learned much about life from 
one another.”
We offer condolences to Anne Sinnott Moore, 
whose husband, Don, died last November in 
Tucson, Ariz. Sympathy is further extended to 
the families of Ann Brackett Koerbel, who died 
on Dec. 6, 2015, in Sarasota, Fla., Margot Spett 
Modlin, who passed away on Dec. 8, 2015, in 
NYC, and Suzanne Hewitt Lowell, who died on 
Jan. 18 in Denver.
Coming— reunion— a phenomenal experience!
WINIFRED JESS TIERNEY
5200 BURNHAM RANCH RD.
SANTA ROSA, CA 95404-9548
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As you are reading this column, many of us are 
in Chicago for another wonderful mini-reunion. 
We are so grateful to Toni Murphey Harkness and 
Gail Porges Guggenheim for all their hard work 
in organizing the weekend. We planned everything 
from an evening at the Chicago Symphony, to art 
collection tours, sailing the Chicago River and, of 
course, much food, wine, and lively conversation. I 
will try to include a group photograph in the next 
issue. Thanks again, Toni and Gail.
The Class of 1957 Scholarship has been 
awarded to Laura McGeary ’19 of Tuscon, Ariz. 
Our fund has grown from $103,447 to $580,103.
Welcome to Franny Berth Myles, who has 
agreed to assume the role of class representative, 
replacing Mopsy Beall Keller, who resigned due to 
health issues. Franny reminded me the end of the fis-
cal year for donations (June 30) is fast approaching.
Donna Clegg Moffly writes that she is still 
working at Moffly Media, writing for Greenwich 
magazine, and designing two of their six magazines. 
She is “still married to the same great guy I wed 57 
years ago” and enjoying their nine grandchildren. 
Donna and Jack sailed on the Queen Mary 2 last 
summer, a trip she describes as hilarious.
Nina Moss is supremely grateful that now, at 
80, she is generally in very good health. She had a 
left knee replacement last August, a great success, 
and was looking forward to the same for its partner 
to the right on April 1. Welcome to the world of 
titanium, Nina— you, too, can mess with the TSA 
when traveling!
Doris Rosenbaum Teplitz and Vic are continu-
ing their travels; in August, they visited Hawaii for 
the first time. While Vic attended the International 
Astronomical Union conference in Honolulu, Doris 
treated herself to a massage in their hotel spa. (She 
recommends it.) In late October, they visited Spain, 
again for the first time, for Vic’s meeting in El 
Escorial, a beautiful mountain area. Doris toured a 
15th-century working monastery before they con-
tinued on to Madrid and the art of the Prado.
Doris’ daughter Hilary Teplitz ’94 and family 
moved to the Palo Alto area, within walking dis-
tance of Hilary’s college roommate, Pamela Rice 
Wright ’94. The world grows smaller again.
The College informed me that Selena Stone 
Pedersen passed away at the home she built in 
Cedaredge, Colo., on Jan. 2; condolences were sent 
to her children and grandchildren.
As Betsy Rauch Rainoff wrote, we lost our good 
friend Audrey Zabriskie Robb on Dec. 22, 2015. 
Audrey and her late husband, George, moved to 
East Orleans, Mass., when George retired. Audrey 
died at home, leaving her daughters, Catherine 
Jacobson and Margaret Bartlett, and son, George 
Robb, and their spouses and four grandchildren.
ELIZABETH SCHWARTZ LOURIE




Sherley Goodwin Smith became a docent at 
the Wellesley College Botanic Gardens and the 
Margaret C. Ferguson Greenhouses over two years 
ago and found a new career. She reports being 
delighted that Mary Van Alstyne Lenihan, who 
had taught in the biology department, joined her 
for a tour and lunch. Sherley initiated a docent 
program last year for the Friends of the Boston 
Public Garden. “Tours focus on the history of the 
garden that stretches back to 1775, when the land 
was tidal flats that the British rowed across (‘two 
if by sea’) to the Cambridge shore before riding 
on to Concord. The land was later filled to street 
level and became the oldest botanical garden in 
America. The docents also share their knowledge 
of the magnificent old trees and the sculptures that 
make the Public Garden a botanical and historical 
showplace.” She has recently begun docent train-
ing at the Boston Athenaeum, a private library and 
museum dating back to 1807. Shirley adds, “Being 
a docent is similar to being a teacher and gives me 
much the same pleasure as my many years in the 
classroom.”
Phoebe Dent Weil gave two lectures to the 
docents at the Blanton Museum of the U of Texas 
at Austin in December 2015 and set up a display 
cabinet of pigments and materials used in the cre-
ation of a 13th-century French manuscript known 
as the Crusader Bible now owned by the Morgan 
Library. (Google “Crusader Bible.”) A beautiful 
and amusing document and unique as a “picture 
Bible” illustrating stories of the Old Testament 
kings (shown wearing French crowns!). Her lec-
tures focused on the pigments used in producing 
the manuscript.
Connie Follett Rieben, an active supporter of 
class and College, has added the presidency of 
the Sarasota Wellesley Club to her credits. She 
and husband John spend winters there and notes 
that classmates Jane Gallant Sweeney, Joan Lewitt 
Bornstein, Alice Benjamin Boudreau, Mary Lou 
Geller Winnick, and Linda Kester Cotter are mem-
bers. An active club with an excellent book group, 
it always has interesting meetings. Connie is also 
involved with the boards of their condo association 
and in their Wisconsin village. Yoga and Zumba 
lend balance!
Carol Garfiel Freeman spent the winter in 
Palm Springs, Calif., as she and Arthur have done 
for several years. (Sounds delightful, doesn’t it?) 
However, this year, they spent two weeks in frozen 
Minneapolis to greet their newest granddaughter, 
born Jan. 7, and to help their daughter with house-
hold chores. What a contrast with the fall weather 
we enjoyed at the mini-reunion! She didn’t have 
time to catch up with local classmates but hopes to 
do so in the summer.
Finally, I must share with you the sad news of 
the death of husbands of two classmates. Sarah 
“Sally” Graves Hammerness’s husband, Jay, died 
on Jan. 4 (reported by Leslie Meyer Holmes) and 
Arnie Katz, husband of Phyllis Beck Katz, died 
of cancer on Jan. 25 (reported by Ann Eisenberg 
Cooper). We send heartfelt condolences to them 
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Many classmates were astonished to learn, through 
the New York Times no less, of the experience of 
Anna Kaku Nakada, who was interned with her 
family at one of the notorious camps for Japanese-
Americans established during World War II. Anna 
continues to be modest about this extraordinary 
experience, but you can read about it here and 
see in the accompanying slideshow a very young 
Anna and a photo of her as she is today: tinyurl 
.com /p6fjp83. Anna further reports that she 
is in her 20th year of teaching Ichiyo Ikebana, 
a modern Japanese school of flower arrange-
ment, and has given demonstration classes at the 
Metropolitan Museum in New York, most recently 
last November.
Winifred Shore Freund writes about her visit 
with Madeleine Korbel Albright to the annual 
Albright Institute, established to honor Madeleine’s 
distinguished career in government. Wini writes: 
“For the past seven years, I have attended the 
final week of the institute with Madeleine. We are 
always ‘blown away’ by the presentations of the 
40 Albright Fellows. … The fellows are juniors 
and seniors; about 20 percent international stu-
dents from 45 countries. They are divided into 
eight groups, each focusing on a specific global 
issue. The first two weeks, they attend classes 
with experts on global affairs (many of whom 
are alumnae) from government, nonprofits, and 
business as well as Wellesley faculty. After classes, 
each group meets in intensive sessions, researching 
the issue they are focusing on. With the internet, 
they can access all the information they need, and 
with Skype, they can interview experts around the 
world. And they learn public-speaking skills in 
the process. Madeleine’s questions and comments 
In October 2015, Page Talbott ’72, president and CEO of 
the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, gave Philadelphia-
area ’61 classmates a behind-the-scenes tour of the 
historical society, and afterwards joined them for lunch 
at the Acorn Club. Pictured are (back) Vicki Weisberg 
Kramer, Peggy Hilsinger MacGregor, Martha Stumberg 
Edmunds; (front) Polly Rightmire Scoville, Page, and 
Betty Bricker Miller.
Tucker Ayers Harris, Joy O’Dell MacDonald, Margaret 
Alexander Farthing, Carolyn Bauer Robinowitz, Barbara 
Croasdale Hovendon, and Susie Argento Bennett gath-
ered for a class of ’59 mini-reunion in Washington, D.C., 
on Dec. 4, 2015.
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are provocative but kind. It is amazing to see how 
much she can pull from her 78-year-old memory to 
inform her remarkable responses. Susan Dubinsky 
Terris and I are also there; the students are fasci-
nated that we have remained close friends for 60 
(gulp) years.” Learn more about this unique pro-
gram at www .wellesley .edu /Albright, and see the 
article on page 8 of this magazine.
Carolyn Elliott has spent several months in 
Hyderabad, India, studying women’s empower-
ment through micro-credit groups. She writes: 
“We have some fascinating data: Though loans are 
critical for drawing women into groups, it is the 
experience of being with other women that they 
value most— just like Wellesley!”
Elisabeth “Betsy” Argento Bennett continues 
to be active in her Quaker meeting, works as an 
advocate for victims of domestic violence, and 
helps with the annual massive Bryn Mawr and 
Wellesley book sale in Princeton, N.J., where 
120,000 books are sold to benefit scholarships at 
the two institutions.
Haralyn Dubin Kuckes reports on a visit at her 
Gulfport, Fla., home with Anne Herschel Hanssen, 
all the way from Oslo, Norway, as well as Betty 
Bateman Ellerbee. The three enjoyed sun, sand, 
and good talk.
Ruth Greenfield Favro says she enjoys going to 
museums in Detroit with “several generations of 
Wellesley alums,” and also had a chance to spend 
time with Merle Ann Beck Siegelman in Baltimore 
last summer.
ABBY BOGIN KENIGSBERG




Since the Age of Compartmentalization is upon us, 
here’s how it affects our class column:
If I Knew Then What I Know Now Department
“The Wellesley law advisor who assisted me in get-
ting my Wellesley transcript to law schools in 1978 
was not kind. … She said after my LSAT’s were not 
as good as I’d wanted, ‘Well, maybe you weren’t 
cut out to be a lawyer after all!’ I spent the next 
three years trying to prove her wrong. I once saw 
her in a crowded subway in Boston. I wanted so 
badly to go up to her and say how I was cut out for 
law school after all.”
— Diana Merewether
“I still try to figure out my Wellesley experi-
ence. Over the years, its value has become more 
apparent: a respect for women, classrooms free of 
dominating men, excellent women professors as 
role models, etc. However, I didn’t do really well 
academically, and our class dean called me in to 
her office our sophomore year to find out why. Her 
advice was to adopt more of a devil-may-care atti-
tude. I wish I had.”
— Sylvia Orelind Decker
“I was fortunate to have both Carolyn Shaw 
Bell and Marshall Goldman for basic econom-
ics … but not until senior year. Had I had them or 
any economics earlier, I might have been an econ 
major. Anyway, they were great teachers … back 
then, in the spring of their great careers.”
— Joan Hunsberger Bromage
Unsung Heroine Department
“My mother Ruth Collin Stong was proud to be a 
Wellesley alumna, class of 1935. She instilled the 
love of the College in me at an early age with cam-
pus visits and visiting friends in the Boston area. … 
My mother Ruth was my best mentor and friend— 
I miss her!”
— Cindy Stong
“My friend Sandi Miller Laughlin has raised 
money to send to Africa, has sponsored send-
ing equipment to people to clean their drinking 
water. … She has brought foreign students to study 
in our high school, and she has served as treasurer 
of our class and treasurer of reunion because no 
one else volunteered.”
— Pat Wagner Thompson
Busy Doers Department
“Last year, I was recognized by Cambridge School 
Volunteers with a Mack Davis Award for outstand-
ing volunteer work. I began by tutoring a student 
in chemistry. Subsequently, I volunteered as a 
classroom assistant in honors chemistry. Science 
Olympiad projects in biology and chemistry are 
right up my alley.”
— Corinne Johnson
“I am busy and happy working in many volun-
teer hours at the Maine Sea Coast Mission, a ven-
erable and iconic organization that serves isolated 
and often poor residents of the Maine island and 
rural areas. Our 70-foot boat, the Sunbeam, had 
to serve as an icebreaker two winters ago, as well 
as a source of medical and other services. We have 
a great board from all over the country, and they 
really keep me on my toes!”
— Patsy Elliott Fogarty
PHOEBE ANN KING MOORE




REUNION JUNE 3–5, 2016  In November 2015, 
Kathy Kitch Hagerman wrote that she had just 
returned to Santa Fe, N.M., from Thanksgiving 
in Denver, where most of her family and extended 
family live. The trip included an afternoon spent 
with Sigrid Halvorson Freese. She sees Helen Tyson 
Muller and her family regularly, and saw Joan 
Marx and her husband and son at the Mullers’ 
last summer. Whenever Liz New Nolan returns 
to Santa Fe, her “old hometown,” she and Kathy 
make time for a visit, and the latter also stays in 
touch with Grace “Tissie” Goodell, who after 
a long career as professor at the Johns Hopkins 
School of Advanced International Studies is retired 
but still writing.
Responding to my unending pleas for news, 
Ginny Tansey Wilkinson reported that she had had 
a number of encounters with ’61 classmates in the 
past year: In May, she joined her Shafer roommates 
for two days in Philadelphia, at the centrally located 
home of Vicki Weisberg Kramer. Gwyn “Baba” 
Williamson Smith, Carol Neuls-Bates, Vicki, and 
Ginny toured museums and the city, attended a 
magnificent performance of Leonard Bernstein’s 
Mass, and enjoyed hours of talk together.
“Later in May,” Ginny wrote, “when our out-
going and incoming class representatives at the 
College came through New Haven, Conn., I was 
able to convene Pat Daily Moore, Anne Griffin, 
Meredith Baldwin Weddle, Wendy Afton Rieder, 
and Joyce Gleason Rourke for lunch and a tea. 
In September, I attended the memorial service for 
Naomi Weisstein at the New School in New York. 
I sat with Nan Overholser Keohane, and was able 
to talk briefly with Ellen Sarkisian and Virginia 
Blaisdell ’62. It was wonderful to hear the tributes to 
Naomi’s acuteness, passion, humor, and creativity 
from before and after she was stricken with chronic 
fatigue syndrome (at age 40!). In November, Vicki 
Weisberg Kramer, Nan Overholser Keohane, and I 
met at the Whitney Museum for a tour of the Frank 
Stella exhibit and lunch; we had plans to go else-
where in the afternoon, but the drippy weather and 
the urge to converse with each other kept us there 
into the afternoon. In December, I caught Nancy 
Palm Felton-Elkins during one of her periodic NYC 
visits and enjoyed a leisurely lunch with her at the 
Asia Society.”
Jane Fant enjoyed reminiscing about when she 
and Ellen Bisgard Barrett ’60 heard Prof. David 
Ferry read some of his poems in a late summer pro-
gram in Canaan, N.H., near where she and Ellen 
live. “We vividly remembered days in his class-
room— an outstanding teacher,” commented Jane.
The saddest part of my job is to report 
that Nicolette Friederich Brown of Burlington, 
N.C., died on March 20, 2009; Susan Lipsitch 
Butterworth died on July 22, 2015, after a heroic 
6½-year battle with ovarian cancer; and Jean Tyler 
died on Feb. 3. Our condolences to their families 
and friends.
MARTHA REARDON BEWICK




Most classmates have been celebrating 75th birth-
days this past year. Perhaps the most dramatic was 
Barbara Hobart Shope’s, whose family lovingly 
prepared an angel food cake, placed a bouquet of 
flowers in the middle, and added 75 candles. As 
they lit all the candles and made their way into the 
dining room, there was a conflagration. The bou-
quet went up in flames and the top of the cake was 
charred. Barbara reported that everyone enjoyed a 
taste of what was left of her most memorable birth-
day cake ever!
Jennifer Carden Rogers also sent a note about 
her 75th celebration: “My four children gave me 
a 75th birthday party in December that was Fun 
to the nth and Beyond Belief degree.” She adds, 
“As an old woman, I wear my hair in a style popu-
larized by Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and do weekly 
programming for Princeton’s venerable women’s 
club. The Present Day Club was founded in 1898 
as a ‘center of thought and action for the women 
of Princeton, and to stimulate an interest in sci-
ence, literature, art, and social and ethical culture.’ 
Classmates Susie Levine Dworkin and Lucy Kirk 
have both spoken to our group (thanks!), as have 
Lynn Sherr ’63 and Ellen Jacobson Levine ’64. 
Wellesley women make a difference.”
In mid-May, a lovely mini-reunion in Boston 
entitled “Celebrating Our Classmates” acknowl-
edged some of our many classmates who have 
received lifetime achievement awards or special 
recognition for their volunteer work or careers. 
In addition, we toured an exhibit The Arts and 
Crafts Movement: Making it Irish at the McMullen 
Museum at Boston College, curated by Vera Posner 
Kreilkamp, a professor in the Irish Studies Program 
at Boston College. Later, Marcia McClintock 
Folsom, a Jane Austen scholar, brought classmates 
up to date on what’s new in Jane Austen studies. 
Professor and chair of humanities and writing at 
Wheelock College, Marcia was co-editor with 
John Wiltshire of Approaches to Teaching Jane 
Austen’s Mansfield Park (2014). Her new book on 
Persuasion will be published in 2017.
Classmates helping to plan the mini-reunion 
included Bonnie Cobert Millender, Sue Ellen 
Parrott, Carol Kurson Goldman, Anne Ruhoff 
Turtle, Vera Posner Kreilkamp, Toni Hess Gal, 
Prudy Slitor Crozier, Ruth Levenson Kleinfeld, 
Lucretia Slaughter, Martha Reardon Bewick, and, 
our wonderful class vice-president, Joanne Couch 
Cogar, among others.
In additional class news, on Feb. 23, Rosalind 
Epstein Krauss received a Distinguished Lifetime 
Achievement Award for Writing on Art from 
the 104-year-old College Art Association in 
Washington, D.C.
Betsy Cole, an executive and personal transi-
tion coach, wrote from Naples, Fla., that she is 
undertaking an “experiment in retirement.” Mary 
Althouse Eikel is happy to announce the birth of 
her newest grandson, Robert Phillip Bittinger 
Eikel, in January. And Judy McCabe Goodchild 
announced that her son, Paull L. Goodchild, has 
just published The Case of the India Pale Ale, avail-
able through Amazon. It is reported to be a “noir 
satire” and first appeared on a series of 12 labels on 






I am sad to report that Carol Herzman Fishman’s 
husband, Leo, died on Jan. 12 from lung cancer. 
They had been married 46 years. Twenty years ago, 
they moved from DC to South Carolina, and have 
lived in Charleston for the past five years. Both 
have been active citizens and civic leaders.
Congratulations to Susan “Sunmil” Mitchell, 
who is a full-time professor in the English depart-
ment at Florida Atlantic U. She was selected as one 
of “the most outstanding 100 women in the his-
tory of the university.” When she is not teaching 
modern poetry, Irish literary renaissance, Chaucer, 
and graduate poetry workshops, she is playing her 
new piano. She studied piano for 12 years, two of 
those years at Wellesley with David Barnett. She 
welcomes hearing from classmates who studied 
piano with Wellesley instructors or from anyone 
who is interested in sharing her favorite music. 
Sunmil says she is close to finishing her fourth 
book of poems (the first three were published by 
HarperCollins).
Olivia “Libby” Hood Parker writes, “After a 
long and difficult journey, my husband, John, now 
deeply into Alzheimer’s, is in an excellent care 
facility. In the process, I have learned a great deal 
about what is known and what is not known about 
Alzheimer’s and what it is like to be with a per-
son no longer known to me. I also learned that I 
have wonderfully supportive children. Last May, I 
started a photography project based on things John 
left behind at the house, for example, little stacks 
of notes he made to remember names.” Libby 
expanded her project during her artist residency at 
Cassilhaus in North Carolina.
Wellesley roommates Vicky Bond Fine and 
Polly Pickens Foote and their husbands, Dan and 
Howard, met in October in southwest Missouri 
to reminisce and explore the area. Polly reminded 
Vicky of the rabbit she brought to the dorm from 
the zoology lab that they had to hide each inspec-
tion day. While in Missouri, they toured Crystal 
Bridges, the wonderful art museum that Alice 
Walton created in a woodsy area. In addition to 
seeing the museum, they hiked the walking trails 
and enjoyed the sculptures scattered throughout.
Carolyn Clark, an enthusiastic traveler and 
photographer, will spend time in Australia and 
Madagascar in 2016 with camera in hand.
Margaret “Meg” Locke Newhouse’s new book, 
Legacies of the Heart: Living a Life That Matters, 
is now officially out. Meg encourages all to take a 
look. Meg says she regularly sees Fran Goldman 
Givelber and Carol Klein White in Boston and 
Sheila Read Botein and Julia Pool Wald in the Bay 
Area. She was delighted to attend Julia’s daughter 
Laura Wald’s wedding under the redwoods at a 
Mill Valley retreat center.
Judy Arnold Cowin reports that her daughter, 
April, and husband became foster parents for a 
newborn baby boy in late 2015. They will have him 
for a year or so. Their three other children, ages 9, 
12, and 14, and their friends are all quite intrigued 
with the newcomer.
CAROL JILLSON BARKER
5 WINDY COVE CT.
HILTON HEAD, SC 29926
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I am sad to report that recently the College received 
news of the death of Georgia Palade Van Dusen. 
Georgia died in Manhattan on Jan. 19, 2015. 
She was born in Bucharest, Romania, and moved 
to New York City in 1946. Georgia was a suc-
cessful businesswoman who, according to Caren 
Wilcox, “loved the creative part of publishing and 
had a chance to work with authors like Maurice 
Sendak.” Later, she became an early leader of Upper 
West Side property rejuvenation. Caren has writ-
ten about their friendship in “In Memoriam” on 
page 74. Georgia is survived by her husband, Derek, 
her daughters, Heather and Hilary, and her brother, 
Philip. Caryn and Georgia attended the 50th wed-
ding anniversary of Nancy Buss Donner and her 
husband, Ricky, last July in Yorkshire, England.
Susan Dailey Lohse spent more than three 
weeks in November 2015 traveling in central Italy 
with Lucia Bogatay and two ’60 alumnae. They 
stayed in four cities, where they reveled in the art, 
archaeology, architecture, scenery with sunshine, 
and no other tourists. After shopping at local mar-
kets, they prepared delicious meals. If you would 
like to travel like this with other single classmates, 
Susan hopes you will contact her. She is enjoy-
ing very good health and life in New Hampshire, 
where she is caretaker of forests and blueberry 
fields on her farm. Last year, 226 tons of blueber-
ries were harvested.
While hiking through Ireland in May 2015, Maureen 
Atkins ’96 and Virginia “Vivi” Read Leavy ’62 made the 
Wellesley connection.
1963 classmates Polly Pickens Foote and Vicky Bond 
Fine and their husbands, Dan and Howard, posed for a 
photo at Top of the Rock outside Branson, Mo.
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The College has received the announcement of 
Nancy “Nana” Lampton’s election to the Berea 
College Board of Trustees. She continues to work 
in downtown in Louisville, Ky., as chair and chief 
executive officer of American Life and Accident 
Insurance Company of Kentucky and lives on a 
farm in Goshen, Ky. Berea was the first interracial 
and coeducational college in the South. It focuses 
on learning, labor, and service, and charges no 
tuition. It admits only academically promising 
students who have limited economic resources. 
Nana’s most recent book, Wash the Dust From My 
Eyes, was inspired by her grandfather’s diary as he 
trained for duty during World War I.
Susan Detweiler lives in Seattle. Having retired 
from her career as a surgical pathologist and der-
matopathologist in 2007, Susan worked part-time 
for the U of Washington and Group Health. In 
2014, she left her work to care for her husband, 
Alexander Clowes, who died in July 2015. He 
had nearly completed a biography of his paternal 
grandfather, George Henry Alexander Clowes, 
who was a pivotal figure in the early history of 
insulin. Susan completed his work, The Doc and 
the Duchess, which has just been published by 
Indiana U Press. He survived long enough to know 
this would happen.
In high school, I sang some Gilbert and Sullivan 
operettas and enjoyed it immensely. Memories of 
time spent with classmates and, later, with col-
leagues, are some of my favorites. I’ve been given 
another chance to sing Trial by Jury and several 
other selections with an older chorus, this time with 
my husband and with the Hilton Head Symphony 
Orchestra— my first opportunity to sing this music 
with an orchestra!
CAROLYN KOTT WASHBURNE
450 E. BEAUMONT AVE., APT 1005
WHITEFISH BAY, WI 53217
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Thanks to all who sent your news. As they said on 
television in the ’50s, “Keep those cards and letters 
coming in!”
Karan Early Shelley and her partner of 23 years, 
Frances Baker, were married on Sept. 26, 2015, in 
Shaker Heights, Ohio. Georgia Machemer and Sue 
Swanson attended the wedding. “So far marriage is 
working out OK (tongue in cheek),” Karan writes.
Last fall, Patti Moehlman and her husband, 
Bjorn Figenschou, returned to Arusha, Tanzania, 
from fieldwork and training concerning the criti-
cally endangered African wild ass in the Danakil 
Desert of Eritrea. She writes, “Life travels at the 
speed of a camel … the terrain is rocky and harsh. 
The wildlife and the people are indomitable.”
Beverly Dickerson continues to ride her retired 
racehorse several times a week, weather permitting. 
Beverly foxhunts with the Loudoun Fairfax Hunt 
Club in Virginia (Ellen Iber McMahon ’63 is also a 
member of the hunt) and participates in local dres-
sage shows, having recently won several awards. 
In spring 2015, she took a small group tour of 
Croatia (“The country is lovely and welcoming”), 
and in March, she and a group of friends skied in 
Kitzbühel, Austria. Of her work as director of con-
tracts for a small information technology company, 
she writes, “I’m still working, but there is a retire-
ment light now at the end of the tunnel!”
Carol Gross Gregory writes that the second 
half of 2105 was busy. Her husband, Terry, retired 
(“Finally!”) at 75, and their youngest son was mar-
ried in Antigua. “For those of us who still ski, this 
is proving to be a disappointing winter, so for the 
first time ever, we are off to Vero Beach, FL, for the 
month of March,” she writes. “I never thought I’d 
be old enough! With golf, tennis, and biking, I’m 
sure the month will fly by.”
Loring Low Stevens might well be dubbed 
our class “queen of mini-reunions.” Ellie Viens 
Perkins and Susan Maycock (with husband Charlie 
Sullivan) attended Loring’s annual Christmas party 
in Cambridge. In fall 2015, Loring had dinner in 
Cambridge with Sally Parr Cerny (who was in town 
for Alumnae Leadership Council), Vicky Kayser 
Rugo, and Pam Walker Turner. And in January, she 
dined with Ellie and Kathy Blakeslee, in town for 
the Albright Institute at the College. Loring wrote in 
early February, “Given the amount of snow we have 
received in Plymouth County (her second home is 
in Duxbury) in the last 10 days, I consider myself 
lucky to have the electricity required to create and 
send this email!”
Sadly, three of our classmates passed away 
recently: Patricia Coleman Bollinger on Nov. 1, 
2015, Chesley Duncan Spring on Nov. 24, 2015, 
and Nancy Sheiry Glaister on Nov. 28, 2015. 
Look for tributes to Chesley and Nancy in “In 
Memoriam” on page 74.
For more up-to-date news than this column 
can provide, check our Class of 1965 page at 
1965.alum.wellesley.edu/ and/or on Facebook. To 
be added to our Facebook group, contact Phyllis 
SantaMaria at Phyllis.santamaria @gmail.com.
SUZANNE STOREY SPEAKER
P.O. BOX 5312
GREENWOOD VILLAGE, CO 80155
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REUNION JUNE 3–5, 2016  It grieves me to report 
the death of Diane Stewart Pollard on Dec. 14, 
2015, when she lost a five-month battle with can-
cer. Diane was a professor of educational psychol-
ogy at the U of Wisconsin—Milwaukee. Following 
graduation from Wellesley, she received both mas-
ter’s and Ph.D. degrees in psychology from the U of 
Chicago. Diane is survived by her husband, Scott 
Pollard, and by daughter Amina and son Almasi. 
Several of her books, including African-Centered 
Schooling in Theory and Practice, can be found on 
Amazon. I am indebted to Susan Hallock Klock 
for this information. The class extends sympathy 
to Scott and the children.
Sue Klock will not be among us at reunion, but 
has a good excuse. She and husband Peter will be 
attending the Rotary International Convention in 
Seoul, then spending time in Europe, playing tour-
ist and visiting their son, who lives with his wife 
in Paris. Sue and Peter are involved with efforts 
through Rotary International and the Rotary 
Foundation to immunize children against polio and 
train future district governors and their spouses.
Eleanor Frey Counselman, our tireless trea-
surer and class conversation facilitator, has been 
elevated yet again, this time as the president-elect 
of the American Group Therapy Association. 
Congratulations to Eleanor for an honor richly 
deserved.
Ellen Jaffe reports from Hamilton, Ontario, 
that her newest poetry collection, Skinny-Dipping 
With the Muse, was one of three finalists for this 
year’s Hamilton Literary Awards, sponsored by 
the Hamilton Arts Council in December 2015. 
Ellen continues to write and teach creative writ-
ing in schools and community centers, (including 
work with seniors and people with health chal-
lenges.) She also works part time as a psycho-
therapist. Her son, Joe, and partner, Rebecca, are 
both social workers, so all toil in the same vine-
yard. Ellen’s poems are often personal but include 
humorous what-if approaches to well-known 
characters. One is called “Fay Wray Writes to 
King Kong.” She enjoyed a mini-reunion in June 
at Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario, with Barbara 
Bryan, Sue Keller Beardsley, Susan Forbes Martin, 
Lynda Leney Leahy, Carol Webster Yoder, and 
Gail Jackson.
Have you updated your Wellesley login and 
password? Last May, all alumnae were sent an 
email notification with their usernames, pass-
words, and wellesley.edu email addresses. If you 
don’t have this information, you can request your 
username and a temporary password online using 
Wellesley College’s Library & Technology Services’ 
brand new, automatic password reset feature. Go 
to https://webapps .wellesley .edu /alum _pwd _reset. 
You will need four pieces of information for the 
reset app: your last name when you were a student, 
your date of birth, your class year, and the email 
address the College has on file for you.
If you do not receive a temporary password 
email or you have trouble resetting your password, 
please check in with the Wellesley College Help 
Desk at 781-283-7777 or helpdesk @wellesley.edu. 
More information on this will be included in the 
next Flamingo Flyer.
Notices have been sent out for reunion registra-
tion. If you did not receive yours, call the alumnae 
office at 781-283-2331. Hope to see you there!
HELEN CURRIE FOSTER
P.O. BOX 501
DRIPPING SPRINGS, TX 78620-0501
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Huge congratulations to Verna Adams! She’s being 
inducted into Marin County’s Women’s Hall of 
Fame. The citation reads: “For 40 years, Verna 
Adams, Marin County Superior Court Judge … has 
fought to make the legal system accessible for the 
underserved and underrepresented in our com-
munity, moving the needle on justice for domes-
tic violence survivors, children, and mental health 
awareness. She was one of only three women in her 
law school graduating class, the third woman pres-
ident of the Marin County Bar Association, and 
the fourth ever woman judge of the Marin County 
Superior Court.” Verna says, “I continue to love 
my work as a Superior Court judge, believe I have 
more contributions to make, and have no plans to 
retire.” Huzzah!
Donna-Belle Nelson Garvin retired after 40 
years at the New Hampshire Historical Society, 
which says she “made an indelible impression.” 
Donna-Belle earned her M.A. in the Winterthur 
Program of Early American Culture (U of 
Delaware), then worked at the society, becoming 
curator and later editor of its flagship publication, 
Historical New Hampshire. She and her husband, 
Jim, wrote On the Road North of Boston: New 
Hampshire Taverns and Turnpikes (1988), receiv-
ing the Granite State Award from the U of New 
Hampshire. Donna-Belle continues as a full-time 
volunteer/consulting editor, particularly for the 
Timeline of New Hampshire History website, the 
heart of the society’s digital resources.
Great to hear from Ysabel Trujillo in Vermont: 
“I am still a ballet dancer and refuse to give up 
pointes and continue to manage portfolios.” She 
still rides, boarding her two horses at Morgan 
Barn, Jericho, Vt., and found a great Wellesley con-
nection: “What a coincidence to meet a Wellesley 
alum boarding at the same stable!” Sally Martyn 
Lacy ’50, age 87, “is still a sheep farmer, famed 
sheep dog trainer, and painter and she has an amaz-
ing Wellesley pedigree!” Here’s a shout-out from 
1967 to the class of 1950!
Ann Armstrong Van Dusen responded to my 
query about lessons learned in this last decade: 
“For me, it was a time of learning new roles. 
Children marry and have kids, and I become a 
grandmother. Parents age and die, and I become an 
orphan and also the matriarch. I retire from a long-
standing career, and I become a community activist 
and occasionally (gasp) a consultant and teacher. 
I am eager to see what the 70s have in store. As 
for a good read, I was profoundly moved by Atul 
Gawande’s Being Mortal: Medicine and What 
Matters in the End.”
On Jan. 5, Larry Foster and I had a joyful reunion 
and rollicking lunch in Dripping Springs, Texas, 
supervised by the burros, with Judy Kohn Cohen 
and her husband, Ralph Cohen. We discussed it all: 
heading northeast for college, Shakespeare, Judy’s 
college road trips to Dartmouth (and Ralph), the 
recent publication of my Ghost Letter.
Hoping you’ll continue to respond to the 
December class notes query: What’s the most 
important lesson this past decade taught you? If 
you could choose one book for your classmates to 
read, what would it be? Why?
SALLY GIDDINGS SMITH
P.O. BOX 366
EAST BOOTHBAY, ME 04544-0366
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There is not much news to cover, as I am writing 
this before our Grand Mini in Tucson on April 1. 
There was, however, a brief weekend reunion of 
Susie Clarke Hamilton, Jane Benedict Metzger, and 
Emma Kate “Kit” Moore Young at the Youngs’ 
mountain house in North Georgia in February. I 
am enjoying the irony of having a reunion of our 
class on April Fools’ Day.
ANN SHERWOOD SENTILLES




Penny Ortner McPhee took an “extraordinary” 
trip to Cuba organized around art and cuisine by 
our classmate Gail Marcus Monaghan. She writes, 
“After 30+ years in Miami, where Cuban expats 
hold strong opinions and a very particular point of 
view, it was enlightening to hear and see the other 
side of the story. Many parts of Havana look like 
a war zone with decades of deferred maintenance 
of buildings and infrastructure. At the same time, 
Cubans are justifiably proud of their education (lit-
eracy rates approach 99 percent and most Cubans 
are fluent in English), as well as the medical and 
social service safety net. As new American policies 
begin to be implemented, it will be fascinating to 
see how the economy changes— and the rate of 
change. … I’d love to hear reactions from other 
classmates who have been to Cuba. It was not what 
I expected.” Penny adds that she continues her 
work with the Arthur M. Blank Family Foundation 
in Atlanta and that she and Ray are thoroughly 
enjoying their 3-year-old granddaughter, Echo.
After retiring from the U of Missouri English 
and women’s studies departments, Catherine Parke 
did a little of “this and that,” and then returned to 
part-time community college teaching in Columbia, 
which “has been fascinating and humbling!” In 
addition, Catherine has a small art studio in down-
town Columbia in a rehabbed lumberyard ware-
house, Orr Street Studios, where on Saturdays kids 
are invited, free, to have fun collaborating with 
community artists— dancers, musicians, teachers 
of Tai Chi, healers of injured birds, etc. “Because 
kids are fearless about art and true believers in art’s 
joy and necessity for our daily lives, they keep us 
on course,” she says. Two of Catherine’s children 
live and work in Missoula, Mont., which they love. 
“And I love visiting them there!”
A mini-reunion! The Shafer 5 (Linda Woolley 
Tam, Fran Gaither Tucker, Wendy Linscott 
Lamme, Cindy Harrison Anderson, and Stephanie 
Several classmates gathered on the Maine coastline this 
summer to celebrate with Sallie Follansbee Dunning ’69 
at the wedding of her daughter Claire (Dartmouth ’08). 
Pictured are Laurie Follansbee Mobilio ’66, Sallie, 
Margery Bailey Follansbee ’45, Claire, Elizabeth Lyon ’69, 
Nancy Moyer Dingman ’69, and Nancy Gilbert ’69.
Jane Freedman Helmchen ’61 acted as a guide and 
translator to Ann Landsberg ’69 and her husband. She 
helped them find and visit the sites of Ann’s father’s pre-
WWII Berlin home and high-school and made it pos-
sible to retrieve some remarkable information and pho-
tographs of Ann’s father’s pre-war life in Berlin—including 
his original handwritten high-school registration card.
’68 classmates and husbands (back) Jane Benedict 
Metzger, Will Hamilton, Emmakate Moore Young, (front) 
George Metzger, Susie Clarke Hamilton, and Bob Young 
gathered at the Youngs’ mountain house in north Georgia.
Three generations of Wellesley women—Lynn Anderson 
Kerbeshian ’68, granddaughter Eleanor Vincent ’19, and 
daughter Marie Kerbeshian ’89, gathered last spring for 
Eleanor’s high school graduation in Carmel, Ind.
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“Penny” Rice Warren) gathered at the spa-like 
retreat Penny has created in Sherman, Conn., for 
three “hot and wonderful days in mid-July 2015.” 
The roommates shared memories and updates 
since their last rendezvous, in addition to fine din-
ing, with terrific wines and coffee any time of day, 
and a bit of shopping and sightseeing. Plans are 
afoot for another Shafer 5 gathering to celebrate 
their 70th birthdays in 2017.
Connie Hoenk Shapiro heralds the arrival of 
her first grandchild, Parker Bennett Shapiro, born 
in December to son Daniel, a lawyer, and his wife 
Kara, an emergency medicine physician and assis-
tant professor at SUNY Stony Brook. Connie’s 
daughter, Adrienne, also a physician, is a fellow 
in infectious diseases at the U of Washington in 
Seattle. Connie, who says she “flunked retire-
ment,” is currently teaching three courses, advising 
many students, and “heartily enjoying herself.”
Please note: Full reports from which this news 
has been culled can be found in the Class E-Notes 







Welcome from one of the weirdest winters in New 
England history! Severe cold, unusual warmth, 
minimal snow! Shirley Griffin has shifted her ener-
gies from shoveling and snowshoeing to contra 
dancing and “squeezing” her concertina, both of 
which she loves!
In retirement, Virginia Schmidt Parker teaches 
second-year medical students at Alpert Medical 
School at Brown. Topics include: the physi-
cal exam and respecting diverse patient cultural 
backgrounds. She co-teaches with Janet Cooper 
Nelson ’71!
Sara “Sally” Kingsbery Walsh works at Central 
Jersey legal services, assisting the elderly. She has 
two young grandsons. Her son studies nursing. For 
fun, Sally cross-country skis.
Barbara Baumberger Crane retired in March 
after 16 years as vice president of Ipas, an inter-
national reproductive-rights organization in North 
Carolina. She will move to New York, nearer her 
son and family, and her daughter in Manhattan. 
She can help you set up mini-reunions!
Carolyn “Candy” Clarke Peterson volunteers 
for Music and Memory. They provide individual-
ized playlists on iPods to nursing-home residents. 
View their documentary, Alive Inside, and be pre-
pared to weep!
Kaye Roan Hamilton-Smith lives in Bangkok, 
waiting to adopt her son. She has lunch with local 
Wellesley grads, and has enjoyed Thanksgiving din-
ner with two of them for two years in a row!
Alison Parker Kenway and her husband wel-
come the birth of their fifth grandchild. They live 
nearby, so will be helping out!
Ellen Carlson has spent time with family: 
at a sibling reunion in Shreveport, La., and over 
Thanksgiving with her sons, daughters-in-law, and 
five grandchildren. Christmas highlighted visits 
from both sides of the family.
Susan Nelson Johnson divides her time between 
McLean, Va., and the Hague. Husband Tom works 
on the Iran–U.S. Claims Tribunal. Susie works 
part-time for the U.S. Treasury. Daughter Carrie 
works as a public defender; husband Steve manages 
a company that designs and installs office interiors. 
Son Chris has a dream job, test-driving Tesla cars!
Anne Nelson Apgar traveled to Antarctica! 
Kids’ updates include: Son Clayton works for 
designer Michael Smith in L.A. and is married to 
actress Kate Chadwick; daughter Sarah is married 
to med student Ben Smith; and son Jamie married 
Melanie Gudesblatt, a fellow Ph.D. candidate at 
UC Berkeley. Anne and husband Sandy are restor-
ing a whaling cottage on Nantucket.
Pat and I powered through a marginal ski sea-
son in Maine, but treated ourselves to a trip to ski 
at Park City, Utah!
Stay warm, welcome spring, and send your news!
CANDACE FOWLER




REUNION JUNE 3–5, 2016  Writing in the wake of 
the Paris terrorist attacks, Darcy Walker said she 
will miss our reunion because she will be visit-
ing that city, her favorite, and celebrating a “new 
bionic hip, yet another sign of aging and hard 
living.” She reflects on the challenge of living in 
turbulent times: “Life is good, once I turn off the 
news. Like everyone, I struggle with the condition 
of the world— violent attacks against the innocent, 
demonstrations demanding sensitivity yet denying 
free speech, people happier in virtual reality rather 
than manage the awkwardness in the challenges of 
face-to-face encounters. Yet I still see acts of kind-
ness, children being born, and families assembling. 
The sun shines, every day is a new opportunity, and 
sometimes it is okay to be ordinary.”
Susan Andrews retired in May from her 
position as general presbyter of Hudson River 
Presbytery, where she oversaw 82 congregations. 
After a 40th anniversary cruise in the Aegean visit-
ing ancient sites in Greece and Turkey with hus-
band Sim Gardner, she returned to work as interim 
pastor of Second Presbyterian Church in St. Louis. 
Susan’s three grandsons, Declan, Ray, and Quinn, 
all under 3, are the joy of her life.
Ann Lents began a two-year term as board 
chair of the Texas Children’s Hospital in January; 
she was recently named distinguished alumnus 
for 2015 by the Kinkaid School. Husband David 
Heaney is now fully retired and “I am adjusting 
to having him at home. Enough said.” Their son, 
David, works for Amazon in Seattle; daughter Liz 
is finishing an M.B.A. at Wharton and will begin 
work soon at Bain Consulting in New York. Ann 
and David visited Malo Paul Harrison and her 
husband, John, in Snowmass in Colorado last 
summer; John later reported that Malo, though 
allegedly a beginning golfer, made a hole in one. 
Ann would love to see classmates in Houston or 
in Telluride, Colo., where she and David spend 
the summer.
“Lately, I am daily aware of having been unusu-
ally lucky,” writes Felicity Forbes-Hoyt. “Many 
women hope most of a lifetime for one good 
partner. I have been married to two.” Felicity’s 
first husband is gay and has a wonderful new hus-
band; their two children “fingers crossed, seem 
to be achieving the trifecta— happy, healthy, and 
employed.” Felicity and second husband Austin 
Hoyt live on a 200-acre conservation property in 
South Dartmouth, Mass., in a house they built in 
2008. Felicity is a part-time tutor and tutoring site 
coordinator at a homeless shelter in nearby New 
Bedford, where she is glad to make some difference 
in people’s lives. In her free time, she enjoys sailing, 








From Rhode Island, pediatrician Connie 
Rogerson Hiller writes: “I am enjoying retirement 
from Brown University, where I worked for 20 years 
in the student health service. Tom plans to retire 
this summer from his job as business manager of 
the French-American School in Providence.” Their 
daughter, Catherine Hiller ’08, is a nurse in the 
neonatal ICU at Johns Hopkins Hospital, and her 
husband, Timothy Canlas, works for Stansberry 
Research. Connie adds, “They live in Baltimore, 
just two blocks down on the same street where Tom 
and I started married life 35 years ago!”
Heads up, classmates who attended Dartmouth 
as part of the 12 College Exchange program: 
You’re invited to a cluster reunion for the classes 
of ’70, ’71, and ’72. According to Sarah Marter, 
the reunion is June 16–19 in Hanover, N.H. Please 
contact tracey.e.saunders @dartmouth.edu for 
more information, and be sure to register for class 
of ’72.
We have news tidbits from several class officers. 
Anne Mitchell’s daughter, Amelia Hershberger, was 
a successful contestant on Jeopardy! in January. 
Amelia is a graduate of the University at Albany—
SUNY, and works in administration for the New 
York State Courts. She and her husband, Jason, 
arranged a small viewing party with friends and 
family on the first night of Amelia’s four-day 
run. The best part, Anne reports, was a couple 
of minutes into the show, when their 2-year-old 
son— Anne’s grandson— pointed to the TV and 
exclaimed, “That’s my mama!”
Beverly Siegal and husband Rick Peiser 
celebrated the wedding of their son, Michael 
Peiser, to Shana Valo in Toronto. Bev’s daughter, 
Rabbi Allison Peiser, performed the ceremony. 
Holly Fishman Simons and her husband, Steve, 
shared in the festivities. Beverly enjoys spending 
winters in Laguna Beach, Calif., and reports that 
she’s always excited to have classmates coming 
to visit.
From Class President Kaoru Shino Harada: 
“At my invitation, the speaker at the Hawaii 
Wellesley Club’s annual meeting in January was 
Lisa Fischman, director of the Davis Museum. Her 
presentation gave the Hawaii audience an overview 
of the Davis and its upcoming programs and exhi-
bitions, especially those supported by Wellesley 
Friends of Art, which is currently celebrating its 
50th anniversary.”
Kaoru continues, “In February, newly appointed 
trustee Jenai Sullivan Wall ’81 invited me to a lun-
cheon she hosted for President Kim Bottomly, who 
made a stop in Honolulu en route to destinations 
in Asia. She informed us that, in Taipei, she would 
be celebrating the 100th anniversary of Mayling 
Soong’s graduation from Wellesley. She also spoke 
about Wellesley’s incoming president, Paula A. 
Johnson. There is a good interview on YouTube 
with Johnson, conducted by two current students 
who were on the presidential search committee; 
it turns out her husband was a coed at Wellesley 
through the 12 College Exchange and that her 
mother-in-law is an alum.”
Finally, Kaoru sends thanks to those classmates 
who have offered to be on the committee for our 






Winnifred Homer-Smith recently retired after 42 
years in her family business: property-casualty 
underwriting management. As I wrote this, Winnie 
was “gazing at birds in Costa Rica” and getting 
used to the idea that she wouldn’t have to rush 
back to work. Winnie and husband Bruce plan 
extensive bicycle adventures, including a brief trip 
in New Zealand. “Later in the year, we hope to 
take a much longer tour of U.S. national parks,” 
she wrote, and to spend time in the San Francisco 
area with their daughters’ families. Her fourth 
grandchild, a girl, arrived in November.
More life changes from Martha Lund Smalley: 
“After 40 years heading the special collections 
department at the Yale Divinity School Library, I 
am now looking forward to phased retirement in 
the coming year with more time for art, projects, 
gardening, travel with my husband— and maybe 
eventual grandchild babysitting?”
Nancy Beren retired from the City of Houston 
Mayor’s Office of Communications in January 
2014 to “finally attend to” long-neglected per-
sonal and house business. Once her kitchen was 
gutted, life threw her a series of happy curve balls: 
Nancy’s middle daughter announced she was 
expecting, and her eldest became engaged. Nancy’s 
first grandchild was born in January 2015; a month 
later, her eldest married; and two weeks after that, 
her son became engaged, with his wedding follow-
ing in July 2015. In August 2015, Nancy and hus-
band Larry Jefferson completed a major overhaul 
of their home. “If you want something done well, 
ask a very busy Wellesley woman,” she wrote.
From Elizabeth Maupin: “I spent three months 
last spring in Ghent, Belgium, while husband Jay 
Yellen was working on sabbatical. Ghent is like 
Bruges without the tourists— medieval and gor-
geous, with baroque architecture and canals every-
where you turn.” Betsey says Ghent “is also young 
and quirky because it’s home to 70,000 university 
students (most of them on bicycles). I’ve brought 
back memories of chocolate, frieten, and the reflec-
tions in the water every evening as the sun moved 
low in the sky.” (Frieten are Belgian fries.)
Julia Vitale Nufer writes that she has moved to 
a “delightful” 55+ community in Lincoln, Calif., 
and that it’s lovely to be near her daughter in 
Sacramento. “I am taking up pickleball (easy form 
of tennis), dancing, golf,” while still working as a 
marketing researcher. “The activities here make it 
tough to concentrate on work!”
I am saddened to report that Elizabeth 
“Mopsy” Matthews on died Jan. 25. Mopsy, a 
psych major who’d taken no hard sciences, opted 
for medical school three months before gradua-
tion, and was ever grateful to her advisor, who out-
lined what was needed to make that happen. She 
was director of the Family Health Bureau in New 
Mexico’s Department of Health when she retired. 
Mopsy wrote in our 40th reunion Record Book: 
“Retirement is not resting, but gaining freedom 
to do new things.” Mopsy did just that: spend-
ing a month in Venice to write a book; getting a 
Fulbright to teach in India; traveling throughout 
Asia with husband Bruce Trigg. Deepest condo-
lences to her family.
DENISE DOUGHTON TINGUELY
25 ALBION LN.
WEST NEWBURY, MA 01985
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Sky Woman Falling, Margery Ziegler Goldstein’s 
new piece for narrator and orchestra, premiered in 
two Massachusetts locations in March. The work 
was narrated and performed by Symphony Pro 
Musica of Hudson, Mass.
Marie Guerin retired at the end of 2013. From 
that day, Marie served as caregiver for her father 
until his death in September 2015. She is now mov-
ing to West Kennebunk, Maine, where she and her 
dad spent every summer and fall. Marie is looking 
forward to connecting with classmates and other 
Wellesley alums in the area.
Judy Sobelman Monteux travels frequently 
in her financial management role for a nonprofit 
based in Northern California. In the first two 
months of 2016, she traveled to New Mexico, 
Hawaii, Guam, Utah, and Southern California.
Dorie Ellzey Blesoff is “chief people officer” at 
kCura, a software company based in Chicago.
Seattle-based Ann Lokey has retired but is 
teaching yoga, learning tai chi, and volunteering 
in support of a group of mental-health specialists 
who work to improve outcomes in adoptive fami-
lies of children with traumatic backgrounds. Ann 
has organized a support group for parents whose 
children are unable to live safely in the home. For 
four months of the year, Ann can be found at her 
14th-century home in Saint Cirq Lapopie, France. 
She would welcome a visit from any classmate 
who might be traveling in southwest France during 
April, May, September, or October.
Doreen Foti McCormick retired from her career 
as a clinical psychologist and is now having fun 
studying Italian. She recently traveled to Madrid 
with her husband and younger son. The highlights 
included attending a Kandinsky exhibition and vis-
iting the art museums.
Barbara Lakeberg bought a house in her home-
town of Rochester, N.Y., after working for six years 
in Iraq, where she directed Concordia, a nonprofit 
organization providing human-rights training and 
protection. She muses that life in Rochester is safer, 
but less exciting. It is full of connections, but find-
ing good work has been difficult. Barbara frequents 
the local art and music venues and has a substitute- 
teaching position in the city school district, where 
she works with children who have special needs. 
Barbara continues to do human-rights work as a 
volunteer from a distance, via social media.
Muffie Michaelson co-chaired her 45th high-
school reunion and felt a profound appreciation 
for reuniting with friends and classmates. The years 
melted away as soon as everyone heard a familiar 
laugh or saw a familiar smile. Muffie noted, “We 
are the repositories of each other’s youth and his-
tory, and our communal memory is powerful.” The 
lesson is not to miss an opportunity for joy. Don’t 
wait for the next Wellesley reunion. Reconnect with 
friends individually or via mini-reunions whenever 
you have a chance. The alumnae database makes it 
easy. Visit alum .wellesley .edu /people .html.
We are sad to report the passing of Elinor Linn 
Hartwig (CE/DS) of Maryland on Dec. 15, 2015. 
Ellie had established York Press, a publishing firm 
dedicated to the field of special education.
McAfee class of ’71 friends Julie Burrow Winton, Katie 
Cheney Creighton, Gail Wandel Hendryx, Joan Lister, 
Sue Irving, Mary Mottershead, Glenda Starr Fishman, 
Susanna Stevens Hamme, Ann O’Regan Keary, Alice 
Melnikoff, Margot Keam Cleary, and Kate Kilborne 
Cornwell enjoyed the Matisse exhibit at the Museum of 
Modern Art in NYC in January 2015.






Not content to rest on the laurels of the last book, 
Judith Saryan writes that her next book is com-
ing out, a translation of prominent Armenian 
woman writer Zabel Yesayan’s In the Ruins, a 
first-hand account of the aftermath of the 1909 
massacres of Adana, Turkey. Yesayan was born in 
Constantinople in 1878 and lived through the tur-
bulent changes of the time.
Mary Wood Woods mentioned that she was 
unable to attend reunion because she was visit-
ing her son in Africa— interested to hear more 
about that!
Classmate Nikki Finke sent information about 
her 40-year career in journalism covering national, 
political, and international news, including jobs 
around the world as an Associated Press foreign cor-
respondent in its Moscow and London bureaus, then 
as a Newsweek correspondent in Washington, D.C., 
and Los Angeles, where she covered Hollywood 
business for Newsweek and then the L.A. Times. 
She was also West Coast editor for the New York 
Observer and New York Magazine before creat-
ing the online DeadlineHollywoodDaily.com. She 
was honored among the Forbes 100 Most Powerful 
Women, the Huffington Post Top 10 Entertainment 
Game Changers, Elle Most Influential Women, and 
many other honors, and she was written up in the 
New York Times and Entertainment Weekly. After 
the sale of her influential Hollywood entertainment 
industry website in 2009, she took a transatlantic 
cruise, read voraciously, and then started a new 
project, a website dedicated to fiction— short sto-
ries, novellas, and excerpts— on the entertainment 
industry, called Hollywood Dementia, as well as 
various writing projects.
Congratulations to Susan Black, a certified 
financial planner who was named managing 
director of Boston Private Wealth LLC, financial 
advisors to the well-to-do, a subsidiary of Boston 
Private Bank & Trust. Previously, she was a man-
aging director at Sapers & Wallack and a financial 
advisor at UBS and Credit Suisse. After studies at 
Wellesley and Bar Ilan University, she earned a dual 
master’s degree in management and educational 
counseling from Cambridge College. She worked 
on the management teams of Israel’s Ben Gurion 
Airport and Israel Aircraft Industries. As an entre-
preneur, she created two companies, including a 
marketing and promotions company that she sold 
to a global publicly traded company, and had a 
successful consulting firm. Susan was recognized 
by Boston Women’s Business among the Top 10 
Women Advisers in 2010, and she won the Golden 
Pyramid Award, the top prize in the promotional 
products industry, and a Telly Award, for very best 
film and video productions.
In domestic excitement, right before 
Thanksgiving, I updated my late 1970s/early 
1980s kitchen. Had the cabinets refaced, counters 
replaced, and even a few additional cabinets added 
to match. It was a miraculously quick, efficient, 
and cost-effective transformation (although not 
without sawdust, glue fumes, and a few days of 
having the kitchen things all in the dining room 
and in boxes). It also forced me to relocate a great 
deal of clutter that had accumulated in every corner 
over the years. Thrilled with my “new” kitchen! 







REUNION JUNE 3–5, 2016  I look forward to seeing 
everyone at reunion!
Kathy Ploss Salmanowitz’s daughter Rachel 
Salmanowitz ’12 married Billy Kronenberger on 
Nantucket in June with Maureen O’Rourke and 
Susan Challenger in attendance.
Sylvia Fergus has lived in Chicago since 1976: 
“I just sold my wonderful house in the Bucktown 
neighborhood, which I converted from a dilapi-
dated bakery about 15 years ago, and am down-
sizing to an apartment closer to the lake. After a 
career in programming, development, and alumni 
affairs for various nonprofits and the University of 
Chicago’s school of continuing education, I have 
been working as an in-house branding/ marketing/ 
executive coaching consultant for two interior 
designers. The consultancy is wrapping up, and 
I am going to take some time exploring my next 
career move. My longtime volunteer work support-
ing the Davis Museum through the Friends of Art is 
also coming to a close. I was married for 17 years 
and had three children (Lauren, 32, Whitney, 30, 
and Robey, 26), who are scattered from NYC to 
L.A. I find myself truly single again for the first time 
since just after college. It has been an adjustment, 
but I am starting to enjoy it.”
Susanna Klein Combs emailed, “After 25 years 
of motherhood, raising four children and my 
youngest in middle school, I took a part-time job at 
an assisted-living residence in Pasadena, Calif., in 
2008. I have been executive director for two years, 
and I find myself ‘mother’ to 120 elderly residents 
and 80 staff, and dealing with issues I never could 
have imagined. I’m working well over 40 hours a 
week, and on call 24/7. My oldest son is about to 
graduate from the M.D./Ph.D. program at Penn. 
He is father to my 8-month-old granddaughter, 
Beatrice. My youngest child, Annabel, will be 21, 
and lives in France— permanently, if she has her 
way. How long will I continue before retiring? I am 
working for airline tickets and to distract me from 
worrying about my children.”
Anjala Ehelebe was married for 33 years to Lee 
Martin, who passed away in February 2015. “We 
had no kids but traveled the world and saw great 
art, acting, and singing, and had our 30th anniver-
sary on the island of Tobago. In 2014, we went up in 
a hot-air balloon (highly recommend it). Managed 
to have our yard certified as an organic backyard 
wildlife habitat. Live in and update/upgrade a 
101-year-old Craftsman bungalow. We volunteered 
over many years for local groups of the Rosicrucian 
Order, AMORC. I also published a book on the his-
tory of my neighborhood called Images of America: 
Portland’s Woodlawn Neighborhood. I’ve worked 
in various capacities for the state of Oregon, a high-
tech company, as a masseuse and Reiki practitioner, 
and a personal financial analyst. Now I serve as vice 
president of a group building a ‘virtual village’ to 
help people age in their own homes. I occasionally 
go to lunches with local alumnae and have re-met 
Katie Albers, one of my best friends from Wellesley. 










Wendy Ball-Attipoe and Elneita Hutchins-Taylor 
had fun meeting up in New Rochelle, N.Y., in 
August 2015. Wendy’s son, Evan, her husband, 
Noah, and Elneita’s daughter, Kellye, joined them. 
Elneita was in New York to pick up Kellye at the 
end of her second consecutive summer internship 
in finance at Goldman Sachs, and Evan had just 
returned from his internship in supply-chain man-
agement at Land O’ Lakes in Minneapolis. While 
in Minneapolis, Evan had dinner with Maria 
Maughn, who was a Davis dormmate of Wendy’s 
and Elneita’s during freshman year. Elneita is gen-
eral counsel for the Houston Independent School 
District. After an 18-year career at Time, Inc., 
where she was a VP of marketing and digital ser-
vices, Wendy now does marketing and advertising 
research at the Association of National Advertisers. 
Wendy and Elneita look forward to the graduations 
of their seniors in 2016: Kellye from Howard and 
Evan from North Carolina A&T State University.
Debbie Pendleton Pettengill writes, “How the 
time does fly! I am a grandmother of three now: 
Savannah, 10, Gibson, 9, and Emma, 5. What 
blessings they are! My children, Becky and Mark, 
are both in occupations using their art back-
grounds. I have the joy of spending each school day 
with kindergartners! I also do face painting and 
balloon sculptures on the side. My husband, Bob, 
passed away four years ago. My mom (Wellesley 
class of ’52) and dad have passed on as well. I am 
grateful for family and friends and for God, who is 
personal and loving as I daily look to Him. I think 
of you, dear classmates, often and hope to connect 
with some of you to catch up!”
From Lisa Garlick Allen: “After 38 years in 
California, where I married, raised two children, 
worked for 20 of those years as an insurance 
Growing a Community
Paula Penn-Nabrit ’76
Paula Penn-Nabrit ’76 was heartbroken when her beloved hus-
band, Charles “CMadison” Nabrit, died after 36 years, 8 months, 
and 22 days of marriage. As she thought about how to honor his 
memory, she remembered him growing vegetables in the back-
yard when their twin sons, Charles and Damon, were infants. 
“Sweetie pie, we don’t know who’s bottling that baby food,” 
CMadison would tell her, adding that “if you don’t have time to 
garden, you probably don’t have time to parent or pastor. They 
each require the same daily attention to detail in the same posture 
of humility-head bowed, body bent.”
From then on, CMadison, whose father and paternal grandfather 
were ministers, always made time to garden for the couple’s three 
boys (younger brother, Evan, was born 27 months after the twins), 
whether he was working as a stockbroker, early on, or later at 
PN&A, Inc., a management consulting firm Paula founded in 1986.
Those memories inspired her to create the Charles Madison 
Nabrit Memorial Garden (CMNMG) behind the Church of Christ of 
the Apostolic Faith, in Columbus, Ohio, a predominantly black con-
gregation her great-grandparents joined more than 100 years ago.
“The USDA designates our zip code as a low-income, low- 
access food desert,” she says. “The two closest supermarkets 
are Trader Joe’s and Whole Foods, both 4.3 miles away.”
Paula envisioned CMNMG as a place that would provide afford-
able, organic produce and a sense of community. In the spring of 
2014, her two elder sons, with help from their cousins, built 38 
raised beds from untreated lumber, lined them with cardboard for 
organic weed control, and filled them with 20 tons of organic soil. 
They also engineered an above-ground drip irrigation system and 
crafted walkways.
Within weeks, myriad flowers, fruit trees and bushes, and veg-
etables were planted in the 3,850-square-foot space, which also 
featured wrought-iron fences and benches where people could 
sit and meditate. Produce was sold for $1 a pound at a weekly, 
onsite farmer’s market and bake sale in partnership with two other 
local organic gardens. “This is a boon to the spiritual, cultural, 
nutritional, and economic health of the community,” Paula says.
Children in the community also hungered for the kind of hands-
on educational activities CMadison, a Dartmouth graduate, had 
always provided for their sons, so that first summer, Charles 
and Damon began hosting free weekly “Science in the Garden” 
classes for kids age 5 to 14. Their Recycling & Organic Chemistry/
DIY Series was immediately popular. Children recycled coffee 
grounds, dried banana peels, and dried egg shells to make organic 
soil amendments, and mixed up batches of grape Kool-Aid—A.K.A. 
methyl anthranilate—to produce a non-toxic repellent for berry-
loving birds.
Paula hopes to add an arts component this summer, if she can 
secure enough funding. (All of the proceeds from her published 
books—on topics ranging from home-schooling to business eth-
ics—support the garden.) “This is a critical piece because the 
arts are critical to spiritual and intellectual development,” she 
says. “I see student string quartets and plein air painting classes 
in our future!”
As an undergraduate, Paula would never have imagined a gar-
den being such a big part of her life. “My grades in plant biology 
were hideous,” she says. Yet as she thinks about CMNMG, she is 
surprised and delighted that a space intended to honor CMadison 
(and to provide therapy for her) “has grown to provide peace and 
tranquility, learning and engagement for many others in the tar-
geted zip code and beyond.”
—Elizabeth Lund
Youngest son Evan created a video about the garden:  
bit.ly/1A74Wr0. You can follow CMNMG @CCAF online at  



























Eleven members of the class of 1976—Lorna Blumen, 
Shelley Palmer Hayes, Louise Dunbar, Marcia Goldman 
Enns, Cynthia Egan, Linda Ury Greenberg, Sandy 
Medallis, Jill Siegfried, Barbara Cray (who set up the 
trip and served as a travel agent), Susan Day, and Julia 
Cutler Cunningham—along with one brave husband, Bill 
Palmer, gathered in late July for a river cruise and tour 
beginning in Prague in the Czech Republic and ending 
up in Budapest, Hungary.
The class of ’76 had their annual NYC mini-reunion 
on Aug. 25. Camille Cozzone Rankin was her “usual 
 hostess-with-the-mostess self,” according to Louise 
Dunbar. The group enjoyed a meal with a beautiful view 
on the rooftop of Camille’s apartment building.
The class of ’75 had a mini-reunion in Washington, D.C., 
on Feb. 6. In attendance were Sue Rieth, Peg Seminario, 
Debra Knopman, Michele Thoren Bond, Anne Moran, 
Andrea Grodsky Huber, Joan Darby, and Charlotte Hayes.
Paula poses with one of the garden’s oldest volunteers.
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broker, then 18 as an elementary school teacher, 
I have retired to the Cape— as in Cape Cod. Can’t 
wait to see the Wellesley campus again.”
And from Annie Spader Byerly: “I’m still teach-
ing kindergarten in NYC, and received the Chair for 
Excellence in Teaching. I’m off to Florence in March 
and China in the summer. That March trip will be 
with my daughter Lily Byerly ’12, who is teaching in 
NYC also, and living with us for a while. The sum-
mer trip will be to visit my daughter Maisy, who is 
on a two-year fellowship teaching English in China. 
She and her boyfriend, Liam, share a house in Taigu 
and both teach at Taigu Agricultural University. 
My husband, Paul, is still teaching first grade and 
loves his new colored pencils. (He’s an artist, you 
know… .) Saw Polly Munts Talen at her sister’s 
house recently. As usual, it was beyond wonderful. 
See you all next year at reunion.”
Want to see someone at our 40th reunion in 
2017? Send us your shoutouts for the next column!
ANN TESSIER LUNDEEN




Ellen Oetken Camp writes: “After running in 
four Boston Marathons in 2010, 2011, 2012, and 
2014, I decided to take up triathlons. In 2014, I 
watched my daughter complete Ironman Arizona, 
and she was my inspiration to sign up for Ironman 
Arizona in 2015. After dealing with pneumonia 
in September, I was still able to compete and fin-
ish the race in 14 hours, 26 minutes. I was also 
lucky enough to have my family cheering me on 
and waiting for me at the finish.” Well done, Ellen!
With sadness, I report that Stephany Farr 
died on Dec. 24, 2015. Stephany lived in Silver 
Spring, Md. Our condolences go out to her fam-
ily. Regretfully, I have to report the loss of another 
class member, Linda Smith Frost. Linda passed on 
Jan. 23. She lived in Los Angeles. Our sympathies 
to her family. My sympathies go out to everyone in 
our class of ’78 on the loss of two of our classmates.
Cissy Jordan Spear sends this happier news: 
“My grandson, Stormy, will celebrate his second 
birthday on March 25! He is our first, and he is 
living up to his name: talking, screaming, running 
about, and tiring adults! These are precious times, 
as my son and his wife do not expect to have any 
more children. I am contemplating retirement after 
22 years of teaching math and special education. 
My husband, Bill, is retired, and in truth, I do 
envy his life, which is truly his own! I would not 
miss the early mornings, the late afternoons, dif-
ficult students, and the even more difficult parents! 
Additionally, there are courses which I’ve always 
wanted to study but for which I’ve never had ade-
quate time; I usually take math or pedagogy classes 
during most summers. I find that I have enough to 
do after school on a daily basis, leaving me little 
time or energy for much else! (It could be that age is 
catching up with me, too!) Education has changed 
tremendously in many ways, mostly for the bet-
ter. The powers that be have finally taken notice 
that excessive testing is not producing the desired 
results. But that is a story for another rainy day. 
Maybe I should begin to write that proverbial book 
with the time I may have in the future!”
Anne Reilly Fahim enjoyed a lovely dinner 
with Stephanie Bruno in New Orleans, discuss-
ing historic Louisiana architecture and then vis-
iting the lovely St. Louis plantation, privately 
owned by a branch of the Reilly/Gay/Crow family. 
Anne, an architect and president of Anne Fahim 
Architectural Services PC in NYC, has recently 
completed several academic projects such as the 
women’s studies center at Duke in Durham, N.C.







Jane Preston was recently promoted to deputy 
director at the New England Foundation for the 
Arts (NEFA). Jane has been with NEFA since 
2005 as director of programs and “has been 
instrumental in the creation and implementation 
of NEFA’s program portfolio and resource devel-
opment” supporting Native American artists and 
theater assembles, and expanded NEFA’s work in 
creative economy research, dance, and public art. 
Congratulations, Jane!
Kathie Galotti teaches psychology and cognitive 
science at Carleton College “out on the tundra” 
of Minnesota. She’s just published a second edi-
tion of Cognitive Development, Infancy Through 
Adolescence. Kathie reports, “I’m divorced with 
two kids, Tim (age 22) and Kimmie (age 14), and 
I raise and train Bernese Mountain dogs in obe-
dience and rally. I also judge those events for the 
American Kennel Club. I have not yet made it to 
any reunions, but am committed to trying much 
harder to get to the next one.” Please come to our 
next reunion, Kathie, and everyone else who has 
not returned!
Mary White is an infectious disease physician 
and empty nester based in New York. She has 
shifted her focus to underserved persons in Haiti. 
With some colleagues, she is opening a school there 
next January. Mary would love to connect with 
classmates with expertise in educating the visually 
and hearing impaired and/or are doing work in 
Haiti. Bravo, Mary, for living our Wellesley motto!
Lynne Farrington is senior curator of special 
collections at Penn. Her latest exhibition is Across 
the Spectrum: Color in American Fine and Private 
Press Books, 1890–2015. Last November, while in 
California for her son Benjamin’s wedding, Lynne 
visited the Letterform Archive in San Francisco, 
where Simran Thadani ’05 is executive director.
Lisa Eng and Krystina Lyon gathered with oth-
ers in Singapore to hear Wellesley Professor of 
Sociology Peggy Levitt speak.
Cynthia “Cindy” Carlson Beckham, Alida de 
Forest Leino, and Barbara Lewis Buchman had tea 
recently at the Boston Public Library. While Cindy 
lives in nearby Sudbury, Barbara is preparing to 
move from the DC area to San Francisco, and 
Alida is newly back in Connecticut after 15 years in 
Alaska. Alida and her husband made the move so 
that Alida can support her mother, who has many 
health challenges, as well as her sister, who has spe-
cial needs. Our thoughts and prayers are with you, 
Alida, during this season of your journey.
In thinking about deadlines past with less news 
to share, I imagine the main reason is our too-busy 
lives. However, I also think some may feel less of 
a need for the printed page due to social media. 
Please remember that not all of our classmates 
participate in the internet and our Facebook page 
is restricted. As a young alumna, I often read the 
older classes’ notes to catch a glimpse of future 
possibilities. Well, folks, we are now the old ones, 
so send news to share with fellow ’79ers, nearby 
classes, and those youngsters who can’t imagine 
being almost 60!
’79 connects on 7/9— reach out and connect!
BONNIE AMES GLOBER
3437 OCEAN CAY CIR.
JACKSONVILLE BEACH, FL 32250
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Susan Ferris Wyderko has been appointed to 
serve on the Investor Advisory Committee of the 
Securities and Exchange Commission. The IAC 
was formed to help advise the commission on 
matters such as regulatory priorities, regulation of 
securities products, initiatives to protect investors, 
and promotion of investor confidence and integrity 
in the securities marketplace. She is currently the 
president and CEO of the Washington, D.C.-based 
Mutual Fund Directors Forum, an independent 
nonprofit organization that serves independent 
directors of U.S. mutual funds. Susan also serves 
on the national advisory council of the Financial 
Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA), which 
reviews initial decisions rendered in FINRA disci-
plinary and membership proceedings.
Rosie Wallent is looking ahead to a year filled 
with lots of fun and adventure, following the end 
of a 9-year stretch she dedicated to the care of her 
ailing parents. She plans to be off to Hawaii in 
May for a vacation and to Telluride, Colo., for the 
Bluegrass Festival in June. Rosie is also in the thick 
of planning her 40th reunion for her high-school 
class, to be held right before her departure to 
Hawaii. Rosie also volunteers as an ambassador 
for her public library and will be helping at the vot-
ing polls in her town. She is in the grip of the excite-
ment and suspense of the presidential campaign.
Robin Chase has been giving lots of talks 
around the world related to her book, Peers 
Inc: How People and Platforms Are Inventing 
the Collaborative Economy and Reinventing 
Capitalism. A tally shows that during an approxi-
mate two-month period in the fall of 2016, she gave 
talks in 10 countries and 20 cities. Robin’s hus-
band, Roy Russell, is working half-time in Porto, 
Portugal, as chief technology officer for Veniam 
(Veniam .com), a vehicle network communications 
company they founded with two other people.
Elizabeth Ginsburg is now a member of the 
ethics committee of the American Society for 
Reproductive Medicine, where she works with 
a fascinating group of physicians, ethicists, and 
attorneys. She has found another Wellesley alum 
there, too.
Melissa Robson Bessey has relocated to 
Boulder, Colo., to take care of her 30-year-old-
daughter, Sophie, who has acute lymphoblastic 
leukemia. Her prognosis is excellent. Melissa is 
grateful that she has been able to take time off 
under the Family Medical Leave Act to care for her 
daughter. It has been a tough situation for Melissa 
to navigate under stressful circumstances, but 
there have been saving graces in the form of family, 
friends, and a women’s educational organization to 
which she belongs. After 12 weeks of leave, Melissa 
will return to her job. She remarked that this is a 
snapshot of the varied roles we women take on. 
Best thoughts for Melissa and her daughter, and 
all those members of our class who are caring 
for others.
JILL HAMILTON
200 E. 66TH ST., APT. E2003
NEW YORK, NY 10065
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REUNION JUNE 3–5, 2016  Joanne Hackett Raphael 
has been named senior vice president, general coun-
sel, and corporate secretary of PPL Corporation, 
and is now one of the company’s three-member 
leadership team. She joined the legal department 
of PPL in 1988 after getting her law degree from 
Stanford Law School, and has been vice president 
of external affairs since 1998. As senior vice presi-
dent and chief external affairs officer, she has led 
PPL’s government relations and communications 
functions. PPL, based in Pennsylvania, is one of 
the largest investor-owned companies in the U.S. 
public utility sector, serving more than 10 million 
customers in the U.S. and the U.K. Joanne serves 
on the boards of Team Pennsylvania Foundation 
and the United Way of Greater Lehigh Valley. 
She and her husband, Michael, live in southeast 








CHAPEL HILL, NC 27514-2115
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Thanks to everyone who sent in news!
A report in from Cathy Summa, Susan 
Koenigsberg Lucas, and Ellen Goldberg Luger: 
“We had the extraordinary opportunity to serve 
on the search committee for Wellesley’s new presi-
dent. The committee and the board unanimously 
endorsed the selection of Paula A. Johnson as 
Wellesley’s 14th president, and we are thrilled. 
Johnson is superbly accomplished, capable, 
and inspiring— she’s going to be a terrific leader 
for Wellesley.”
Ellen Goldberg Luger is currently traveling the 
country working “to elect our alumna Secretary 
Hillary Rodham Clinton ’69 as the first woman 
president of the United States!” Her daughter is a 
paid staff member of the campaign, who has now 
lived and worked for Secretary Clinton in Iowa, 
Nevada, and Washington state. Mother and daugh-
ter have knocked on doors for Secretary Clinton in 
Iowa together, enjoying the “phenomenal” experi-
ence of working together for a candidate they each 
respect and support.
Jean Burnstine is still happily employed (Blue 
Star Education/Teacher Created Resources) selling 
supplemental educational resources to K-8 schools 
in Illinois and Wisconsin. Her family is well, includ-
ing her mother, Ann Bernstein Burnstine ’53; hus-
band, Tim, retired twice and now subbing full-time 
at a local school district; and son Zach, who starts 
medical school in the fall. She had great fun with 
Christina Holbrook in July in Breckenridge, and 
enjoys reconnecting with classmates via Facebook, 
phone, and Words With Friends.
Victoria Suescom’s work was shown in a pop-
up art exhibit at McNay Art Museum with other 
San Antonio, Texas, artists in January. Victoria’s 
installation of brilliantly colored folk art canvases 
lining the gallery walls was interspersed with flow-
ered branches and tropical birds.
Mercedes Benavides is a nature photographer 
specializing in birds of Peru and their habitats. Back 
in Peru, her home country, in 2009, after work-
ing on Wall Street for 20 years, Mercedes made an 
unexpected trip to a high-altitude Andean Polylepis 
forest. She fell in love with this magical habitat of 
gnarled trees, and the birds that rest, feed, and 
nest there. Photographing one bird at a time in the 
highlands, on the coast, and in the jungle of Peru, 
Mercedes learns about their behaviors and the 
threats they face. She shares their beauty with the 
public on Facebook at facebook .com /MBOPeru.
Robin Smith reports, “I’m starting to cut 
back on my hours in investor relations at Gemini 
Rosemont, a commercial real estate firm in Santa 
Fe, and have taken on a new position as execu-
tive director of New Mexico Leadership Institute 
(newmexicoleadership .org), a scholarship program 
with the goal of keeping the best and brightest stu-
dents in New Mexico and providing the education 
and skills needed to propel them into leadership 
roles in our state. Students are selected as juniors in 
high school and follow a rigorous program during 
senior year and through their four years of univer-
sity. I’ve only been on board with the organization 
since mid-January and have never worked in higher 







I’m loving sharing news from classmates who 
haven’t written in several years (if at all). If that’s 
you, too, write in to share.
Gail Sanders Pless lives in Birmingham, Ala., 
and is almost done with intensive child rearing— 
“My youngest is a junior in high school, and the 
older two have graduated from college and are in 
the ‘real world.’” Gail is now spending more time 
volunteering and in her garden. “I hope that any 
time I spend helping kids to become fluent readers 
and appreciate books, nature, botany, and what 
feeds them, is time well spent.”
Kathy Zona Buruca ’80, Nic Provost ’81, Lesley Nelson 
Tolman ’80, Betsy Villaume ’80, and Sue Darlington ’80 
got together in Brookline, Mass., during a college search 
visit for Nic’s daughter in September 2015.
Milwaukee-area Wellesley alums ranging from the class 
of ’52 to the class of ’14 gathered to celebrate the holi-
days on Dec. 1, 2015.
In January, four alums in Singapore attended a talk “Do 
Museums Make Global Citizens?” hosted by South 
East Asia Forum at Art Stage 2016, where Wellesley 
Professor Peggy Levitt was presenting a paper. Pictured 
are Krystina Lyon ’79, Wenjin Huang ’09, Peggy, Jiezhen 
Wu ’13, and Lisa Eng ’79.
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Alison Curran Hashimoto, in Atlanta, is a year 
ahead: “This year, my son Michael will graduate 
from Georgia Tech and the younger, James, will 
graduate high school and is headed to UNC School 
of the Arts to study film. I will mark 20 years with 
Turner Broadcasting, where I am VP of program-
ming and production for CNN Airport Network. 
My husband and I are looking forward to new 
adventures as empty-nesters!”
Donna Solomon reports that she recently com-
pleted a doctorate in physical therapy at Franklin 
Pierce U in Manchester, N.H., and is headed back 
to Las Vegas to be with her partner and “five won-
derful cats,” and was studying for the April board 
exams. Emily Solomon was also in New Hampshire 
to work for the Hillary primary, as well as to help 
Donna celebrate.
Jean Lafayette runs a thriving dental practice in 
Bloomfield, Conn. She recently welcomed an asso-
ciate, fellow Wellesley grad Tina Lau-Liang ’82, 
with a long-term plan toward partnership and 
Jean’s eventual retirement. “We are trying to make 
magic here, two dentists with love and passion for 
what we do. Just think of how Wellesley helped 
shape all of that!”
Cathy Franklin has moved to the Corcoran 
Real Estate Group in New York City, and was 
named Corcoran’s Manhattan Salesperson of the 
Year for 2015! Her sons, Otto, Alex, and William 
Eckstein (no one for Wellesley, alas), are thriving 
at Harvard and Wharton (and are best friends 
with Pam Matthews Farber’s sons Andrew and 
Mikey). Cathy and her husband, Jeffrey Baker, 
also have a farm, Hillrock Estate Distillery, in 
the Hudson Valley, where they make artisanal 
“field-to-glass” whiskey.
More new starts: Deborah Rosenthal will 
become president of the New York Women’s Bar 
Association in June 2016. Deborah is in private 
practice in her own firm in New York, specializ-
ing in estate planning, and contract and real estate 
law. And Anna Spangler Nelson, along with for-
mer education secretary Arne Duncan and for-
mer NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue, has been 
appointed to the Knight Foundation’s Committee 
on Intercollegiate Athletics. Anna has been chair-
man of Spangler Companies, a private investment 
firm, since 2005 and serves on several other non-
profit and charitable boards.
Wrapping up, Gene Fisher Doherty CE/DS 
(’84) asks for more 1984 Davis grads to write in 
with their news. And look for an email from me 
with website links about our classmates— extended 






Hello from Virginia— land of snow and torna-
dos! Since I never write to my Wellesley friends 
and hate computers, I am now charged with class 
notes and the website. So, take pity— send me your 
news. And don’t forget to join 1985 on Facebook 
and visit 1985.alum.wellesley.edu for more infor-
mation about classmates, upcoming events, and 
other news.
In October, Lydia Hsu and I got together while 
I was in Massachusetts for Alumnae Leadership 
Council. Lydia stays connected with Wellesley 
through classmates, daughters of classmates, and 
other alums. She reports that this year she: attended 
commencement for Elizabeth Kapnick ’15, daugh-
ter of Margie Najberg Kapnick ’83; went to San 
Francisco and visited with Huoy-Ming Yeh; saw 
Patti Chin Liang as she was dropping off her 
daughter, Katharine Yu Zheng Liang ’17, in the 
fall; and recently spent time on campus with Ellen 
Tsai Chien ’86 watching her daughter, Jennifer 
Chien ’19, compete in the 2016 New England 
Intercollegiate Fencing Conference Championships.
Susan Eiseman Levitin writes that she and Sam 
celebrated 29 years of marriage in June. Her eldest 
graduates from Bryn Mawr in May, her middle son 
is at Tufts, and her youngest plans to major in game 
design. Susan continues to make works of art. Her 
Etsy yarn shop, A Riot of Color, is in its third year. 
This year, Susan published her first knitting pat-
tern and reports that Amy Weiner’s wife, Chelle 
Riendeau ’82, was one of her test knitters.
Sallie Mears Donovan, who lives and teaches 
high school and college in Massachusetts, reports 
that Laura Rivas Caparroso ’89 and her two daugh-
ters visited in February, all the way from Seattle. 
They all went to campus and had a great time!
Caroline Wells Stone writes that Stacey Frank 
Kanihan is doing amazing work at the U of 
Minnesota. In July 2015, Stacey took a job as an 
associate professor at the School of Journalism 
and Mass Communication, teaching graduate-
level courses, and has launched a research project 
related to our upcoming presidential election and 
how people use the media during political cam-
paigns. Bravo, Stacey!
Jean Lee Locke writes that her daughter Kate 
married in January. In attendance were three 
of Jean’s Wellesley bridesmaids: Joan Yanofsky 
Heilbronner, Anat Ehrlich, and Susan Paulson 
Bowen. Her wish: “May my daughter have so 
many devoted, talented and wonderful women in 
her life.”
Finally, our classmates have played a big role 
in celebrating the release of Martha Ertman’s 
book Love’s Promises: How Formal and Informal 
Contracts Shape All Kinds of Families. This year 
alone, Pilar Suescum turned out for Martha at 
Washington, D.C.’s Politics & Prose bookstore; 
Elizabeth Schneirov went to hear Martha at 
the New America Foundation; Kerin Cantwell, 
Christine Roberts, and Sheri Saperstein ’86 went 
to an event in California; and Jennifer Hertz Levi 
hosted an event in Easthampton, Mass., which 
Susan Merkle-Ward drove from Connecticut to 
attend. Martha has invites from the DC Wellesley 
Club, Wellesley Sociology & Gender Studies 
Department, and, via Heather Stone, the Tel 
Aviv Wellesley book group. Talk about Wellesley 
connections!
GINA RAPHAEL
2846 DEEP CANYON DR.
BEVERLY HILLS, CA 90210
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REUNION JUNE 3–5, 2016  Please join us at our 
30th reunion June 3–5. Everything you need to 
know about reunion is on our class website at 
1986.alum.wellesley.edu. Thank you to our class 
reunion chairs Kelly Carr and Dante Spetter, who 
have been working incredibly hard on this event. 
Stay in touch with us as well on Facebook at 
Wellesley Class of 1986.
SUSAN LEE
26 MCLANE DR.
DIX HILLS, NY 11746-5526
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I can’t believe that our 30th reunion is only a year 
away. Please make sure to save the date: June 
2–4, 2017! Anyone interested in volunteering for 
reunion please contact me at the email above.
As I write this I am so excited to announce that 
Paula A. Johnson has been selected to be the 14th 
president of Wellesley! Several class members have 
had the opportunity to meet her on campus and 
commented on our class Facebook group that her 
enthusiasm and energy are infectious. She is divi-
sion chief of women’s health at Harvard Medical 
School and Brigham and Women’s Hospital and 
has dedicated her career to improving the health 
and lives of women. Additionally, Paula Johnson 
will be the first African-American to serve as presi-
dent of Wellesley.
Our classmates continue to blaze trails wherever 
they go! Miriam Butt is a professor of linguistics at 
the U of Konstanz, in Germany, where she has been 
since 2003. Currently, she is on a sabbatical year at 
the U of Edinburgh, financed by the Volkswagen 
Foundation/Opus Magnum Program. She is busy 
writing a book tracing the development of case 
markers over time in Indo-Aryan. She is trying to 
elucidate how words for things like “shoulder” or 
“ear” first mean things like “at” or “near” and then 
are pressed into service as accusative or dative case 
markers. She is thoroughly enjoying the beautiful 
city of Edinburgh when she is not writing.
Deborah Katz, who previously was a cell 
biologist, abandoned her first career and in 1998 
headed to law school. Now, as an administrative 
judge for the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office in 
Alexandria, Va., she is managing the most closely 
watched patent dispute in all of life sciences. The 
case, between UC Berkeley vs. the Broad Institute 
and MIT, is about who holds the intellectual prop-
erty rights for a revolutionary genome-editing 
technology known as CRISPR. This technology 
allows scientists to “snip” out faulty genes in ani-
mal and human cells and replace them with normal 
versions. Determining who has the rights to such 
technology has broad implications, including who 
gains control of the lucrative licensing agreements 
and potentially even Nobel Prize awards. That’s a 
huge responsibility! Watch for her court’s decision 
in the news.
Not sure if many know about the Wellesley 
Students’ Aid Society’s recently reopened Clothes 
Closet. It offers gently used seasonal clothing such 
as pants, sweaters, jackets, boots, hats, gloves to 
students at no charge. Donations are tax deductible, 
and it’s a great way to both help out students and 
“Kon Mari” your closets. Go to the society’s web-
site at www .wellesley .edu /studentsaid for details.
Be well and continue to send in news— and 







Hello to everyone! Let’s barrel into the news … and 
please send me yours at cornelia4 @hotmail.com!
Class Treasurer Christine Broome Bible has 
been promoted to manager of graduate academic 
services at the University of Dallas. Christine says 
the job is lots of fun and that she loves her gradu-
ate students. On a less cheerful note, her mother 
was diagnosed with aggressive breast cancer in 
Business Builder
Mei-Mei Tuan ’88
When it comes to business innovations, sometimes an English and 
music major is exactly what’s needed. Just ask Mei-Mei Tuan ’88, 
managing partner and co-founder of Notch Partners, LLC.
In 2002, Mei-Mei and her husband, Andrew Thompson, started 
the firm based on one seemingly simple but actually somewhat 
revolutionary idea. “We started a consulting firm to private equity,” 
she says. “We connect CEO-level executives to private equity 
firms to help them do what they do, which is to buy and sell com-
panies.” Prior to Notch Partners, Mei-Mei says, investment banks 
and private equity firms were evaluating the purchase and sale 
of companies based primarily on mathematical or spreadsheet 
models. “No one ever talked about who was running those com-
panies; they were just doing the math,” she says. “How can these 
people, who work on Wall Street, who have never run a business, 
really understand how to buy and sell these things? To me, it made 
a lot of sense that we should bring industry executives into the 
private-equity equation, but nobody had done it or thought of it 
up until that point.”
And it all started in the parking lot of a supermarket. After 9/11, 
Mei-Mei’s husband lost his job. She had been staying at home with 
their two young children, but it wasn’t easy for her. In February 
2002, her husband was beginning to think about going back to 
work. “We were sitting in the parking lot, and I just started crying,” 
she remembers. “I said, ‘You can’t leave me at home again.’” She 
proposed that they start a company together so they both could 
work and spend time with their children. “I actually made it up, as 
I heard myself saying it,” Mei-Mei says. “I convinced myself that 
this could make sense.”
They started Notch Partners out of the attic of their home in 
New Jersey and built it on the foundation of their past work expe-
riences and contacts. Andrew had management consulting expe-
rience, as well as previous work with startups and private-equity 
investments. Mei-Mei—well, she’d traveled a different path than 
the typical English/music major.
“I think I’m sort of the poster child for how liberal arts can 
transfer and translate into anything,” she says. Going through 
recruiting at Wellesley in the late ’80s, “I think I was the only 
English and music major,” she says. It started, as so many things 
do, with a Wellesley connection. As a junior, she was interested 
in investment banking, so she wrote a letter to Jeanette Winter 
Loeb ’74, the first female partner at Goldman Sachs. That letter 
led to a lunch, which led to a summer internship, and then a job 
at Goldman after graduation. Several years later, Mei-Mei got an 
M.B.A. from Harvard, worked at several large nonprofits, and did 
some consulting work before staying at home with her children.
“I never saw myself as a person who was going to run a com-
pany,” Mei-Mei says. “And then literally, in that moment when we 
were sitting [in that parking lot], when I heard myself saying those 
words out of desperation, that’s when it suddenly became real.” 
Of course, she and her husband had no idea that the business 
would take off like it has. In fact, Andrew initially said he’d give it 
three months. Three months have stretched into 14 years and a 
staff of 13 to 18 people. “We have a name in the market now as 
being the gold standard and the pioneer,” Mei-Mei says, but other 
companies have since taken up their idea. Notch Partners now 
competes against executive recruiting firms, investment banks, 
and even some private-equity firms themselves.
Mei-Mei credits her success to her somewhat atypical business 
background and the confidence that Wellesley instilled in her. 
“Part of the reason I was able to create this was because I didn’t 
come from the same background as everybody else, and I don’t 
see things the same way,” she says. “Wellesley just equipped me 
with this idea that you can do anything.”













Erin Rangel Shields ’08, Amy Delamaide ’02, and Tracy 
Hoover ’85 met for lunch recently. They are three of the 
five or so Wellesley alums in Wichita, Kan.
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January, which means Christine has been flying 
between Texas and Virginia to help with her care, 
and will be doing so for the foreseeable future. 
Prayers are welcome.
Melody Tossberg Cunningham was named one 
of the 2015 National Compassionate Caregiver 
of the Year finalists by the Schwartz Center. The 
center honors outstanding health-care providers 
who display “extraordinary devotion and compas-
sion in caring for patients and families.” Melody 
is a pediatric palliative care and hematology/oncol-
ogy physician at Le Bonheur Children’s Hospital 
in Memphis, Tenn. and the medical director of 
Threads of Care, the hospital’s palliative care pro-
gram. “Melody’s character shines through her every 
action, and her kindness is immeasurable,” said a 
former patient’s parent. “Her compassion for treat-
ing the whole family cannot be put into words.”
Mary Klingensmith is a surgeon and surgical 
educator at Washington U in St. Louis. “The recent 
events and social unrest related to Ferguson, Mo., 
have made for meaningful dinner conversations 
with my two children (Tucker, 13, and Tenley, 11) 
who attend public schools in the St. Louis area and 
who are very socially and civically oriented (and 
about whom I am endlessly proud). I will be the 
president of the Association for Surgical Education 
this year and will preside over the largest meeting 
of surgical educators in the world when we meet in 
April in Boston.”
Pam Salerno has been promoted to associ-
ate director at Accenture, where she serves as the 
global capability lead for the company’s process 
and decision automation practice, developing the 
company’s global capability. Pam was on campus 
in November as part of Accenture’s recruiting 
efforts. “I remain active on the Wellesley Students’ 
Aid Society board, which supports students with 
tuition and short-term loans and grants, and the 
Clothes Closet in ‘The Link’ (Billings Hall). Feel 
free to donate new or gently used items, including 
clothes for interviews and other events.”
Elisha Polomski has resigned from her job and 
started a new one in her beloved state of Minnesota, 
at St. Cloud State U. “Am teaching upper-level 
astrophysics as well as physics, and I am now the 
coleader of a university-wide initiative to increase 
recruitment, retention, and empowerment of 
women in STEM fields! We just ratified our mission 
this week and are working on planning training for 
faculty, brochures for students, and getting faculty 
to sign a statement of zero-tolerance harassment 
policy. I also survived a 28-day, no resupply canoe 
trip starting in Minnesota and paddling into central 
Quetico Provincial Park in Canada.” Elisha gave a 
talk about her experience at Macalester College in 
St. Paul in March.
JULIA SPENCER
835 PINE AVE.
LONG BEACH, CA 90813
1989NOTES @ALUM.WELLESLEY.EDU
1989
It is with great sadness that I note the passing of 
Ginger Wilson, who died the morning of Dec. 28, 
2015, after a long battle with carcinoid syndrome. 
I am thankful to have visited with her at our 25th 
reunion, and to have had her support in outreach 
efforts, particularly with classmates of color. I 
remember her as an ever-cheerful tennis player 
in college, but she was so unassuming that until 
I began messaging her friends over the holidays, I 
was not aware of the full scope of her academic and 
career accomplishments. Fellow alums and child-
hood friends praised her dedication to her family, 
her generosity as a mentor, and her diligence in 
helping young people in her native Chicago. I will 
leave the full listing to her memorial, but not only 
was she the founder of a legal staffing firm but also 
the co-author of the humorous BAP Handbook: A 
Guide to the Black American Princess, published in 
2001. What a multitalented dynamo! We are proud 
to be her forever sisters.
Fellow Angelena Michelle Lee Kim is now the 
executive director of the Hemophilia Foundation 
of Southern California; she previously served on its 
board of directors. The mother of two sons and a 
daughter, she was on set recently when her younger 
son, Luke, had a role on the ABC television series, 
Dr. Ken. Luke plays eponymous star Ken Jeong’s 
character as a 12-year-old in an upcoming episode.
For the last several years, Rona Neri-Bergmann 
has been wowing Facebook friends with her ever 
more stunning nature photographs. Recently, she 
created Rona’s Nature Photography, a Facebook 
page where she sells greeting cards featuring her 
beautifully composed images of Wisconsin flora 
and fauna: “ninja” cardinals, greedy chipmunks, 
and sun-dappled streams. I can’t wait to see one of 
her photos pop up as a Chromecast background. I 
thought I’d ask about her recent creative evolution. 
She writes, “I feel so lucky to have discovered this 
new passion in my 40s. I didn’t plan to start a busi-
ness; I just wanted to spend as much time outside 
with my camera as possible.”
Rona left a position as coordinator of a small 
local nonprofit in November of 2013. A partially 
broken camera forced her to learn the manual 
settings, and her teenagers’ independence gave 
her more time to study photography. She became 
fascinated with local and migratory birds and 
explored local parks to practice her new skills, 
which in turn sparked her dormant love of hiking 
and nature. While laid up for four months with a 
broken foot, she took online photography courses. 
This winter, she has enjoyed rediscovering her 
love of snow and her “tree-climbing, fort-building 
childhood self.” She says she has always harbored 
a Snow White, birds-landing-on-her-shoulder fan-
tasy, so when she’s outside shooting, she loses a 
sense of time and returns excited and refreshed. 
When her friends asked for prints, she gave card 
prototypes as Christmas gifts. If she makes enough 
to buy new camera equipment, she’ll consider her 






Still dealing with snow here in Northern Virginia 
heading into March! Hoping this column will 
make it into the magazine; cable repairs to our 
neighborhood from the last ice storm have taken 
away my computer this past week.
Lots of honors for the class of 1990 recently! 
Nergis Mavalvala, a professor of astrophysics at 
MIT, was part of the LIGO team that detected 
gravitational waves for the first time, proving 
Einstein was right on target all those years ago. My 
favorite article about Nergis is one I saw online 
where she describes herself as a geek, a nerd, and 
a lesbian mom. Nergis is all of these things and so 
much more— congratulations from all of us! We 
are so proud of you!
Jennifer Patton was elected a member of the 
Waltham City Democratic Committee. Way to go, 
Jennifer! We need more smart women in elected 
office— lots more! Nancy Agabian was a finalist 
for the PEN/Bellwether Prize for Socially Engaged 
Fiction for her book, The Fear of Large and Small 
Nations. Being a published author is such an 
achievement; the art of writing is a wonderful pur-
suit, but a hard and lonely one, too. Nancy wrote 
on Facebook recently that she didn’t get into cre-
ative writing classes at Wellesley. Hard to believe, 
based on her continued success as an author. 
Wellesley women persevere and don’t take no as an 
answer; very impressive, Nancy!
In other literary news, Variny Yim is self-
publishing her first book this summer, titled The 
Immigrant Princess. Variny reports she’s been 
working on it for the past eight years, and it’s about 
a family of Cambodian women, one of whom 
becomes a Wellesley student! I, for one, cannot 
wait to read it. Variny is in search of blurbs for her 
book jacket, so if anyone knows an author or two 
who could review it, get in touch with Variny.
Moving into the art world, Donna Dodson’s 
latest show at the St. Botolph Club opened Feb. 24 
and ran until March 25. Donna’s work The Chinese 
Zodiac is in her signature medium, wood, and 
dipicts the 12 animals that make up the Chinese 
zodiac. Unlike the Western zodiac based on a per-
son’s birth month, the Chinese zodiac is based on 
the birth year and an animal and its characteristics 
for that particular year. The order of the animals is 
fixed and repeats every 12 years. What animal is 
1968 associated with?
I owe a special apology to the beautiful and tal-
ented Susan Langan Masterman for neglecting to 
list her as one of the reunion tri-chairs. Not only 
did Susan plan our wonderful reunion along with 
the two other chairs, Susan achieved her lifelong 
dream of being in the Nutcracker ballet this past 
holiday season. The Facebook picture of her per-
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REUNION JUNE 3–5, 2016  Deborah “Debe” Griffin 
writes that she is currently the director of qual-
ity management for cellular therapies at Moffitt 
Cancer Center in beautiful, sunny, warm Tampa, 
Fla. She’s involved in the International Society 
for Cellular Therapy, where she is the coeditor of 
the e-newsletter, the chair of the North America 
Legal and Regulatory Affairs Committee, and 
the cofounder of the Early Stage Professional 
Committee, among other things. Her main focus 
is education of the next generation entering the cel-
lular therapy field. She’s also a mentor for Global 
STEM Alliance.
As an expatriate in Singapore, Tania Thenabadu 
felt the need to make a change. She volunteers at an 
organization called We Care that helps adults, kids, 
and families suffering from addiction. She applied 
her background in marketing and analysis to assist 
the organization in fund-raising.
Heather MacAlister LaJoie is celebrating 24 
years of teaching in Charlotte, N.C. Over the years, 
she has moved from teaching math to coordinating 
the school’s International Baccalaureate magnet 
program. She is also the mother to two daughters, 
16 and 7, and is married to a fellow educator.
Christina Knight has entered her 20th year in 
Brooklyn, N.Y., a great place to catch travelers. 
In November, Robin Runge came to town from 
Washington, D.C., to speak at a conference on vio-
lence against women at work. She recently became 
the director of the division of enforcement policy 
and procedures in the Wage and Hour Division 
at the U.S. Department of Labor. Diana Yin vis-
ited Christina from her family’s new home in San 
Francisco (they have returned from Shanghai). 
Christina works as a multimedia producer for 
WNET/Thirteen, the PBS station in NYC. She regu-
larly gets to see fellow Brooklynite Kelly Dugan, who 
works with the schools of Good Shepherd Services.
Moninder “Moni” Puri-Schlotter shared, 
“Things are well here in Menlo Park, Calif.; our 
kids are now both teenagers and much taller than 
me.” She spent the summer in Munich and was 
able to spend lots of time with Tina Ravanis. She 
has also taken up golf (“I have the highest handi-
cap possible”), which allows her to win lots of 
the “fun” tournaments. While playing golf, Moni 
enjoyed getting to know Zaza Wu ’68, who is one 
of her favorite golf buddies, both on the course and 
afterwards for drinks and good conversation.
The Boston Globe reported that “Jen Keegan 
had a mission to find a hot cocoa mix that was 
natural, not too sweet, but rich and chocolatey 
for her four children. Disappointed with what 
was on store shelves, she developed her own four 
years ago. Now the former attorney, with busi-
ness partner Shannon Ames from Arlington, run 
Cocoa Santé … offering five varieties of hot cocoa 
mixes made with cocoa powder from Dominican 
Republic and South American organic coopera-
tives, organic cane sugar, and natural flavorings 
and spices.” Go find some!
Hope to see many of you at reunion! If you 
want to serve our class as an officer for the next 






Short but sweet this time.
Sadia Abbas, who is on the faculty at Rutgers 
U, Newark, is the only classmate I consistently run 
into at the annual Modern Language Association 
(MLA) convention. This past January in Austin, 
Texas, she was awarded the prestigious 22nd 
Annual MLA prize for a first book (for an outstand-
ing literary or linguistic study that is the first book-
length publication by a member of the association) 
for At Freedom’s Limit: Islam and the Postcolonial 
Predicament (Fordham University Press, 2014). 
This is a big deal. Congratulations, Sadia!
Jennifer Gross Roesch writes, “I recently started 
working as the senior director of alumnae engage-
ment for Barnard College, where I am responsible 
for everything having to do with reunion. Happy 
to be working for a Seven Sisters school (and there 
are two other Wellesley alumnae in our office!).” 
Congratulations, Jennifer!
Speaking of reunion, our class is now a year 
away from the next one. (I can’t wait to see the 
renovated Schneider Center.) Here’s hoping for 
once we won’t have rain.
Reminder: If you’d like to keep up with the class 
of 1992 between magazine issues, please email me 
for an invitation to join the lively conversations in 
our closed Facebook group.
Stay in touch, and enjoy your summer.
Linda Sommers ’89, Mary Parks Slutzky ’67, Naomi 
Palmer Schmidt ’51, Missy Siner Shea ’89 (WCAA 
executive director), Harriet Woods Sharp ’50, Perry 
Organ Carroll ’54, and Kristin Horton ’89 (president of 
the Wellesley Club of Santa Barbara) attended a WCSB 
event featuring Missy at the Cate School on Jan. 10.
WCAA Executive Director Missy Siner Shea ’89, Chris 
Miller ’66, Wellesley College trustee Lawry Jones 
Meister ’83, and Erika Spitzer ’06, president of the 
Wellesley Club of Los Angeles, paused for a picture at 
an alumnae event at Lawry’s home in January.
Wellesley knitters Emily Way Mooney ’91, Susan 
Eiseman Levitin ’85, Cristina Taylor ’90, and Alison 
Barrows Ronn ’89 enjoyed the Dutchess County Sheep 
and Wool Festival in Rhinebeck, N.Y., on Oct. 17, 2015.
Lisa Fischman, the Ruth Gordon Shapiro ’37 Director 
of the Davis Museum, was the keynote speaker at 
the annual meeting of the Wellesley Club of Hawaii in 
January. Some 50 alumnae, students, and guests gath-
ered on the beach in Waikiki for the event. Pictured are 
Alli Kim-Yamane ’87, club president; Lisa Fischman; and 
Kaoru Shino Harada ’72, club program chair.
Class of ’90 friends Ivy Yeh Nagahiro, Meliti Dikeos, Rose 
Baghdady Ganim, Pam Havlick Hearn, Colleen Rowley 
Tsao, and Megan O’Donnell Clark had a slumber party 
mini-reunion at Rosie’s farm in Haydenville, Mass., on 
Nov. 14, 2015.
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2016 is well under way at this point, with all the 
love and chaos of the end-of-year holiday season 
behind us, with what will no doubt be a beauti-
ful Wellesley summer just ahead. And not too far 
beyond that— our 25th reunion. It’s going to be an 
epic celebration and get-together, so block out early 
June 2018 in your diaries now. We’re looking for 
classmates to help coordinate and plan. If you are 
interested, please let me know.
It was great to hear recently from Beth Woodman 
Thomas, who is a director at the CBRE, focused on 
commercial real estate. She’s been there over 20 
years, and is now managing the Washington, D.C./
Baltimore region’s valuation and advisory services 
group. Beth balances full-time work and life with 
two busy kids. Paige, 12, and Steven, 10, both play 
travel soccer, with lots of support from Beth’s hus-
band, Stratton, who helps with the driving and coor-
dinating of all their practices and games. Game on!
While it’s been a bit quiet on the updates front, 
I’m sure that is no reflection of a lack of activity 
and change in everyone’s lives. Give us the oppor-
tunity to live vicariously through you, and send me 
your news! Also please make sure that Wellesley 
has your updated contact details. Send changes to 
recordupdates @wellesley.edu.






Hello, classmates! Is it just me, or does time pass 
much more quickly now than it did when we first 
met? This year is flying by. … I’d better report this 
news before it’s time to put together our summer 
class notes!
For this issue, I have news from just three class-
mates. I am struck by how very Wellesley these 
notes are; I think this might be another example 
of the Wellesley Effect in action. Although each of 
the following paragraphs presents something vastly 
different from the others, each of these women 
is passionate, dedicated, and committed to the 
activities she describes. We are, after all, “Women 
Who Will.”
Just after I submitted our winter notes, I heard 
from Emily Kokernak. She reports that she founded 
the Brooklyn Synchro Club to bring her favorite 
sport to more people; she now teaches coed syn-
chronized swimming classes for children and 
adults. Emily is a former coach and judge and now 
competes as a masters-level synchronized swimmer. 
Look for the club’s Facebook page and give it a 
resounding “like”!
Rita O’Neill is an attorney with Sullivan & 
Cromwell in Los Angeles. Earlier this year, she was 
named vice chair of the American Bar Association’s 
Women in Mergers & Acquisitions Task Force. 
According to her firm’s news release, “Rita has 
helped spearhead the task force’s law firm outreach 
initiative,” including leading panel discussions at 
law schools across the country for female students 
interested in business law. As vice chair, she will have 
the opportunity to promote recruitment, network-
ing, and the sharing of materials and best practices.
By the time you read this, Rosa Chiu will have 
run her second Boston Marathon. She first ran the 
Boston in 1996 and plans to repeat the feat 20 
years later. She will run on behalf of the Gillian 
Reny Stepping Strong Fund, which was established 
in honor of a survivor of the 2013 Marathon 
bombing whose life and badly injured legs were 
saved at Brigham and Women’s Hospital. The 
fund provides support for patients recovering from 
limb injuries, and Rosa is part of the Brigham and 
Women’s Stepping Strong Marathon Team. Send 
me a message (email address above) if you’d like 
me to connect you with Rosa.
If you have not already done so, please join our 
Class Facebook group (Wellesley College— Class 
of 1994). That’s the easiest way for me to send 
requests and receive updates. Enjoy your spring!
That’s all the news I have for this issue. Keep 
Wellesley (and me) in the loop as your life’s updates 
unfold. Have a healthy, happy 2016!
CAREY MEYERS




Lori Pavese Mazor shared that last year she and her 
“partner in life and all things” started a new enter-
prise called FIT+LOVE with the unique mission of 
elevating health and wellness in cities, joining their 
mutual interests in city planning and marketing. 
This has included creating the Union Square Sweat 
Fest, the largest fitness festival in NYC, which 
involved more than 50 local businesses and 1,000 
participants.
Another class entrepreneur committed to well-
ness is Erin Finegold, who invented a new case for 
iPhones that minimizes exposure to harmful radia-
tion, called StingRay Shields. (I’ll make a plug on 
Erin’s behalf: They’re available at Amazon, where 
they are featured on Launchpad.) I was able to 
steal a few hours from a work trip in late 2015 to 
join Erin and her delightful Shih-Tzu, Sookie, for 
a walk along the water in their home town of San 
Diego, where Erin also serves as president of the 
local Wellesley club.
Sarah Bancroft was named vice president of 
the board of the Richard Diebenkorn Foundation, 
in addition to serving as executive director of the 
James Rosenquist Foundation in NYC. Sarah has 
curated major exhibitions of both artists over 
the past 13 years, and these posts, plus her role 
as associate director of an independent art space 
called “testsite” in Austin, Texas, keep her fully 
engaged with the art world from her home there, 
where she lives with her husband, their 1-year-old, 
and two stepsons.
Michelle Ertischek is making headlines in her 
adopted home of Peru for being the breadwinner 
for her family. Why is this newsworthy? Because 
her husband, Julio Guzman, is running for presi-
dent. They decided Julio would resign his job to 
dedicate himself to the campaign, and the family, 
including their toddler daughter, would rely on 
Michelle to support them (financially and oth-
erwise!). Michelle telecommutes as a director at 
Maryland-based Pinney Associates, counseling 
pharmaceutical and consumer health-care compa-
nies on regulatory and scientific issues.
Offering counsel of another kind is Kelly Clark 
Gill, who lives in Westwood, Mass., with her hus-
band and three children, 13, 12, and 10. Kelly 
wrote that “I feel truly blessed to have a career 
that I love as a partner practicing in estate plan-
ning at a Boston-based firm with an office just 15 
minutes from my home.” Last November, Kelly 
checked a box on her bucket list by running the 
NYC Marathon.
Ashima Aggarwal (also an attorney) made a 
26-hour trip to Wellesley for her first Alumnae 
Leadership Council last fall in her new role as one 
of our class vice presidents. She left feeling empow-
ered, engaged, and “excited to work with our class 
to build an even stronger bond in the years lead-
ing up to our 25th reunion. Hope that everyone 
has joined our Facebook group, Wellesley Class of 








REUNION JUNE 3–5, 2016  Rachael Schwartz wrote 
in from NYC with some really delightful news: 
“I had a daughter, Abigail Louise Schwartz, on 
May 22, 2015.”
Audrey Selian wrote in with an update: “I’m 
living in Geneva, Switzerland, with my two kids— 
Maya (class of 2020) and Raphael. I’m working in 
impact investing and founded Artha Networks Inc. 
What may be interesting to our sibs is that there’s a 
whole movement out there around Women Effect 
(www .womeneffect .com), [where] I’m on the 
advisory committee. It’s a platform by which we 
can all engage in supporting women- and girls-led 
businesses. I also sit on the board of the Womanity 
Foundation, another great organization focused on 
elevating women and girls throughout the world.”
And culled from our class Facebook page:
Helen Lyons had a number of visitors in NYC: 
Megan Libbey Kinnane, Diane Holland, and 
Michele Tidd Pfannenstiel.
A January 2016 Newsweek article on female 
money managers featured Victoria Hart, founder of 
Pinnacle View Capital Management. She’s also the 
founder of Seven Degrees of Women in Finance, a 
networking group for female hedge-fund managers.
Jen Lee, a real-estate agent with BLU Realty 
Group in New York City, recently won her com-
pany’s lifetime achievement award.
Michele Tidd Pfannenstiel, most recently VP of 
events of the Western Maine Wellesley Club, is now 
president-elect of the club.
Check out Liza Wachman Percer’s newest novel, 
All Stories Are Love Stories. Don’t miss the review 
on page 14!
Thank you to everyone who shared even a 
little bit of your lives through class notes, not just 
with our classmates, but with the greater Wellesley 
community. If you need a(nother) reason to share, 
I encourage you to read “A Look at Wellesley 
Magazine’s Class Notes” by Makkah Ali ’10; you 
can find it online at wellesleyunderground.com.
I look forward to seeing you all at reunion!
Putting Robots  
To the Test
Holly Yanco ’91
Holly Yanco ’91 is a professor of computer science at UMass 
Lowell and director of the New England Robotics Validation 
and Experimentation (NERVE) Center, or, as she calls it, “my 
10,000-square-foot robot skate park.”
The NERVE Center is the only comprehensive indoor site for 
robot experimentation and validation in New England. In short, 
Holly says, robots are “put through their paces.” The facility 
includes different terrains and obstacles for robots to navigate, 
like cobblestone, brick, sand, rock walls, doors, splash pools, and 
even a rain simulator. Robotics researchers from other universi-
ties, area companies, and even the U.S. Army come to the NERVE 
Center to put their robots to the test and train operators.
One example is Quebec-based B-Temia, which makes robotic 
exoskeletons for people with mobility issues and for soldiers. Such 
devices might help people walk farther, or carry heavier loads. As 
part of her work with B-Temia, Holly is collaborating with physical 
therapists at UMass Dartmouth. “As we start to look at how we 
could evaluate the exoskeletons and use them, obviously I don’t 
have a nursing or [physical therapy] background, so that’s why we’re 
starting to involve folks in that department,” she says. “One thing 
about computer science is it allows us to be really interdisciplinary.”
Holly also runs the Robotics Lab at UMass Lowell, which she 
founded in 2001. Her main research interest is human-robot inter-
action, which she defines very broadly. “It’s not just designing 
interfaces or looking at methods to use robots. It’s also, how do 
you design autonomy for the robots so they can do what they do 
best, and let people do what they do best, and work together?”
A corollary of this question is, how do you foster the appropri-
ate amount of trust in a robot? It’s not a good idea for people 
to blindly trust robots at all costs, Holly says. “You want them 
to trust [the robot] to the amount that it can be trusted, right? 
Because if they trust it too much, then you’re going to have prob-
lems, because the people are going to think it’s going to be able 
to do something that it can’t. But if they trust it too little, then they 
don’t let it do the things that it can do well,” she explains. Holly 
has collaborated with researchers at Carnegie-Mellon to create 
design guidelines to ensure that operators trust their robot the 
appropriate amount.
Although she works at a large research university now, she is 
very glad to have gone to a small liberal-arts school as an under-
grad. “I was glad to have had the foundations at Wellesley, where 
you had that smaller class experience,” she says. In grad school at 
MIT, she’d notice that when she’d wait after class to ask a profes-
sor a question, “A male student would come up, and the teacher 
would look at the male first. … [But] we don’t take any flack, hav-
ing been at Wellesley. [President] Nan [Overholser Keohane ’61] 
always said, ‘Not equal opportunity, but every opportunity.’ I think 
that was part of it,” Holly says.
In addition to her research and teaching at UMass Lowell, Holly 
runs several outreach programs to help attract students from 
kindergarten through college to computer science. Artbotics, a 
collaboration between UMass Lowell’s computer science and art 
departments and the Revolving Museum in Lowell, introduces 
students to CS by creating interactive public exhibits. “I always 
joke, it’s the cheese sauce on the broccoli,” Holly says. Botfest, 
an all-ages robot science festival at UMass Lowell, attracts about 
4,500 people each year. Botball is a team-based competition for 
middle- and high-school students.
Holly’s introduction to computer science was in industry—as 
a high-school student in Northborough, Mass., she did a sum-
mer CS program at Digital—but she’s very happy she wound up 
in academia. “It feels like you’re in a startup, to some extent, but 
without the risk involved. … I get to try a lot of different things this 
way,” she says.








































Candida Danielson Burnap ’63 and Ashley Ledbetter 
Dombkowski ’92 spent 11 wonderful days together 
with their families exploring the Galápagos Islands in 
November 2015.
Ashima Aggarwal, Dreama Sloan-Kelly, Davina Vora, 
Kelly Clark Gill, Suzanne Reiter Lipton, Laura Gonzalez, 
Erin Finegold, and Emily Marciniak represented the class 
of 1995 at the Alumnae Leadership Council at Wellesley 
in October.






Shelly Warren Davis and Tonia Ziegler ’96 recently 
met up for a Segway tour and sushi in the nation’s 
capital. It was a great time to catch up and explore 
Washington, D.C., in a new way.
Faheen Allibhoy recently moved from 
Washington, D.C., to Senegal to take on a new 
position as the country manager for five countries 
in West Africa based in IFC’s Dakar hub office. She 
writes: “The family (I have three children, ages 9, 
6.5, and 3.5) will move in June. I also have had 
the pleasure of close contact with Anne Moyer and 
Ling Tang, and we have committed to getaways 
to celebrate our respective 40th birthday parties. 
We’ve done Santa Barbara and look forward to 
more Wellesley reunions among friends.”
Rachel Coursey Holmes’ production company, 
Cat Eye Pro, just wrapped a yearlong project pro-
ducing marketing for the first season of a PBS origi-
nal series, Mercy Street. She worked as executive 
producer on the program packaging, behind the 
scenes videos, promos, social media, radio, digital 
videos, cinemagrams, and still photos for key art, 
social, and digital. Filmed on location in Virginia, 
Mercy Street is a six-part drama partially based 
on Louisa May Alcott’s short story “Hospital 
Sketches,” and the first American drama to air 
on PBS in more than a decade. Mercy Street fol-
lows the lives of two volunteer nurses on opposing 
sides of the Civil War— New England abolitionist 
Mary Phinney and Confederate supporter Emma 
Green. Inspired by memoirs and letters from real 
doctors and nurse volunteers at Mansion House 
Hospital, this new drama reveals the stories of 
those struggling to save lives while managing their 
own hardships.
Karen Weir writes: “In the summer of 2014, a 
5-year-old boy drowned in our community center 
baby pool while my 4-year-old daughter played 
just a few feet away. It was that night I learned 
that drowning is incredibly quick, and the No. 1 
cause of accidental death in kids under 5. Though 
I consider myself a safety-conscious parent, I was 
definitely not aware of the very real risks to my 
children when playing around water. I knew I had 
to do something to help raise awareness of this 
important issue. I found an incredible nonprofit, 
Colin’s Hope. In the summer of 2015, as my 40th-
birthday gift to myself, I became an athlete ambas-
sador for Colin’s Hope, rode my bike 462 miles 
across the state of Iowa, and raised over $5,000 to 
support an awareness campaign for other parents 
just like me.
“I have all sorts of other news to share since I 
last wrote in to the college: a marriage, two kids 
(ages 4 and 5), and a career with a lot of twists, but 
it is this ride and this work that I feel compelled 
to share with all of you. I’m always delighted to 
see classmates whose lives bring them to Austin, 
Texas, where I now live. Let me know if life brings 
you my way!”
CASEY WITMAN SANKEY




Happy spring, ’98ers! I hope you all are doing well 
and enjoying a fabulous start to spring.
Heather Luiz writes that she recently moved to 
Columbus, Ohio, to take a new job as president 
of CareWorks Absence Management. If you are in 
the Columbus area, Heather would love to connect 
with local alums.
Congratulations are in order for Catherine 
Cloniger Koontz, who was recently voted teacher 
of the year at Mineral Springs Elementary School 
in Winston-Salem, N.C. Catherine teaches English 
as a second language in grades 3–5.
Jennifer Clarkson Killin met up with Adriana 
Alba and Barbara Chin for lunch in NYC on 
Feb. 20, and writes, “We haven’t all been together 
since my wedding 13 years ago! I am living in 
Newtown, Conn., and started homeschooling 
my two boys, ages 9 and 10, in the fall. So far, so 
good!” Jen added that she was looking forward to 
an upcoming trip to Chile with her mom and one 
of her kids in March. Barbara just marked 10 years 
with JSTOR, a digital library of academic jour-
nals, books, and primary sources, and is currently 
the journals director. Adriana has worked at the 
Children’s Aid Society in NYC for the past three 
years and was recently promoted to communica-
tions manager for the early-childhood division. The 
Children’s Aid Society helps children in poverty to 
succeed and thrive, and Adriana’s division focuses 
on the development of 0–5 year olds. She shares 
that in her creative life, last year she released an 
EP for her solo project called Trust in Love, on 
Amdiscs records, available on iTunes and Amazon. 
Adriana has started playing live again and has had 
shows in Stockholm, Tokyo, and NYC, and contin-
ues to work on music and collaborate with interna-
tional producers.
Our class has some more exciting baby news: 
Karen Rollins, her husband, Matt, and daughter 
Kate welcomed baby Isabelle Grace on Dec. 27, 
2015, weighing 6 lb., 8oz. Karen and her family 
recently moved from the Denver area and are busy 
putting down new roots in Toronto, Canada. Jill 
Rubin Tilem delivered Benjamin Michael Tilem on 
Jan. 29, who weighed 5 lb., 1 oz. Benjamin joins 
big sister Ali, age 5, and big brother David, age 7.
EUGENIA BEH




Congratulations to Breeze Giannasio for winning 
Best of Houzz for Design and Service for the third 
year in a row. In other exciting news, her episode 
of House Hunters Renovation aired on Jan. 23 
on HGTV!
Sharp-eyed alums spotted Megan Thompson 
reporting on how NYC is tackling 1.4 million open 
arrest warrants for “quality-of-life” crimes for PBS 
Newshour. Watch it here: goo .gl /LskNjb.
Eugenia Beh, Janet Lee ’98, Janet Liu ’98, 
Thatsada Sethapong ’97, Natalie Truong ’06, and 
Emily Yu ’01 met celebrated figure skater Michelle 
Kwan and chef Ming Tsai at the Massachusetts 
AAPI Community Reception benefiting Hillary for 
America at the China Pearl restaurant in Boston.
Tyler Chance Yarbro has been named a share-
holder at Dodson Parker Behm & Capparella law 
firm in Nashville, Tenn. Tyler began her legal career 
as a public defender, and she joined the firm in 
2011. She focuses her practice on litigation, serving 
clients in employment, personal injury, criminal, 
and probate matters. She is also an adjunct profes-
sor of trial advocacy at the Vanderbilt Law School.
Rebecca Haverstick, husband Adam Schwartz, 
and big sister Willa Kathryn Schwartz welcomed 
baby sister Louisa Mae Schwartz to their family on 
Feb. 10. Louisa is named for the writer Louisa May 
Alcott and her paternal grandmother. Rebecca is 
completing her fourth year teaching third grade at 
a public elementary in Battery Park City in NYC.
Jennie Lorenz and her family (husband 
Soumaila and daughters Amara, 9, and Noura, 
6) moved to Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, in 
August 2015. Jennie got a job at USAID as its 
senior malaria advisor for the President’s Malaria 
Initiative. Their doors are open if you ever find 
yourselves in that part of the world!
Last summer, Audra Lewton was in DC for a 
conference and took a “lunch” detour one day in 
search of Ice Cream Jubilee (301 Water Street, SE), 
an incredible shop founded and run by Victoria 
Lai ’01. Victoria was there, so Audra was lucky 
to meet her, along with Grace Owens-Stively ’14 
and Jackie McGrath ’18, who were also part of the 
team. Audra highly recommends a visit to anyone 
in the DC area.
As of January, Joanna Wulfsberg became a for-
eign service officer. Joanna will be headed to Dubai 
with her husband and 3-year-old son in June and 
will stay there for two years. She would love to hear 
from any alums who are in Dubai or the UAE as 
well as any other FSOs. Her email is jwulfsberg @
alum.wellesley.edu.
Heidi Curtiss recently accepted the executive 
director position at the Piatigorsky Foundation in 
NYC. She’s looking forward to expanding its mis-
sion of bringing live classical music to people who 
otherwise might not have the opportunity to hear it. 
If any alums from around the country are interested, 
they are always looking for new tour locations. The 
impact of sophomore Cazenove suitemates Farrah 
Berse and Christine Chen, who play the viola and 
violin respectively, cannot be underestimated.





As the weather heats up, so does this edition of 
class notes for ’00 grads.
What better time to row, row, row than with 
two boat divas making waves: Liz McEnaney and 
Jaclyn Baumgarten?
Liz is “gaining steam” working as executive 
director with the S.S. Columbia Project. Their 
goal: restoring a 113-year-old passenger steamboat 
with hopes of it becoming a “cultural flagship on 
the Hudson River, offering day excursions from 
New York City to the Hudson Valley.” After mile-
stone (mark, twain!) journeys across the Detroit, 
Maumee, and Buffalo rivers as well as a Lake Erie 
crossing, the Columbia’s next stop: the Hudson.
Jaclyn’s 2012-born boat-sharing business, 
Cruzin’, has merged with Boatsetter, Inc., where 
she’s now CEO. She has created a resource for 
more than 12 million U.S. “captains” to share 
boats that may only see out-of-dock fun 14 days 
a year. If you’re looking for the Airbnb of boat-
ing, you’re in the right place. Jaclyn credits her 
brothers’ inspiration, support from the Women’s 
Startup Lab, and innovative marine insurance 
options for her peer-to-peer boat rental success. 
In a piece with the GirlTalkHQ blog, Jaclyn said, 
“I know that when I began to feel happier in my 
career— and perhaps even perform better— is 
when I stopped asking myself, ‘What can I do to 
fit in?’ and instead asked, ‘How can I be myself 
but still kick ass in this environment?’” Ladies, 
your fellow wave-making alumnae couldn’t agree 
with you more. Jaclyn goes on to encourage us to 
“surround ourselves with other strong women to 
keep us on our toes. The queen bee effect and the 
old trend of women not helping each other are 
in the past.”
Come on in; the water’s fine. Or you could 
just jump the pond like Jessie Link, who recently 
accepted a position as head of engineering for 
Twitter UK. There she’ll be responsible for direct-
ing the next generation of Twitter products and 
“enthusiastically herding cats and cat GIFs alike.”
Jennifer Schurer Coldiron welcomed her sec-
ond daughter, Evelyn Signe, into the world in late 
January. This time around, she left the hard work 
of labor to her wife, Christine. Life with a newborn 
and 3-year-old big sister Emma has been hectic, 
but, so far, worth it. “Seeing Emma try to soothe 
a fussy Evie with a sweet rendition of ‘Twinkle 
Twinkle, Little Star’ melts my heart.”
Please send updates and high-quality images 
as soon as possible. Let your class officers know 
about ideas for mini-reunions. May I suggest the 
somewhere on the beach?
Your landlocked secretary with state-mandated 








REUNION JUNE 3–5, 2016  I’m awed by the num-
ber of words you left me this time around! In 
anticipation of having a jam-packed final column 
as your class secretary, I’ll take this opportunity 
to fill a few words myself. I know there is much 
greatness in our class, and it has been a pleasure, 
truly, to write this column four times a year. I have 
heard from so many of you. You have given me a 
regular challenge to cram as many names and feats 
of life accomplishment into my 500-word column. 
Thank you all for the big and small, amazing and 
mundane, news you have sent in. This is a place to 
celebrate all that we are accomplishing in our lives.
Reunion weekend is shaping up to be fan-tab-
ulous! Yeah, not a word, because you can’t put a 
reunion into a word, just like you can’t put Baby in 
the corner. You all know I’m right!
’98 classmates Melanie Burror Paddon, Pam Mahoney 
Peak, and Karen Beck Pooley celebrated their milestone 
birthdays with some fun in the sun in San Juan, Puerto 
Rico, on Jan. 29.
May Haduong ’00 and Frances Yasmeen Motiwalla 
were married on Sept. 19, 2015. Meghann McCrory ’01, 
Stefanie Old ’00, Carrie Ryan Willingham ’00, Cheryl 
Scott ’00, Jamila Wignot ’00, May, Colby Lenz ’99, 
Heather Gay ’00, and Jowhara AlSaud ’00 celebrated 
the occasion.
Shukri Abdi ’01 and Wellesley big sis Kisha Brown ’00 
caught up after a decade—it was as if no time had 
passed at all!
Theresa DiDonato Murphy ’01 and Natka Bianchini ’00 
both received tenure at Loyola University Maryland, 
in Baltimore, in spring 2015. They started together as 
assistant professors in 2009. Natka is now an associate 
professor of theatre, and Theresa is an associate profes-
sor of psychology.
Juley Perkins Sadler ’01 was married May 9, 2015, 
in Napa, Calif. Pictured are (back) Erin Stansberry 
Kinnish ’01, Katrina Connor Nelson ’01, Alexandria 
Murallo Kanode ’01, Katherine Klabau ’01, Annie 
Duffy ’01; (front) Kate Grearson McKenney ’01, Juley, 
Aminah Sulayman ’03, Lisa Basile Premerlani ’01; (front) 
Melanie Chang Goldey ’03, Belinda Dela Cruz ’01, and 
Diana Liao ’01.
Class of ’98 friends Barbara Chin, Jennifer Clarkson 
Killin, and Adriana Alba met for lunch in New York City 
last winter.
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And now, on to more serious business! We 
can hope that by the time you are reading this 
column the residents of Flint, Mich., are closer 
to having reliable and safe drinking water. In the 
meantime, as I write this column, our amazing 
classmate Marseille Allen is making news with her 
GoFundMe campaign and boots-on-the-ground 
efforts to bring water to those most in need. Mars is 
turning donations into bottles of water and bring-
ing them directly to those most in need. The W net-
work is supporting her from near and far. Mars, 
you embody Non Ministrari sed Ministrare.
Anna Rios writes, “I am what NBCUniversal 
calls a boomerang. I have returned as the direc-
tor of consumer insights for both E! and Esquire 
Television Networks. Please watch cable.”
Jenny Caplan shared that at the end of 
December 2015 she visited her cousin Margot 
Hoey Crothers ’49, at her senior community in 
Gladwyne, Pa. Margot said there are four or five 
Wellesley alumnae living there. Jenny met two of 
them in the café at lunch, thanks to her astutely 
chosen sweatshirt!
The Wellesley in Washington interns were 
treated to a lunch hosted by Helena Hwang at the 
World Bank in DC. Helena writes, “It is so much 
fun to meet the students, and this January’s ses-
sion had Katherine Marshall ’67, Patricia Jungreis 
Sulser ’79, and Nneoma Nwogu ’02. This is the 
seventh year I have been organizing it, and it’s a 
great chance to get colleagues together with the 
winter and summer interns.”
Tbilisi, Georgia, was the location of an ’01 mini-
reunion in July 2015, when Laura Hochla, Marissa 
Reibstein, and Marisa Buchanan reunited. Laura is 
posted in Tbilisi with the State Department.
Marie Giancarlo Land has been busy. She 
helped start a new charter school in Buffalo, N.Y., 
and then joined the staff there as a second-grade 
teacher. On Feb. 25, she and her family welcomed 
their newest addition, Robert James. Mama, 
Daddy, and big sister Tara are thrilled! I know there 
are others who have recently welcomed little ones 






Abigail Gardner Athanasopoulos writes, “We 
(my husband Vasilios, big brother Niko, and I) 
welcomed our son Sevastianos (Sebastian) Keon 
Athanasopoulos on Oct 23. He is such a happy 
little man and is fascinated by his big brother.”
Laura Cincotta’s art was featured in the Laconia 
Gallery’s What is Left show in Boston in February 
and March. The show displayed work from all 
six recipients of the 2014–2015 Wellesley College 
Alice C. Cole Alumnae Fund Award. For her piece, 
Laura created 22 oil paintings on panels depicting 
each room of the childhood home she shared with 
her seven siblings. You can check out more of her 
work at lauracincotta .com.
Danielle Norris-Gardner writes, “Since pull-
ing my last Wellesley all-nighter painting rhodo-
dendron blooms on my gown the night before 
graduation I: taught English in China; worked as 
a park ranger in the National Park Service; fell in 
love in Death Valley National Park; married in San 
Francisco Maritime National Historical Park; had 
two kids in Albuquerque (Lucy, 5, and Jack, 3); 
and started my photography business, Salty Raven 
Studio & Event Photography (www .saltyraven 
.com), which was mostly dormant until I got 
through the brutal infant/toddler years. Last wed-
ding season, I went full-time with my business, and 
I’ve never felt more energized. We live in western 
Mass. now, but I’m often out near the mothership 
photographing weddings and families. I’ve even 
dined at the Lulu and eavesdropped shamelessly 
on the current students while eating my ice cream 
from the iconic dining-hall ice-cream chest!”
Yamini Ohol and her husband, Gaurav, wel-
comed their second son, Ayan Daniel Gupta, 
on Jan. 28. Love seeing pics of Ayan and big 
brother Rohan!
Lili Schwan-Rosenwald gave birth to her 
son, Matthew Alan Schwan-Rosenwald, on 
Feb. 20. Fellow Wellesley alum Katharine Stebinger 
Bradtmiller ’03 was present for the birth and 
helped welcome him into the world. It was a long 
and difficult journey to get him into this world, and 
she’s deeply grateful for all of the Wellesley support 
that made her journey possible.
Shannon Snow recently launched a fashion 
line for professional, active, tech-savvy women. 
You can check out the line at ShannonSnow.
com. Shannon says, “Support from Wellesley 
women has been the only thing to keep me sane 
during the crazy launch process. As a thank you, 
please take $20 off all purchases forever with code 
WellesleyLove20.”
BESS CHIU




Happy spring! And happy updates to share from 
our classmates.
On Oct. 17, 2015, Marylee Mutch Mercy mar-
ried Keith Mercy. Family and friends including 
Suzie McLellan Soloviev ’08 celebrated with the 
happy couple at the deer forest at Southwick’s Zoo 
in Mendon, Mass. Keith and Marylee met while 
attending the Boston Architectural College. Both 
have been licensed architects since August 2015.
Pamela Galvis was accepted into a master’s 
program at Columbia U’s nursing school. Pamela’s 
journey began in May 2015, when she was asked 
to relocate from New York to Florida for work. 
Instead of moving south, she took the opportunity 
to take some time off to reassess her life. Thanks 
to the help of friend and fellow ’03 alumna Connie 
Yip, Pamela decided to switch from a career in sales 
and marketing to nursing. Pamela, who has been 
taking prerequisites for nursing at Queens College 
in New York, writes, “Going back to school has 
been super intense! I love it, but it definitely feels 
harder than when I was in my 20s! Or maybe 
it’s the classes I’m taking? Either way, I am super 
happy and love what I am doing and learning. I 
will be honest, it has not been easy, but it all paid 
off because just yesterday (Feb. 9) I received my 
acceptance letter into Columbia University’s mas-
ter’s direct entry program and adult-gerontology 
acute care nurse practitioner doctor of nursing 
practice speciality!! I could never have done it 
had Wellesley not instilled in me a strong belief in 
myself, good friends, and the discipline to succeed 
academically. So, thank you Wellesley, and move 
over, Nurse Jackie!”
On Feb. 13, Carolyn Haggard married 
Alexandro Garza at the McKinney Performing Arts 
Center in McKinney, Texas. Carolyn manages a 
social-media firm, while husband Alexandro works 
at C.H. Robinson. The newlyweds, who reside in 
Texas, took an extended honeymoon, traveling to 
Asheville, N.C., in February, and to Italy in March.
Katherine “Katy” Califa, a trademark attor-
ney at Foley & Lardner LLP, was promoted to 
senior counsel this year. Katy lives in Washington, 
D.C., with her husband, Jaime Gonzalez, and their 
dog, DeeDee.







Sonia Berlin welcomed daughter Eva Danh on June 
16, 2015, and recently moved from the Lower East 
Side to TriBeCa, the land of babies!
Rosalie Fazio-Eynullayeva married Elnara 
Fazio-Eynullayeva (UMass ’07) at Squantum 
Yacht Club in Quincy, Mass., on May 24, 2015, 
with all her favorite Wellesley friends and family 
there: Kathryn Isom-Clause, Gabriele Wohl, Nancy 
Wampler Rubino, Danya Goodman, Kristina Chan, 
Sarah Lovett ’06, Elana Katz, Chava Kronenberg, 








Hello again, sibs! We’re starting 2016 off right, 
and there’s already lots of exciting news! Christine 
Bang was promoted to director of operations and 
compliance at Green City Force, an AmeriCorps 
organization that provides service and career 
advancement opportunities focused on the green 
economy for young public housing residents in 
New York City. Christine writes, “It’s been a long 
road through law school and various jobs to get 
here— including moving to New York with no job 
in hand— but the leap of faith paid off!” Christine 
also recently bought a home in Tuckahoe, N.Y., 
with her husband, Sean. The house was built in 
1875, which, Christine notes, is “a good year!”
In another exciting professional update, Kate 
Erickson won a Writers Guild Award in the New 
Series category for writing on the USA Network’s 
show Mr. Robot. Kate says that winning the award 
was “a surprise for which I’m very grateful.”
Kate Doiron has certainly been living up to the 
Wellesley motto and just fostered her 30th dog for 
Last Hope K9 Rescue in Boston. Kate has been 
fostering for them since summer 2012, and is now 
one of the events coordinators for the organization. 
Kate reports that they recently had an event at the 
Garment District in Cambridge where they “put a 
Chihuahua on the ‘dollar-a-pound’ scale.”
In a special Wellesley-in-love update, Kelsey 
Peterson ’05 and Tori Woodhouse ’06 were married 
in Dedham, Mass., on April 11, 2015, after almost 
12 years together. A number of Wellesley classmates 
were in attendance, including: Bethany Templeton 
Klem ’05, Carrie Poon ’05, Sara Mabry ’06, Bethany 
Towne Stewart ’05, Claire Waldron-Gross ’04, 
Kaelin Farmer ’07, and Meredith Bough ’07. 
Kelsey and Tori are both working at Meditech and 
living in West Roxbury, Mass.
Many ’05ers welcomed babies into the world 
and, on a related note, some have already started 
recruiting for the class of 2038. Beth Merfish wel-
comed Etta Ruth Coleman-Merfish on Dec. 17, 
2015, and reports, “She is darling, bright-eyed, 
loud, and ready to be fully indoctrinated re: 
Wellesley and her future attendance.” Beth also 
wrote that Etta is “enthusiastically rooting for 
Wellesley big sis HRC!”
Chailee Mann-Stadt Moss is finishing her third 
year of residency in obstetrics and gynecology at 
Ohio State. She and husband William welcomed 
Louisa on Feb. 3 and are already “hoping she will 
be part of the class of 2038!”
Lamees Aziz Kelley and her husband, Geoff, 
welcomed the newest addition to their family, 
Zaydan Grant Kelley, on Dec. 21, 2015. Lamees 
writes, “Our daughter loves being a big sister, and 
we love being a family of four!”
Amanda Davidson Vigneau and husband Rob 
welcomed Elizabeth Jean on Jan. 10. Big brother 
Will already adores her. Amanda writes, “I went 
over to Wellesley and bought her the first (but not 
last) piece of Wellesley swag she will wear.”
Thanks so much to all the contributors, and I 
look forward to hearing from more of you soon! 






REUNION JUNE 3–5, 2016  Hello, purple class! I 
cannot wait to join you on the shores of Lake 
Waban in just a few short weeks!
I had the distinct honor of attending the nup-
tials of fellow Wellesley College Tupelo and 
classmate Meg Tirrell in Pasadena, Calif., in 
February. Meg married fellow a cappella singer 
Josh Heilbronner in a beautiful ceremony that 
included a reading on the physiological and neuro-
logical “symptoms” of love as well as a serenade of 
“Moon River” by Meg and Josh’s New York-based 
a cappella group, Restated. It was an absolutely 
lovely and extremely fun celebration attended by 
many Wellesley alumnae including Emily Whipp, 
Kate O’Rourke DeBartolo, Jacquie Stone Novak, 
Virginia Bearst Colamarino, Emily Smith, and 
mother of the bride Jane Grimwade Tirrell ’75. 
Meg works as a reporter focusing on biotechnol-
ogy and pharmaceuticals. She appears on CNBC’s 
Business Day programming, contributes to CNBC.
com, and also hosts a phenomenal podcast called 
Signal. Congratulations, Meg!
Eleanor Blume received the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense Award for Excellence from the 
U.S. Department of Defense. Eleanor remains in 
Washington, D.C., working away at the Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau. Thank you for your 
outstanding public service, Eleanor!
Jessica Lee recently started a new job at the 
Council of Korean Americans as the director of 
policy and advocacy. Previously, she was in Hawaii 
for four months as a resident fellow writing about 
East Asia security issues at the Pacific Forum 
Center for Strategic and International Studies. 
Jessica is also the proud mother of an 8-month-old 
daughter named Mina Isabel Lee.








Alessondra Springmann received a Hartmann 
Travel Grant to attend the 47th annual American 
Astronomical Society’s Division for Planetary 
Sciences meeting in National Harbor, Md., in 
November 2015. There she ran into Rebekah 
Dawson ’09, Amanda Zangari ’08, physics pro-
fessor Glenn Stark, and Nancy Chanover ’91.
Nicole Archambault was highlighted on 
Wellesley Underground for the creation of an online 
space for Wellesley alums to talk about work and 
careers— Wellesley in the Workplace, a Facebook 
Marseille Allen ’01 won a contest held by the crowd-
funding site GoFundMe. The company gave a $10,000 
bonus to her campaign, which raised the most money to 
aid in Flint’s water crisis. Pictured are Dana Weekes ’03 
(from DC), Hollee Mangrum-Willis ’04 (from Chicago), 
Marseille, and Jamilah Freeman ’02 (from Atlanta), who 
helped along with (not pictured) Dara Antrum Taylor ’04, 
Alicia Whittington ’01, and Charlotte Newman ’04.
Wellesley friends (back) Christine Oh Kim ’04, Emily 
LaCroix ’04, Alexandra Weeks ’04; (front) Amanda Lui ’05, 
Kristen Blanton Nowak ’04, and Olga Kaplan Buland ’04 
all got together in NYC in January with their babies!
On Aug.15, 2015, in Seattle, Anne MacDougall ’07 
and Scott Linderman (Cornell ’08) were married. Laura 
Ackerman Altman ’07 was a bridesmaid, and many 
alumnae of the Wellesley Blue volleyball team attended 
the celebration. Pictured are Murielle Dawdy ’08, Tracy 
Waldman ’08, Lauren Rasmussen Lunde ’08, Kate 
Barach ’07, Anne, Laura, Courtney Chin ’08, and Krista 
Teige Witherill ’08.
Tori Lo ’07 celebrated her wedding to her best friend, Joel 
Mellin, at the end of August in Hudson, N.Y. Joel and Tori 
met as performers in the Balinese ensemble Gamelan 
Dharma Swara. Pictured are Stella Silverstein ’07, 
Starr Law ’07, Stella Yu ’07, Tori, Odelia Lee ’05, Erin 
Brown ’07, Emily Huo ’07, and Stephanie Gilardi ’07.
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group and terrific resource for what ails you on 
the job, with over 1,600 alum members signed up. 
Nicole is currently teaching herself how to code 
and started a blog called La Vie en Code to educate 
others about the process and experience of self-
educating to pursue a career in web development.
Lainey Yang married Peter Brooks in New 
Orleans on Feb. 13. Many classmates attended 
the wedding, including Caroline Fischer, Carolina 
Nevin, Georgia-Leigh Hearn, Katie Scorza, Emily 
Amick, Audrey Stern, Michel Ballard, Krista Teige 
Witherill, Diana Coughlin, and Ariella Huff.
While an intern at Boston Medical Center, 
Emily Oxford McLean married George McLean in 
Highlands, N.C., on Dec. 5, 2015. Many friends 
from Wellesley attended the nuptials, includ-
ing Lauren Hurwitz ’08, Libby MacFarlane ’08, 
Rebecca Gold ’08, Farrell Seay ’08, and Courtney 
Pelley ’08.
FRANCES MCVAY
6123 FARRINGTON RD., APT. A11
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27517
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Several notes were submitted for this issue: Lauren 
Hurwitz was named to the Forbes “30 Under 30 
List” for Finance in Europe as a leader under 30 
who is transforming her industry. Forbes wrote: 
“The London-based manager handles operational 
and managerial oversight of the offices in the 
Moelis & Company’s Europe, Middle East, and 
Africa region. Hurwitz helped launch the firm’s 
Global Women’s Leadership Forum, which holds 
more than a dozen global events.” Lauren planned 
to attend the Global “Under 30” Summit in Tel 
Aviv, Israel, in April.
Salome Katwiwa Jeune and her husband, 
Robby, recently moved to Basel, Switzerland, for a 
work assignment with Colgate-Palmolive. The duo 
also launched KnollegeGuide, a college search app 
for high-school students.
Courtney Wilson started DropZone to con-
nect veterans with nongovernmental resources, 
programs, and benefits that have been reviewed 
by fellow veterans. She raised over $4,000 toward 
building out the system in a crowdfunding cam-
paign. She is also still running her fitness business, 
Bronze Star Fitness.
Jaya Aninda Chatterjee was promoted to asso-
ciate editor for world history, geopolitics, and 
international relations at Yale University Press. 
She studies piano at the Hartt School, the U of 
Hartford’s performing arts conservatory, and is the 
cellist in a string trio in New Haven, Conn.
Wen Yi Tan and Shloka Ananthanarayanan had 
a reunion in Singapore in November. They relived 
their glory days as Wellesley APTs and examined 
all the turns their lives have taken since gradua-
tion. Diana Kim, Kimiko Lange, Yuki Ashizawa 
Kato (former exchange student), and Jenny Kim 
gathered in Japan on Valentine’s Day to celebrate 
their love of Wellesley! Diana and Jenny currently 
live in Seoul, South Korea; Kimiko in Boston; and 
Yuki in Tokyo, where she recently married.
Sarah Olsen and Caleb Wolfson-Seeley 
welcomed their second son, Ezra Peter, on 
Oct. 26, 2015.
Katie Kinnaird sent in an update: In July 2013, 
she married Jon McCartney in Hanover, N.H. 
They celebrated in Norwich, Vt., with family and 
friends, including Jules Barraford-Temel ’06, Kelsey 
Goble Waits, and bridesmaid Alyssa Kwok ’07. 
In May 2014, Katie defended her dissertation 
and was awarded her Ph.D. in mathematics from 
Dartmouth. In December 2014, Katie founded the 
Data Science TRAIn Lab at Macalester College in 
St. Paul, Minn., where she is a visiting assistant 
professor of mathematics, statistics, and computer 
science. In July, she plans to start a two-year data 
sciences postdoctoral fellowship at Brown.
Talia Schatz and Raeefa Shams attended the 
wedding of Michaela Wilkes Klein ’11 in Rome 
in November. Courtney Pelley, Farrell Seay, 
Rebecca Gold, Libby MacFarlane, and Lauren 
Hurwitz celebrated the marriage of Emily Oxford 
McLean ’07 and George McLean in Highlands, 
N.C., on Dec. 5, 2015. Meilan Akaka married Joe 
Manfre on Dec. 30, 2015 in Honolulu, Hawaii, 
surrounded by family and friends. Jazlyn Akaka ’16 
served as the maid of honor, and Amethyst Beaver 
and Margaret Weirich were bridesmaids. Julia 
Oakley, Trish Morris, Sarah Burney, and Josephine 
Corlett attended the nuptials. Meilan is currently a 







After struggling for a bit, I finally completed a 
very important CLASS certification for preK, 
critical for my job. I rewarded myself by eating 
a half-dozen doughnuts from Massachusetts’s fin-
est doughnut establishment, appropriately called 
Dunkin’ Donuts. You may have heard of it. I could 
have polished off a dozen, but alas, there aren’t 
enough hours in a day. Now let’s focus on other 
people in our class.
In February, I had the opportunity to meet up 
with a fellow former first-year Munger resident, 
Suzi Claflin, while she was briefly in the States. 
With the hope that she will share in the next issue 
what she has been up to since graduation, I won’t 
say more other than it was wonderful catching up 
with her after such a long time. Stay tuned.
The past year has been an eventful one for 
Magenta Ranero— she wrote a few articles for 
the Toast and the Billfold, became a contributor 
to Wellesley Underground, and tried her first flat 
white. She also flew on an airplane for the first time 
this past summer when she went to Los Angeles. 
She misses the city bitterly and is already planning 
her next trip back. She lives in NYC, and when 
she’s not at her day job there, she’s reading, writing, 
and cat sitting.
Samantha Keefe, Mary Mei, and Liannette Perez 
are delighted to have started their M.B.A. studies 
together this fall at the U of Chicago Booth School 
of Business. They are caught regularly using the 
hashtags #wellesleyatbooth and #blueandmaroon.
Robyn Migliorini checked in from San Diego, 
where she is getting closer to finishing her Ph.D. 
program in clinical psychology. After spending all 
of January traveling across the country for inter-
views (shout out to Erica McGinnis ’11 for playing 
tour guide in Boise, Idaho!), she will be returning to 
Boston this summer because she matched for clini-
cal internship at Harvard/Mass General Hospital. 
While she is feeling mild (OK, perhaps moderate) 
trepidation about tackling East Coast winters 
again, she is looking forward to reconnecting with 
Boston-area alums.
Courtney Richter had her M.F.A. thesis exhi-
bition, working title: in anticipation of something 
good do the right thing be your best self-accept 
what you cannot change and fake it till you make 
it, in March. Courtney writes, “I’m mostly hav-
ing a blast, and was surprised (but only kinda) 
when some references to basketball started 
entering my work. Teaching undergrads is really 
challenging, but also pretty rewarding.” Over 
Thanksgiving weekend, Courtney witnessed Julia 
Thomas marry Katie Bedard ’04, surrounded by 
tons of love and Wellesley friendship, which she 
says was the highlight of her year! Now they are 
both Dr. Bedard-Thomas, no big deal. Courtney 
will be heading to L.A. after graduation in May, 
and is looking forward to connecting with other 
alums there.
Thank you to all of those who contributed to 
the class notes! I truly enjoy reconnecting with you 
and encourage all of you to share what you are up 
to in the next issue.
ALEXANDRA WARREN









From Diana Chapman Walsh ’66 during our first 
year, to H. Kim Bottomly starting our sophomore 
year, Wellesley has been led by powerful and vision-
ary presidents during our time. With the introduc-
tion of our new president, Paula A. Johnson, our 
Wellesley siblings are able to see the continued 
growth of our leadership and community. Welcome 
to Wellesley, Paula. We are eager to see what excit-
ing changes you bring to our alma mater during 
your tenure.
With Wellesley on the brink of a new chapter, 
let’s share stories of new beginnings and adventures 
for the class of 2010! Many of us have started new 
professional ventures. Hoi‐Fei Mok has started an 
exciting new job as a CivicSpark fellow working 
with the city of Emeryville, Calif., to update its 
climate action plan. As a reproductive justice fel-
low at the Women’s Policy Institute in Sacramento, 
Calif., Elizabeth Laferriere is working on a student 
parental leave bill for grades 6–12 in the state of 
California. Alexandra Mink passed the bar exam 
last summer and was admitted to the New York 
bar association in February. Kate Davis Green 
moved to Atlanta, survived a home renovation, 
and began the M.B.A. program at Emory in May.
Meaghan Daley loves island life in Sanibel, Fla., 
where she runs an indie bookshop, rides her bicy-
cle everywhere, and pretends to be a pirate on her 
sailboat. Rosie Osire Emerson has started her own 
consulting company that provides research, policy 
analysis, and program evaluations for Africa-
related projects, all while raising her two young 
girls, Petronilla and Angeline.
Some of us have commenced a new chap-
ter with “I do.” Rachel Gibson and Manny Soto 
(MIT ’08) were married in the Houghton Chapel 
on a beautiful sunny day in mid-June 2015 in 
front of her family and friends. Anna Gerstmyer 
Tomlinson recently married Andrew Tomlinson, 
and had many Wellesley siblings in attendance at 
her November wedding in Dallas. Claire Thoma 
Emmons married Chris Emmons in Little Rock, 
Ark., in October 2015, with fellow 2010ers Lana 
Wear as a bridesmaid and Anne Goldberg playing 
the oboe.
Others of us are collecting passport stamps. 
Krystal Santiago and her official travel buddy, 
Priscilla Weninger, visited Punta Cana, Dominican 
Republic, in March 2015. Caitlin Ryan O’Connell, 
who recently directed The Love of the Nightingale 
by Timberlake Wertenbaker as part of the Brown/
Trinity Rep M.F.A. program, traveled to Rwanda 
with the International Theatre and Literacy Project 
to devise theater productions with Rwandan youth. 
And Clare Egan has spent part of the beginning of 
2016 traveling around the world as a member of 
the U.S. Biathlon Team.
As for your co-secretaries, Monet Spells has 
mastered making a perfect medium-rare steak 
and is moving on to homemade pasta. Alexandra 
Warren is enjoying life with a curious cat, a well-
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REUNION JUNE 3–5, 2016  Hello, all! I hope if 
you’re in a wintry hemisphere you are emerging 
from that with some semblance of your former 
self intact. Ever since I moved to California, I’m 
a total brat about the winter, if that previous sen-
tence didn’t make that totally clear. Anyway, if 
you’re worried, I made it through my 60-degree 
winter mostly unscathed! I got one flat tire, made 
two soups, and I’m about to finish 2666 by Bolaño 
(three months later), and I have a lot I need to talk 
about. You guys are doing so much, too!
Lizzy Atkin Colas moved to Seattle since she 
last wrote in, where she began a new job with 
Expedia. Sally Scudder wrote in to say “same old, 
same old,” save for the fact that she’s begun a mas-
ter’s program at Georgetown in security studies. 
She is also working for the Marine Corps. Olivia 
Kingsley is up to no good.
Melody Pao, Rachel Roston, Madeline Weeks, 
and Yomay Shyur began a tradition of weekly tea 
while at Wellesley. Since graduation, they’ve been 
separated, but have kept the tradition up via Skype. 
Melody sent an extremely cute photo that super 
warmed my heart. Since photo space here is lim-
ited, you will have to take my word for it.
Lisa Snider wrote in as well to say that she’s 
working as a software engineer at Booz Allen 
Hamilton, where she is developing a data-science 
product that is the most successful at the firm to 
date. In her spare time, she is most likely to be 
found devouring the latest Maggie Hope book (by 
fellow alum Susan Elia MacNeal ’91).
Cleo Stoughton and Emma Seibert Wright were 
married on Feb. 6 in Boston. They met as next-door 
neighbors in Beebe sophomore year and would like 
to express their deep gratitude for the Wellesley 
housing lottery. They were delighted to celebrate 
at Cambridge Brewing Company with so many 
alumnae friends and family, spanning classes from 
1973 to 2014. They are very excited to embark on 
the next chapter, which will be continuing to raise 
their beautiful cat, Terrance, and getting him into 
a great college.
Emily Oxford ’07 and George McLean were married in 
Highlands, N.C., on Dec. 5, 2015. In attendance were 
Lauren Hurwitz ’08, Libby MacFarlane ’08, Rebecca 
Gold ’08, Emily, Farrell Seay ’08, and Courtney Pelley ’08.
Rebekah Dawson ’09, Amanda Zangari ’08, physics 
professor Glenn Stark, Alessondra Springmann ’07, and 
Nancy Chanover ’91 attended the 47th annual American 
Astronomical Society’s Division for Planetary Sciences 
meeting in National Harbor, Md., in November.
Allison Kumata ’08 and Conrad Shang were married 
on June 6, 2015, in Calistoga, Calif. Wellesley alums 
in attendance included sister of the bride Julie Kumata 
Boehm ’06, mother of the bride Agnes Yue ’70, Nadiyah 
Sulayman ’08, Jennifer Lee ’09, Sarah Richardson ’08, 
Caroline Shieh ’08, Allison, Ivana Rodriguez Valenti 
Ehteshami ’08, Joanne Lee ’08, Ami Naik ’05, and 
Sandra Tomlinson-Hansen Tedaldi ’08.
Jane Zhou ’10 and Evan Sadler (Princeton ’09) were 
married at the Essex Culinary Resort on Aug. 8, 2015, 
near Burlington, Vt. Wellesley sibs in attendance were 
Yue Guan ’10, Becca Fiske ’10, Cynthia Lee ’12, 
Jungwoo Lee ’10, Chriss Cho ’10, Shannon Coyne ’11, 
Megan Goossen ’10, Cathy Chu ’10, Hoi-Fei Mok ’10, 
Edith Shi ’10, Gwen Merlen ’09, and Elisabeth Gillette 
Lorenc ’10.
A group of former Albright Institute fellows—Katie 
Judd ’11, Wenyan Deng ’15, Becca Lucas ’14, Melanie 
Kaplan ’12, Ashley Abarr ’12, Emma Rackstraw ’14, 
Jaya Gupta ’11, Laura Marrin ’11, Simi Oberoi ’11, and 
Elizabeth Grab ’14—reunited at the White House in the 
Harry S. Truman Bowling Alley in October 2015.
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Thank you as always for writing to me! It is the 
best pleasure to read what you all are doing. Send 
me notes any time, about whatever’s going on! Big 








On Oct. 17, 2015, in Kansas City, Mo., Linnea 
Johnson married a Dartmouth man named Jeremy. 
Don’t worry; his last name is Seidling. Her brides-
maids were Emma Miller, Nancy Welsh, and Lina 
Heitmann ’11. Other Wellesley women in atten-
dance were Hanna Galin ’13, Alison Pearson, 
MaCherie Edwards-Rust ’11, and Nancy Lee Smith 
Kemper ’73.
Anne Myers finally (!) finished her M.Div. at 
Harvard Divinity School and hopes to start work-
ing as a chaplain soon. She and Joseph Ramos 
were married in July 2015 and are living in 
Malden, Mass.
Heard from another source: Mari Padilla is a 
new homeowner in Chicago.
Anna Morris recently moved to Los Angeles 
and has a great new job at Disney.
Judee Utoh recently moved to Houston and is 
also a new homeowner.
Libby Freeman, Andrea Gumushian, and 
Amy Wolkin ran the Marine Corps Marathon in 
October together.
Sarah Niederberger had a baby girl! Avery Jane 
Becker was born on Dec. 18, 2015. Her mommy, 
daddy, and puppy are so in love! Wellesley class of 
2038, here she comes!!
An update from Aileen Patimeteeporn: “Hey 
sexy— since our last update, Kate Donahue got 
laid off and got a new job at another internet com-
pany and Aileen Patimeteeporn acquired a sweet 
tooth! Cool! We finally made it through our three-
week period without Naomi Wossen ’13. She still 
has Kate’s raincoat, wonder when she’s going to 
return that. Coming up, we’ve decided to vote for 
Hillary (obvi) and we’re looking forward to the 
Third Annual Lads’ Holiday trip. This year we’ll 
be going to Taiwan with four Wesleyan alums (not 
a typo). Emma Maynard ’13 baked some banana 
bread tonight— that’s right, she came downstairs.” 
And finally, a special note from Aileen to Kelly 
Walters: “I SAID, HEY SEXY.”
Erin Simons, Amanda Young, Meredith Roy, 
and Kayla Bolton converged on Macon, N.C., 
(where Erin teaches), for a mini-reunion in January. 
They boated in 60-degree weather and enjoyed liv-
ing the lake life for a few days. While reminiscing 
about their Wellesley days, they made some new 
memories and can’t wait to get together again.
Yaba Armah recently began to explore her part 
in the phrase “Women Who Will…” and learned 
about the “10,000 hour rule.” She wasn’t sure of 
what her passion was, and was overwhelmed by 
needing 10,000 hours to get to perfection. The 
solution was obvious: procrastinate with films and 
books. While enjoying this self-induced rut, she 
had a revelation: Stories are what she loved! She 
wanted to spend her life working toward becom-
ing like the storytellers who had made her fall in 
love with the craft. More importantly, she wanted 
to tell stories that show Ghana as she sees it—an 
eighth wonder! So, she handed in her resignation 
notice and registered a company: Tail’s End. This 
was never the plan; she is an amateur in a mine-
field of expert wordsmiths. But she is also, for the 
first time in a long while, “A Woman Who Will…
Dare.” And she likes that title very much.
MOLLY CYR





2016 is starting off to be an exceptional year for 
many reasons, with important national elections 
in countries like Iran, the U.S., and Ireland, and 
with U.S. national and global discourses around 
race, sex, and gender gaining widespread traction 
to address systematic injustices. This also happens 
to be a Leap Year, and anyone born on the 29th of 
February gets to celebrate their real birthday this 
year— after all, it only happens once every four 
years! It’s like eternal youth. Our class of 2013 is 
so bright and full of energy and vision that we, too, 
need to remember to celebrate our lives, our loved 
ones, and our accomplishments, whether they be 
large or small. I really look forward to hearing 
from 2013s every month, and I hope that this col-
umn for our class can be a place where we share not 
just news of career advancement and promotion, 
but a mix of life experiences, hobbies, ideas, jobs, 
events, and friendship. Don’t hesitate to send along 
any updates you have to include for future issues.
Erin Hogan writes, “Since graduating, I’ve left 
investment banking in New York and have moved 
back to Atlanta to be closer to family. I’ve swapped 
my patent heels for steel-toe boots and am work-
ing in warehouse operations management. Stephen 
(my husband) and I recently purchased a house in 
Atlanta and are enjoying being closer to family and 
the slower pace of life. If you ever find yourself in 
the Atlanta area and need a place to stay, please 
reach out. I miss Wellesley dearly and am already 
counting down the days until reunion. Hoping to 
see everyone there!”
Devin Elliott writes, “After 2½ taco-filled years 
in Dallas, I’ve moved back to Boston to start a new 
job as a digital product manager at CVS. While the 
Texan life has treated me exceptionally well, I’m 
really excited to get back to Boston. I’ll even be 
working for a fellow Wellesley alumna, Moriah 
Campbell-Holt Musto ’00. Very excited to recon-
nect with all my Wellesley sibs in Boston!”
NATHALIE DAVIDSON
225 EAST 28TH ST., APT 19
NEW YORK, NY 10016
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Lots of great updates; let’s just jump right in.
Erin Connolly recently won a $160,000 medi-
cal school scholarship from the Northeastern 
Pennsylvania Health Care Foundation at the 
Commonwealth Medical College, based on merit 
and an interest in practicing medicine in rural 
northeastern Pennsylvania.
Elizabeth Silvers was accepted at the U of 
Pennsylvania School of Nursing and will be pursu-
ing a M.S.N. degree to become a pediatric nurse 
practitioner.
Alex Poon is quitting life in DC and moving 
back to Boston in March. Happy moving, Alex.
Kalyani Bhatt got into grad school for a mas-
ter’s in architecture! (Still waiting to hear from 10 
more schools, but she’s going somewhere!)
Olivia Froehlich writes, “Somehow found 
myself with a job that allows me to: play in the mud 
with kids, lobby in Olympia, Wash., hike moun-
tains with a chainsaw, and take a winter birding 
class. Over the course of a week. (I don’t think I 
truly knew what success felt like until I was able to 
look through a pair of binoculars and differentiate 
a chickadee from a kinglet. What a rush.)”
Heather Pearson is presenting findings from 
the evaluation of the Maryland all-payer health 
system transformation to the Centers for Medicare 
and Medicaid Services, a project she works on with 
fellow Wellesley alum Olivia Berzin ’10! Also, con-
gratulations on receiving a merit-based scholarship 
to law school.
Cicia Lee and her housemates formed a hand-
bell choir that exclusively plays Adele and Justin 
Bieber. They debuted at their first concert in 
January. Betsy Ericksen, Em Gamber, Lisa Nam, 
Sarah Roundy, Nari Savanorke-Joyce, and Sarah 
Choe attended!
Molly Tyler recently had a Bloody Mary that 
had an oyster, a pickle, and a cheeseburger in it. 
She’s calling it the Bloody Molly because “it truly 
me.” I love you, Molly.
Katherine Obermeyer quit her full-time job in 
NYC and moved back to Miami to start a block-
chain consulting company with her boyfriend! 
(Blockchain is a distributed database technology; 
the most widely known application is the public 
ledger of transactions for Bitcoin.)
Zoe Sobel writes, “After 2½ years at WBUR in 
Boston, I’m packing up and moving to Unalaska, 
Alaska (home of Deadliest Catch), to be a reporter 
and host at NPR’s westernmost station KUCB. This 
means I’ve learned (with Caroline Bodager and 
Christine Campbell) that 42 zip ties are sufficient 
to safely transport a bed frame across Boston on 
top of a car.”‬
Emma Rackstraw will be leaving DC and her 
job as a research economist at the Council of 
Economic Advisers this summer to move back 
toward the mothership! She’ll be working as a 
policy associate at the Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty 
Action Lab at MIT starting in August and is really 
looking forward to being back in the Boston area.
Shout-out to Zuckerberg for making my class 
notes collection easier than ever. Join our 2014 
Facebook group to make sure you’re included in 
our next round of notes!
Xoxo, Nath
VICTORIA ZEAMER




As spring rolls in and winter melts away, the days 
are getting longer, and slowly but surely, so are our 
lists of things we miss about being in college at 
Wellesley. The idea that the world is not the same as 
Wellesley is crystallizing … for better or for worse.
Claire Tam is still working on her Ph.D. and 
realizing how bad other schools are at preparing 
their students for a gendered world. Ana Harris is 
continuing to fight the reproductive rights battle 
at her new job at Planned Parenthood League of 
Massachusetts in Boston. She is also happy to 
report that her Planned Parenthood job has a dis-
tinctly “Wellesley vibe” to it.
Keeping the academic brain cells alive, Gabi 
Guzman and Claire Mildrum have started to do 
trivia together in Ann Arbor, Mich. After being a 
decidedly diehard pre-med student all throughout 
her career at Wellesley, Dana Williams has decided 
to pursue a doctorate in physical therapy at Mass 
General Hospital this summer. Xena Vronay also cel-
ebrates her reclamation of focus from Albuquerque, 
N.M., as she has successfully read an entire book 
beginning to end in a single setting.
And now, writing those passive-aggressive notes 
about stolen bites out of your Dominos in the com-
munal fridge seem like nothing compared to filing 
police reports. This became all too real when Elidia 
Berg’s apartment got robbed, but she plans on rep-
resenting herself in small claims court when she 
sues her landlord for his negligence. In the future, 
maybe Sierra Michaelson can help protect fellow 
alumnae against intruders after she completes her 
training in Shaolin Kenpo Kung Fu at a temple in 
China with monks this summer.
I certainly miss cruising around campus in the 
winter in the mulberry-colored escort van as now 
my distance to friends is measured in states, not the 
number of escort van stops. Laziness aside, Paulina 
Sterpe just trained and became a certified Zumba 
fitness instructor this past October.
Fortunately, crossing state lines to see friends 
“ain’t no thang” as many of us have made long 
treks to reunite with each other. Young-Eun Choi 
made my birthday wish come true by visiting me in 
Cambridge, Mass., for my birthday this February. 
Gabriela Salcedo and Caroline Sullivan spent 
Thanksgiving together in Southern California. 
Sarah Fechter is happy to be closer to her family 
and visit her siblings at Georgia Tech often. Some 
of us do not have to go too far to hang out with our 
friends, as Mashiwat Mahbub and Melodie Ha are 
happily enjoying life together as roommates.
Shout-out to our sibs who are living life on the 
edge. Abra White has successfully ignored student-
loan payment reminders for 4+ days. Additionally, 
Hannah Lindquist drove on the highway all the 
way to New Hampshire and did not scream, cry, 
or kill anyone.
Mazel tov to Ayana Aaron, who is finally taking 
the class that will let her officially graduate, and to 
Melissa Jo Zambrana, who convinced the Registrar 






Melody Tossberg Cunningham (’88) writes that 
she completed medical school at UMass, and 
then her pediatric hematology/oncology train-
ing at Harvard. Melody remained at Harvard as 
an assistant professor until 2008, when she and 
her husband started new jobs in Memphis, Tenn. 
Currently, she is medical director for the pediatric 
palliative care program at Le Bonheur Children’s 
Hospital there. Melody shares, “I am also a 
finalist for the 2015 Schwartz Center National 
Compassionate Caregiver of the Year Award, 
which has been a humbling honor.” Melody has 
been nominated in part because of her ability to 
empathize with and support families in their times 
of need. One former patient wrote, “Melody’s 
character shines through her every action, and 
her kindness is immeasurable. Her compassion 
for treating the whole family cannot be put into 
words.” In addition, Melody is known for support-
ing her colleagues, inviting them to her home to 
cook weekly meals together, dropping off food for 
fellow team members when they are having a rough 
week, and even organizing free babysitting for col-
leagues. Congratulations, Melody, this sounds like 
an honor well deserved. Melody also shares that 
she is looking forward to reunion.
Pavla Zakova-Laney (’95) writes, “In September 
and October, I visited my family and friends in the 
Czech Republic, which included also a reunion 
after 47 years with my ninth-grade classmates. I 
was able to share my life story with them, includ-
ing my escape, Peace Corps service, and Educare-
Africa volunteer work in Cameroon. In addition, I 
met with the director of UNICEF in Prague and did 
a public presentation about our work in Cameroon. 
Before I left, I had a chance to visit a beautiful castle, 
Karlstejn, near Prague.”
Susan Miller-Havens (’78) reports that after 
three years of sorting her late husband’s archives, 
she has just finished completing his teaching 
website. For those of you interested in clinical 
psychology it can be found at: lestonhavensmd 
.com. It contains videos and audios that provide 
instructions for all who practice psychology. Susan 
adds, “My new website is millerhavens .com and 
reframes my artwork from the last 20 yrs. Having 
been lying fallow for the past four years, my cre-
ative spirit is waking up again. I hear the voices 
of my fabulous Wellesley art professors Richard 
Yarde and James Wilson Rayen telling me to ‘think 
at the canvas’s edges!’”
Eleanor Pearson DeLorme (’78) wrote to tell 
me that her last two books have sold out and she 
may consider publishing second editions. She also 
shares, “I’ve just finished a new book that will soon 
be published as an e-book by the WestBow division 
of HarperCollins. The title is The Word Painted, 
with my son, Charles DeLorme, Harvard ’69, as 
co-author.”
In closing, I share the sad news that Elinor Linn 
Hartwig (’74) has passed away. Our thoughts go 
out to family and CE/DS friends.
Samantha Crowell ’12 married Paul Richard in Boston 
on Oct. 10, 2015. Many Wellesley friends joined them 
to celebrate.
On Oct. 17, 2015, in Kansas City, Mo., Linnea 
Johnson ’12 married Jeremy Seidling. Her bridesmaids 
were classmates Emma Miller ’12, Nancy Welsh ’12, and 
Lina Heitmann ’11.
MAGAZINE PHOTO POLICIES
To submit a photo electronically, please email it to 
MagazinePhotos @wellesley.edu. You will receive an 
automated reply with instructions to ensure that your 
submission meets our requirements.
 Send print photos in color or in black and white to 
the magazine office at 251 Green Hall, 106 Central St., 
Wellesley, MA 02481. For more information, please go 
to www.wellesley.edu/Alum/Magazine/submissions.
html#photo/.
 ‘I certainly miss cruising around campus in the winter in the mulberry-
colored escort van, as now my distance to friends is measured in 
states, not the number of escort van stops.’ —Vicky Zeamer ’15
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Margaret “Peg” Cogswell ’47 died on Feb. 7.
Peg and I met when we were 10 in Glencoe, 
Ill., and went through the rest of our school years 
together, sharing many adventures. After Wellesley, 
Peg became a social worker in New York and later 
found her true niche in the art world as an exhibit 
organizer for an association of American artists. 
In 1966, she moved to Washington, D.C., to do 
similar work at what is now called the Smithsonian 
American Art Museum and stayed there until she 
retired. In addition to being an artist herself, she 
loved photography and studied with Ansel Adams 
in California.
Peg was my oldest, dearest friend, and I shall 
always miss her.
Florence “Flossie” Billings Crozier ’47
Barbara Jane Olson Hodgkins ’49 died peacefully 
on Jan. 23.
Barbara lived a creative and honest life, full 
of integrity, curiosity, and love. As a sculptor, she 
transformed marble and metal alike into mysteri-
ous and energetic forms. She planted fruit trees at 
her home in Italy for her grandchildren and showed 
us that even octogenarians can use power tools. She 
was quick-witted, elegant, and extremely bright—a 
woman who lived life on her own terms and did so 
with grace. She is deeply loved and will be missed 
by many.
Please think of her when you carve, paint, 
write, or create wonderful things.
Perry Hodgkins Jones ’11, granddaughter
Ina Aronson Hahn ’50 died on Jan. 22.
An icon in the modern dance world, Ina danced 
her way through Wellesley, performing whenever 
she could. After college, she danced in the original 
Broadway productions of Can-Can, The King and 
I, and Plain and Fancy. Ina became a prize student 
of Doris Humphrey, whose values and movement 
principles she cherished. In 1968, Ina and her hus-
band, Herbert, purchased a farm on Cape Ann, 
Mass., and turned it into Windhover Center for 
the Performing Arts, which thrives to this day. In 
her last decade, Ina wrote and produced A New 
Dance for America: The Choreography, Teachings, 
and Legacy of Doris Humphrey, which premiered 
to much acclaim at the Lincoln Center in 2011.
Lisa Hahn, daughter
Ann Haggarty Warren ’50 died on Jan. 6 at her 
home in Grosse Pointe, Mich.
Ann carried on a brave battle with lymphoma 
for years but maintained her many interests 
throughout: A talented pianist, prize-winning 
gardener, and recognized artist in the Detroit art 
world. Ann is survived by her devoted daughter, 
Mary, and her brother and her sister. Her Wellesley 
memories and friendships were treasured through-
out her life.
Martha Haggarty Petrie Bolognini ’54
Helen “Nelson” McKenney Sprey ’51 died on 
Nov. 26, 2015.
Nelson and I became friends during senior 
year. In 1965, she moved with her Dutch husband 
and their three sons next door to us in Cleveland 
Carolyn Walter Powell ’43 died on Dec. 9, 2015, in 
Shrewsbury, Mass.
Carolyn was the proud mother of five chil-
dren, the first of whom was born when husband 
Al, a Harvard boy, was overseas during WWII. 
She devoted her career to teaching—Latin to 
high-school girls, and, in retirement, tutoring 
English-as-a-second-language students. Her clan 
grew to include 16 grandchildren and 16 great-
grandchildren. She made every last one feel special 
and so loved. She was always quietly competent, 
prim, poised, prepared, and precise. She wrote 
poems for occasions, acknowledged birthdays, did 
aerobics to the TV for decades, read the Wall Street 
Journal daily. She was a classic and an inspiration 
to many.
Elizabeth “Libby” Williams Nixon ’81
Janice Robinson Daigh ’46, president of the class of 
’46, died on Jan. 27 at her home in Corrales, N.M.
Born in New York City, Janice developed 
her Wellesley geology major into a passion for 
Southwestern archeology and history, in which 
fields she became a valued volunteer at the 
University of New Mexico. She was dedicated to an 
outdoor life, excelling in track and tennis, and with 
her husband, Robert, was an active member of two 
equestrian hunt clubs. In 1976, they rode horse-
back 1,700 miles, retracing the route of a Spanish 
explorer. She is survived by three daughters and six 
grandchildren. She was greatly loved and will be 
greatly missed.
Phyllis Creighton Danby ’46 
Mary Foster Hutchinson ’45
Ingrid Stadler
1930–2016
Professor of Philosophy Ingrid 
Stadler died on March 18 in 
Cambridge, Mass. She was 85. 
A summary statement of 
Ingrid’s career at Wellesley 
College would surely mention 
that she arrived at the College 
in 1958 and taught for 41 years 
before retiring. But that would 
be a mere glimpse of the story. 
At Wellesley, Ingrid was for 
many years the most senior 
member of the Department 
of Philosophy and served for several terms as department chair. 
She held the Kenan Professorship of the Humanities. She was 
a woman of restless intellect, highly educated, receiving her 
B.A. from Vassar College, an M.A. from Radcliffe, an M.A. 
from Oxford University’s Somerville College, and a Ph.D. from 
Harvard University.
Her areas of specialization were the philosophy of Immanuel 
Kant and aesthetics. In these fields, she produced papers that 
were published in such highly regarded philosophical journals 
as the Philosophical Review, the Journal of Philosophy and 
Phenomenological Research, the Philosophy of Science, and oth-
ers. Two specific books bear mentioning, Contemporary Art and 
Its Philosophical Issues and A Universe in a Box: The Symbolic 
Composition of the Japanese Garden (co-authored with Professor 
Kyogo Chiku of the Kanazawa Institute of Technology, Japan, 
and published by the MIT Press).
In addition to teaching at Wellesley College, Ingrid was a vis-
iting professor at several colleges and universities, both here and 
abroad, including Wheaton College, MIT, Vassar, Holy Cross, 
the Boston Architectural Institute, and Thammasat University in 
Bangkok, Thailand.
Ingrid served the College on many fronts. She was Wellesley’s 
representative to the Cambridge Humanities Seminars; was a 
member of the inaugural faculty of the Wellesley College Alumnae 
Summer Symposium held in 1972; and directed the session in 
1973. In 1979, she chaired the College’s internal committee that 
reviewed and assembled materials for the 1979 external visiting 
reaccreditation committee. She also made invaluable contribu-
tions to the groundwork that helped establish the Center for 
Research on Women (now the Wellesley Centers for Women).
Steven Stadler, Ingrid’s husband of more than 60 years, was 
very much part of her Wellesley story. Whether helping Ingrid in 
warmly entertaining members of the philosophy department at 
their home in Cambridge, or attending lectures and events at the 
College, Steve remains a part of our memory of Ingrid. He had a 
hand in the establishment of the Stadler Fund for the Department 
of Philosophy, joining Ingrid in creating this fund for the benefit 
of student events and the lecture needs of the philosophy faculty.
Born in Vienna, Ingrid came to the United States at the age of 
10 and, after “breezing” through high school, went on to attend 
Vassar College, where she majored in philosophy and graduated 
Phi Beta Kappa. At Vassar, one of her teachers was a certain 
Ria Stavrides.
Many years later, at Ingrid’s urging, Professor Stavrides came 
to Wellesley as a visiting professor, even though she had retired 
from Vassar. A vibrant woman with a mischievous sense of humor, 
Ria would often hold forth with Ingrid in the department lounge. 
The colleagues talked philosophy for hours on end as students sat 
mesmerized on the floor and on armchairs, watching the interac-
tion between their teacher and her teacher. But they also joined 
the debate. It was a powerful, special opportunity for Wellesley 
students to see what this business of teaching is all about; to 
observe for themselves the mind’s unalloyed movement across the 
link of generations; to know first-hand that important ideas do 
not get old, but only get stronger with the passage of time.
Ingrid Stadler and Ria Stavrides, two excellent teachers hold-
ing forth in Founders Hall, inviting our own bright Wellesley 
students to join them—and they did so with verve—because 
philosophy still mattered, still had something important to say 
about life. Observing this was an important aspect of my own 
Wellesley experience.
—Ifeanyi Menkiti, professor emeritus of philosophy
1940 Jane Strahan Stanton Dec. 31, 2015
1941 Jean Chandler Trotter Nov. 26, 2015
1942 Virginia Wade Sampson Jan. 2, 2015
1943 Eleanor Haldeman Fontaine Jan. 16, 2016 
Edith Mumford Bensley Aug. 9, 2009 
Carolyn Walter Powell Dec. 9, 2015
1944 Jacqueline Coogan Beatty Jan. 8, 2016 
Mary Leonard Rosenquest Nov. 28, 2015
1945 Becky Pfouts Slobogin Jan. 27, 2016 
Elizabeth Robinson Ratcliffe Dec. 31, 2015 
Margaret Schlegel Fontana Jan. 30, 2016
1946 Joan Bopp Shor Feb. 15, 2016 
Jean Harris Slingerland Jan. 25, 2016 
Janice Robinson Daigh Jan. 27, 2016
1947 Margaret P. Cogswell Feb. 7, 2016 
Carlotta Kerwin Nov. 5, 2015 
Barbara Olson Hodgkins Jan. 23, 2016 
Elvia Samuelson Farnham Dec. 20, 2015 
Joyce Weisman Karp Dec. 18, 2015
1948 Grace Bowman Chase Nov. 22, 2015 
Gwendolyn Werth Luttrell Aug. 6, 2015
1950 Ina Aronson Hahn Jan. 22, 2016 
Dorothy Baird Leib Dec. 2, 2015 
Ann Haggarty Warren Jan. 6, 2016 
Noel Lombard Grossman Dec. 14, 2015
1951 Marjorie Lawson Friedman Dec. 11, 2015 
Helen McKenney Sprey Nov. 26, 2015 
Joan Schiff Beren Jan. 25, 2015
1952 Susan Cammack Hodgson Feb. 16, 2016 
Eunice Chadwick Canty Feb. 11, 2016 
Devora Gordon Wigrizer Dec. 12, 2015 
Barbara Hurff Reimensnyder Feb. 13, 2016 
Jamie Ogle Shafer Jan. 9, 2016 
Mary Tierney Selby Nov. 29, 2015
1953 Odette Alarcon Nov. 10, 2015 
Mary Wright Labes Nov. 29, 2015
1954 Sarah C. Lewis Dec. 25, 2015
1955 Erika Reider Mark Jan. 5, 2016 
Barbara Smart Letts Nov. 30, 2015
1956 Ann Brackett Koerbe Dec. 6, 2015 
Suzanne Hewitt Lowell Jan. 18, 2015 
Margot Spett Modlin Dec. 8, 2015
1957 Selena Stone Pedersen Jan. 2, 2016 
Audrey Zabriskie Robb Dec. 22, 2015
1959 Lee Pieper Wagner Feb. 9, 2016
1960 Barbara Cohen Hano Nov. 27, 2015
1961 Jean C. Tyler Feb. 3, 2016
1964 Georgia Palade Van Dusen Jan. 19, 2015
1965 Patricia Coleman Bollinger Nov. 1, 2015 
Chesley Duncan Spring Nov. 24, 2015 
Nancy Sheiry Glaister Nov. 28, 2015
1966 Diane Stewart Pollard Dec. 14, 2015
1968 Amy Linker Bonoff Dec. 17, 2015
1973 Elizabeth T. Matthews Jan. 25, 2016
1981 Robin S. Perry Feb. 5, 2016
1982 Rebecca Hartwig Nov. 21, 2015
CE/DS Elinor Linn Hartwig Dec. 15, 2015
MA Barbara Brush Welles March 1, 2015
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Heights, Ohio, where our friendship flourished. 
She had a fine mind and a passion for reading; for 
years she commuted weekly between Cleveland 
and Cambridge, Mass., to attend adult-education 
literature classes at Harvard. When I moved to 
England, we exchanged long emails about what 
we’d been reading; she always had stimulating 
and original things to say. Her health failed in later 
years, but she carried on, with the help of her sons. 
I miss her.
Ellie Rubinstein Weld ’51
Barbara “Babs” Hurff Reimensnyder ’52 died on 
Feb. 13.
Babs attended Wellesley for several years before 
transferring to Bucknell College to be near family. 
She remembered Wellesley fondly and was inspired 
by her time there.
Babs believed in opportunity, peace, and justice. 
After a long career as a special-education teacher, 
she continued to help those with learning needs, 
from Navajo kids in Arizona to Somali friends 
seeking a better life. Funny and exuberant, Babs 
lived life with an open heart and much laughter.
An extraordinary mother, Babs is survived by 
loving children and grandchildren, husband Fred, 
and sister Mary Hurff Aladj ’48.
Lynn Plumb
Mary Tierney Selby ’52 died on Nov. 29, 2015.
A Wellesley enthusiast her whole life, she 
majored in music and education and taught language 
arts and music for many years in Williamsburg, Va. 
Mary was a violinist and cofounded the professional 
Williamsburg Symphonia and the Williamsburg 
Youth Orchestras, as well as playing in quartets 
and several other orchestras in the area. She enjoyed 
travel with her husband, John, and their cottage on 
the Chesapeake Bay. She reveled in her five grand-
children. No one could rival her passion for music, 
education, and life.
Hilary Selby Polk ’78
Jean C. Tyler ’61 died on Feb. 3, 2016.
Jeanie retired as director of education and com-
munications from a public-health service in New 
York, providing prenatal and family-planning 
care to more than 70,000 low-income women and 
girls during her tenure. Jean was one of the fin-
est women I have had the privilege of calling my 
friend. She had humor, spunk, talent, and was a 
very gracious person.
In her final years, Jean was plagued with a 
number of physical challenges, but her lovely spirit 
never left her in spite of pain and difficulties. I don’t 
know how she did it. I shall always miss her.
Margaret Saunders Barclay ’61
Grace Yap Chan ’62 passed away peacefully on 
Jan. 27, 2015, following 15 years of a gallant fight 
against severe stroke-induced disabilities.
She was well cared for at home by her spouse 
and caregivers. Grace greatly relished her Wellesley 
experience and was most grateful to receive a 
four-year full scholarship. After graduation, 
Grace earned four master’s degrees, in education, 
biology, business administration, and library 
science, respectively. Grace is survived by her 
spouse of 51 years, James C. Chan, in Houston, 
and is interred in Forest Lawn Memorial Park, in 
Glendale, Calif. She will be dearly missed.
James C. Chan
Georgia Palade Van Dusen ’64 died on Jan. 19, 
2015, in New York City.
Georgia lived in Severance our freshman year, 
bringing her love of life and vivacity to our hall. She 
left Wellesley after freshman year and later went 
into children’s book publishing, which she found 
very rewarding. Georgia was creative, making cos-
tumes for the Blue Hill Troupe, wedding dresses, 
and restoring houses. In 1970, Georgia married 
Derek Van Dusen, and they raised two wonder-
ful daughters, Heather and Hilary. In 55 years of 
sisterhood, we enjoyed NYC, DC, Maine, and, in 
later years, traveling to Russia, Southeast Asia, and 
Europe. Sewing, cooking, or entertaining, Georgia 
joyfully impacted lives of family and friends.
Caren Ericksen Wilcox ’64
Chesley Duncan Spring ’65 died on Nov. 24, 2015.
Chesley was a political activist, jazz musician, 
poet, and teacher at Milwaukee Area Technical 
College and DeVry Technical School. She fought 
to stop the Vietnam War, increase the rights of 
families on welfare, and protect young people of 
color from violence. She started a daycare center 
in Milwaukee. She organized theater events and 
poetry slams in Chicago. She rebuilt homes in New 
Orleans after Hurricane Katrina. More recently, 
she brought music and literature back into the lives 
of senior citizens in Nevada State Prison. She is 
greatly missed by her daughter, Soibian Spring, and 
grandchildren, Aero and Oliver Huntsman.
Karen Royster
Nancy Sheiry Glaister ’65 died on Nov. 28, 2015.
We—Nancy’s Bates buddies—can see her sleek 
head and wide smile still, though we saw her too 
infrequently since her British husband and her 
antiquarian book business kept her in London. 
Restless, energetic, intense, and interested in all 
manner of things, Nancy loved walking their dog 
in London’s parks and around their country home, 
made a mean curried carrot soup, and was a great 
knitter of complicated patterns. No stranger to 
difficulties, Nancy nursed her husband through 
numerous health crises until his death. It was per-
haps a blessed release that her acute leukemia diag-
nosis was followed immediately by cardiac arrest. 
Be at peace, Nancy.
Carol Watson Nasr ’65
Diane Stewart Pollard ’66 died on Dec. 14, 2015. 
She is survived by her husband of 45 years, Scott, 
their daughter, Amina, and son, Almasi. Diane 
received a Ph.D. in educational psychology from the 
University of Chicago and was a professor at the 
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. I remember 
Diane especially for her love of music. We played 
duets on the piano, enjoyed playing the carillon, 
and danced in the dorm to the Shirelles and Tina 
Turner. Diane sensitized me to the plight of south-
ern African-Americans, recounting her experiences 
driving to Massachusetts from Virginia, having 
to wait for a bathroom break until reaching New 
Jersey. My husband and I enjoyed meeting Diane 
and Scott over the years. She will be missed greatly!
Susan Hallock Klock ’66
Rebecca “Becca” Hartwig ’82 died on Nov. 21, 
2015, at Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore, Md.
Becca majored in English at Wellesley, spent her 
junior year at the University of Sussex, and earned 
a medical degree at Tulane. Becca frequently spoke 
of the care she received as a teenager after being 
diagnosed with acute lymphocytic leukemia. 
It was this experience that led her to fulfill her 
dream of becoming a pediatrician. Her heart was 
with the vulnerable and the voiceless. Becca was 
also an accomplished photographer, and recently 
spent time studying photography in Paris. She was 
always a proud Wellesley graduate.
Monica Barrett ’82





WCAA spring board meeting
3–5
Reunion for classes ending in 1s and 6s, plus CE/DS
11
Wellesley-in-Westchester annual meeting, featuring 
genealogist Karen Spiegel Franklin ’76. For more 
information, contact Linda Ury Greenberg ’76 at 
linda.ury.greenberg99@gmail.com.
20
Wellesley UK Club meeting with faculty speaker 
Akila Weerapana, associate professor of 
economics. For more information, contact 




Wellesley Club of Hawaii pool and pupus  
send-off party for entering students. For more 








Wellesley Weekend/Alumnae Leadership Council
15
Sed Ministrare Volunteer Awards
Alumnae Calendar
The Alumnae Association announces the following 
events for 2016. Unless otherwise noted, events 
take place at the College. For more information, call 
the Alumnae Office at 781-283-2331.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Continued from page 3
although most of my career has been as a nurse 
educator. Along with us, I know there are addi-
tional Wellesley graduates with professional lives 
in nursing. For me, a Wellesley degree in biology 
has consistently provided an advantage for under-
standing and teaching pathophysiology, while a 
liberal-arts education has facilitated planning care 
within the context of culture, history, and socio-
economics. I have no doubt that other nurses have 
used their Wellesley backgrounds in even more 
creative ways to improve the quality of life for 
countless people. Cheers to all my colleagues who 




I have been enjoying Wellesley magazine so much 
in the past year or so. I read it cover to cover, and 
it makes me wish I were back there now taking 
advantage of all of the experiences available to 
students these days.
I’ve never written a letter to the editor before, but 
the fall ’15 article on first-generation Wellesley stu-
dents really resonated (“We Are First”). I was a 
first-generation student back in 1981, before we 
talked or thought about those issues. I related to 
many of the women who were highlighted in the 
article, and I’m glad to see that Wellesley is tackling 
issues of recruitment, financial aid, community, etc.
I didn’t feel academically unprepared for 
Wellesley (something that was raised in the article), 
but in retrospect, I was horribly unprepared socio-
economically. I had no clothes for galas and other 
fancy events, I couldn’t afford to travel home 
except at the holidays and summer, and any money 
I had to spend was what I made in work study or 
during the summer.
My Wellesley friends were fabulous in lending 
me clothes and inviting me home at breaks, and I 
rarely felt out of place. The only thing I regret is 
that Wellesley had no program in place for financial 
assistance for study abroad or for internships. 
Many of the internships I would have loved to 
apply for were unpaid and therefore out of the 
realm of possibility, and I certainly didn’t have the 
budget for study and travel abroad.
I had a great all-around experience at Wellesley, 
and I’m glad to see that we are now making it pos-
sible for even more first-generation students to 




ONLY TO BE THERE
I, also, am my family’s first generation to go to 
college (“We Are First,” fall ’15), and Wellesley 
College at that! Even though my parents did not 
attend college (my mom had hoped to, but the 
Depression hit, and my dad went to a music 
school), my parents wanted, and very much 
encouraged, me to go. My dad often said, “Get a 
good education so you can get a good job.”
I had always done well in school, so my mom 
was interested in me going to a fine college. She 
made sure that I had an appointment with my 
school’s dean (New Trier High School) to discuss 
an appropriate choice. My mom attended the 
meeting, too. Wellesley was brought up, as a neigh-
bor had gone there, and the dean greatly encour-
aged me to apply.
Yes, I applied, and put other acceptances on hold 
until I heard from Wellesley. Of course, I was thrilled 
to be accepted, and thoroughly value and appreciate 
my four years at this outstanding college.
Thank you, Wellesley!
Joan “Toni” Gallicchio Caviness ’56
Tiburon, Calif.
SHELF LIFE 
A CONVERSATION ACROSS CULTURES
Continued from page 14
large in their lives. Their men— fathers, grand-
fathers, husbands (Gilot married twice after 
leaving Picasso, painter Luc Simon and polio 
vaccine developer Jonas Salk)— play decidedly 
background roles.
Whether the two are discussing the big ques-
tions, or smaller ones (the importance of the little 
black dress, or their shared horrors of white-
dress ceremonies like first communions, coming-
out parties, marriages), they are always engaged 
and engaging. Not surprisingly, their “fashion” 
discussion has nothing to do with hemlines. It’s 
about psychology, family ties and feuds, econom-
ics, creativity, self-knowledge, and women’s 
place— and power— in the world.
When Alther was a child, she says, “Womanhood 
looked like slavery to me.” For Gilot, “It looked 
strange and distant, and performing the part was a 
comedy,” but at 15, she realized that “all of a sudden 
the boys were eager to dance with me.”
WANTED
A FEW GOOD 
WOMEN
Are you inspired by the life work  
of a fellow alumna? 
Would her insights and accomplishments 
provide valuable lessons to students? 
The Wellesley College Alumnae Association 
is seeking nominations for the Alumnae 
Achievement Awards. This annual award, 
Wellesley’s highest honor, celebrates 
women from a wide spectrum of fields.
For more information and to  














Eva Coifman Sommaripa ’63
Organic Farmer and Owner,  
Eva’s Garden
“So it was a source of power, female power?” 
Alther asks. “Exactly,” Gilot says. “So I adopted 
that side of myself. I became an actress; I identified 
with the part.”
The book’s title may be stuffy; the two 
women’s lively conversations are anything but. 
Come eavesdrop.
— Paula Butturini ’73
Butturini is a former foreign correspondent 
and the author of Keeping the Feast, a memoir 
about a family’s brush with mental illness, told 
through food.
HOW TO SUBMIT A MEMORIAL
Wellesley welcomes memorials for alumnae written 
by friends or family members. Please contact the 
appropriate class secretary and/or the magazine staff 
(magazine@wellesley.edu or 781-283-2342) before 
writing or submitting a memorial.
Memorials in Wellesley magazine are limited to 100 
words. The magazine does not accept eulogies or 
previously published obituaries for adaptation. All 
submissions may be edited.
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We also invite you to celebrate President Johnson’s arrival by making a gift to Wellesley and ensuring  
that future students can create their own uniquely Wellesley experiences, just as we did.
Please join us by sharing your Wellesley favorites 
before President Johnson’s arrival on July 1!
> Submit at www.wellesley.edu/wellesleywelcome
> Tag on social media with #WellesleyWelcome
> Call the College at 800.358.3543
To introduce incoming President  
Paula A. Johnson to all things uniquely 
Wellesley, we’re asking alumnae to share  
their Wellesley favorites, from traditions  
to beloved spots on campus. 
For the first time, four wonderful Wellesley events  
will take place on the same weekend—save the date!
Alumnae Achievement Awards:
Join us for the 47th annual Alumnae Achievement Awards 
ceremony on Oct. 14, when we will honor three remarkable 
alumnae for their outstanding achievements.
Alumnae Leadership Council:
Invited alumnae volunteers come back to campus to 
connect, collaborate, and learn how to be exceptional 
ambassadors for the College.
Family & Friends Weekend/Homecoming:
Parents, friends, and alumnae gather on campus to 
experience Wellesley first-hand.
Wellesley Athletics Hall of Fame:
We celebrate the spirit and outstanding achievements 







Stepsinging. Dorm Crew. Severance Green. Peppermint Pie. Lake Day.
Every gift to  
The Wellesley Fund  
is a gift to the campaign  
 and dedicated to  
advancing the Wellesley Effect.
What counts most is not the size  
of your gift, but the message you 
send with your participation.
CAMPAIGN.WELLESLEY.EDU
CAMPAIGN.WELLESLEY.EDU




“Wellesley challenged me and 
nurtured me to be a graduate 
who was ready to face the world, 
and face herself in an honest 
and constructive way.”
 JACQUELINE CHUNG MIN WOO ’96
“I have lived in seven countries 
since graduation. In every one 
I found a Wellesley family, and 
it has made all the difference.” 
 GLORIA GUEVAR A ALVAREZ ’01
“Wellesley stretched me to be a strong 
and self-assured woman. It was great 
preparation to become a woman 
in the world, called to serve.” 
MARILYN HAGSTRUM SHARPE ’69
“Wellesley shaped my life: I 
learned to write, became a 
scientist, and thrived in the 
company of smart women.”
LISA DOBBERTEEN ’78
“My richly rewarding experience at 
Wellesley built upon my fortitude, 
virtue, and intellectual abilities, 
and I am deeply grateful.”
LAUREN FLAMER  ’05
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Around 1 p.m. a couple days before Thanksgiving in 2014, I was taking 
the subway into Manhattan so I could catch a bus to visit a friend in 
Boston. Since I’m a writer and sit most days, I stand when I ride the 
subway and attempt to “surf,” instead of leaning against the doors or 
holding onto a pole.
On this particular train, my suitcase was between my feet, and I 
was standing a few inches in front of a door. An M.T.A. employee 
and the train’s conductor were working on a switch on the wall near 
me. As we sped between two stations, one of them pressed something 
that made the door behind me suddenly 
open. The sound from the dark tunnel was 
deafening, and over my shoulder, I could 
see the rusted poles that divide the tracks 
blur together. The employee let out a loud 
scream and grabbed my arm as the door 
slowly closed. If I’d been leaning against 
it, I would have fallen out.
When the train came to a stop at the 
next station, I shook her hand off my 
arm. Black dots swarmed in my eyes, 
and I moved so I could hold on to a pole. 
Everyone in the train was staring at me, 
and my face burned. The conductor shut 
down our train a few stops later. Instead 
of waiting for the next one, I ran with my 
suitcase up the stairs and out of the station.
This experience would have been deeply unsettling for anyone, but 
the fragility of life is not a concept to which I needed more exposure. 
In the previous 11 months, I’d lost two uncles and my grandmother. 
Even before my first uncle died, I’d been thinking about death on a 
daily basis, the fear of oblivion often punching me in the chest as I was 
about to fall asleep and sending me into a near panic attack.
I hadn’t always felt that sense of fear. The possibility of my own 
death hadn’t occurred to me until I was about 22. My ignorance had 
to do with the fact that I’d spent most of my time at Wellesley being 
strongly convinced by the Christian narrative, which included the 
mysterious but reassuring notion of an afterlife. It wasn’t just that, 
though— it was also straight-up arrogance. The same arrogance that 
makes people drive too fast or have unprotected sex. I believed I would 
wake up each day the way I believed the sun would rise.
That arrogance is gone. My latest reminder of our fragility came 
only a few days after I almost fell out of the subway. I was writing at 
a coffee shop near my apartment, when I missed a call from one of 
my oldest friends. I texted her and asked if she’d meant to call me. She 
texted back: “Yeah, my mom died.”
Her mother, Louise, was like my second mother. She was one 
of the first female physicians in our hometown in Montana, and a 
mainstay of our community. Her death was unexpected and devastat-
ing. I flew home and spent the week with my friend sorting through 
her mother’s belongings and planning the 
memorial service.
Going through Louise’s things was 
both a salve and a trigger for our tears. 
Her belongings reminded us of her curi-
osity. They reminded us that she’d made 
thousands of tiny choices to live loudly, 
to feast her mind on everything she could. 
The banjo she was briefly convinced she 
could master. Camera equipment she’d 
acquired for a trip to see polar bears in 
Antarctica. A room teeming with beads 
she’d used to make jewelry for friends, 
coworkers, and patients. Hundreds of 
good books, many filled with thoughtful 
notes. Each item was an artifact of a capti-
vating life— one that, while cut short, was 
lived intensely and with intention.
After Louise died, my fear of death strangely began to give way, 
making room for conviction about how I will spend my moments. 
What a miracle it is to be here at all, to experience the beauty, pain, 
and delight that populate my ordinary world. What a gift to feel called 
to make art out of those things.
I got into a cab after the incident on the subway, and my phone 
buzzed with work emails and texts from a friend with pictures of a 
dress she wanted to buy. One of my favorite songs played through my 
headphones. Despite the lingering terror that continued to make my 
heart thud against the torn leather seats of the cab, gratitude suffused 
my body. Air from my open window blew against my face, and the 
sky was an even blue. 
Thank you, I thought. Thank you.
By Katharine Reece ’08
Endnote
A Fragile Gift
Reece lives in Brooklyn and recently left her job with Sarah Lawrence magazine to start her own business as a writer, editor, and photographer.
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Former United States Secretary of State 
Madeleine Korbel Albright ’59 speaks  
to an Albright Institute Fellow at a 
symposium addressing global inequality  
on campus in February.
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